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You write it! We print it!

This is your page.
Among the many thousands 
o f  Quickstart enthusiasts 
all over the w orld

must be a fund o f 
experiences like those below> 
Why not send us yours — 
and get into print !

D ear Sir . . . D ear Sir . . .

‘The Super Merlin has been run in and flown 
and in doing so has proved itself 
an excellent engine. The “Quickstart” 
is an ingenious idea, and one which will 
no doubt prove itself in the hands 
of many newcomers to the hobby.
My own engine, however, is so easy to start 
that I seldom use the starting device.' 
from Mr. G. Flood,
Griffith, N.S.W., Australia.

‘1 am taking this opportunity of letting you know 
how pleased 1 am with a D.C. Spitfire 
1 purchased in January. It is in 
a Graupncr ‘Satellite' which has rudder only 
Radio Control and weight 2} lb. all up.
The Spitfire flies it perfectly and 1 think 
for a 1 c.c. engine it is unbeatable.
P.S.—1 tried a couple of 1 50 engines 
before I installed the Spitfire.’ 
from Mr. B. Hunter, Jr.,
Caw Brae, Londonderry, N. Ireland.

D ear Sir . . . D ear Sir . . .

*1 feel 1 must write to congratulate you 
on the fine workmanship displayed 
in your products. I bought a Dart 
at the beginning of my modelling career 
and this engine has now done 89 hours 
of flying in some 700 flights without ever 
being reconditioned or rebored.’ 
from Mr. J. C. Kennedy,
Blaydon, County Durham.

‘Thank you very much for your prompt attention 
to the servicing of my Bambi engine.
It is such a refreshing change to find 
a manufacturer's after-sales service 
which is so obviously interested in modelling. 
You certainly were in time for our contest 
and I'm happy to say the Bambi performed 
very well indeed.’
from 5011009 J/T Crump, D. M..
R.A.F. College, Cranwell.

f  QUICK STARt L

for all that's best in power

D A V I E S - C H A R L T O N  L IM I T E D  H ills Meadow Douglas Isle of Man



HUMBROL T H E  H U M B E R  O IL  
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(Paints Division)

...that’s a good nam e for paint M A R F L E E T  · H U L L
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SO /v

Super smooth gloss

xtreme hiding powers 
Leaves no brushmarks

Durable, w -th "  COlours intermixabl(.
’ 1 stands wear and tear Economical sizes of tin
Easy flow

Matt or metallic finishes Suitable for any surface Largest colour range

A winner on points...  again and again
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TH E SIMPLICATED
K\VIK-FIX

A  G R A C E F U L  
O P E N  C L A S S  
60 S O  A  R E R

K IT  PR ICE

PHOENIX — Fully shaped Balsa 
Fuselage halves. Spindled Boom 
Halves. Superbly die-cut Win* 
and Tail Ribs.

VELOX features include Prc- 
shapcd Balsa Fuselage Units: Pre
shaped under-cart complete with 
Sorbo wheels. For .46 to .9 c.c. 
motors.

The COLT TRAINER is designed 
to be assembled in under an hour. 
Fuselage fully-shaped, hollowed and 
slotted. For I to 1.49 c.c. motors,

KIT PRICE

E.D. .46 "BABY" or ' VELOX'

OFFICIAL
DISTRIBUTORS "BEE"

for
'COLT'

^  REASONS 
for Tip-Top  

Performance

P H O E N IX

COLT TRAINER

MODEL AIRCRAFT (Bournemouth) LTD
N O R W O O D  P L A C E  · B O U R N E M O U T H  · H A N T S .
Telephone \ B O U R N E M O U T H  4 3 6 0 1  W holesa le  O n ly

Kindly mention AERO M ODELLER when replying to advertisers
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THIS
MODEL . . .

t

f

TIMES HEAVIER
W O U L D  BE 2-3

if there was no Balsa and denser woods had to be used 
throughout. The dilTerence more than accounts for the 
weight of radio gear carried and—more important still 
— Balsa gives a better, stronger job. But don't take Balsa 
for granted. You need scientifically selected and specially 
cut Balsa to be sure of consistent results. Every model 
needs the best Balsa you can get—SOLARBO Balsa. 
Be sure to ask for it by name.

Modellers the world over use Solarbo Balsa 
for their top designs because they know they 
can rely on its consistent high quality. Fabri
cated from carefully selected hulk lumber int "
the world’s largest and most up-to-date 
factory o f its kind, Solarbo Balsa is available 
in all standard sheet, strip and block sizes from 
your local model shop.

SO L A R B O  LTD
COMMERCE W A Y  LANCING 

SUSSEX
Telephone: LANCING 2866-7-8-9

Kindly mention AERO M ODELLER when replying to advertisers
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734 FK

“AUSTER”

7/6d

Choose any one of these 
attractive new models— once 
you’ve seen them you’re sure to 
want them all! Each model has 
been designed and developed to 
ensure simple, rapid construction 
and super flying performance. 
Kits come to you complete 
with ready-shaped balsa parts, 
plastic propeller, wheels, 
rubber motor and really 
detailed instructions . . .  all 
you’ll need to make a fine model

MADE IN ENGLANDJBY 
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  M O D E L  
A IR C R A F T  LTD.
(A memtttr of tht Lints Bros. Group)

IRAK

Kindly mention AERO MODELLER when replying to advertisers
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«Just like the real thing!
Believe it or not, the nearer one 
is the Airfix model of the 
Bristol Bloodhound, 1/72nd scale 
(Kit 2/-). Behind it is a picture 
of the real thing.

That's how wonderfully realistic Airfix models are! Close attention to 
every detail gives them their faithful-to-the-original look—makes them 
true collector’s pieces. And every Airfix series is to a constant scale. 
This means Airfix models look proportionally right, one against another, 
because they are right! You can’t beat Airfix for realism—or value.

Constant Scale Construction Kits
From Model & Hobby Shops, Toy Shops and F. W. Woolworth

There are over 100

Bristol Superfreighter 7*6

BRITISH WARSHIPS
H M .S . Cossack 2/-

A.460

Airfix models from 2/- to 10/6.

MODEL FIGURES
Lifeguard 2/-

STOP P R E S S !
Latest Airfix Production

A  realistic O O / H O  gauge model of the B.R.
8-ton Standard Cattle W aggon. Finely detailed,
even to the wood grain. H inged doors and
loading ramps, choice of 4 coupling systems.
40-part kit plus 7 transfers— 2/-
Also new:—  O O / H O  gauge B.R. B R A K E  V A N
(20-ton).
A  beautifully detailed 45-part kit— 2/-.

Kindly mention AERO MODELLER when replying to advertisers
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One off tlie best jobs in the world
F leet Air Arm Buccaneers moving at ten miles per m in
ute above II.M.S. Ark Royal. The Buccaneer is tho 
latest aircraft ordered for the F leet Air Arm, giving 
still greater speed and power to  Britain's nuclear ago 
Royal Navy.

The men who fly these machines have a training 
second to none in the  world, s tarting  with a  six m onth’s 
course a t  the  Britannia Royal Naval College, D art
mouth. The basic qualities required of to-day's officers 
of the Fleet Air A π  11 are  1110 same as in N elsoi i’s day-in i tia- 
tivo, intelligence, resourcefulness and determ ination.

The responsibility is groat and the rewards are equal 
to it—adventure, enjoym ent, travel and after 12 
years a tax-free g ra tu ity  o f £4,000 or £1,500 afte r 8 
years. Of course only a  select num ber can qualify as pilots 
and observers. Rut why shouldn’t  you be am ong them? 
You m ust have a zest for flying, ho a ttrac ted  to  the 
Naval way of life and  he* able to  pass the Interview 
Board which is designed to test your fitness, intel
ligence and character.

The age limits for en try  are 17-25. You must have 
passed the (l.C’.F. at “O” level in Knglish Language, 
Mai hemat ics and two other approved subjects (three 
o ther approved subjects afte r 1st Septem ber 1901).

W hen qualified, pay a t  ago 20 is £949 a year; a 
m arried officer of 25 can receive up to  £l,7f>0 a year. 
Selected officers serving on a  12 year engagement 
have the opportunity  of t ransferring to a  pensionable 
career.

New 5-year commissions for Helicopter Pilots

There is a new scheme of engagem ent 
for men wishing to  specialise as heli
copter pilots only. They join between 
ages 17-2(1 on a  5 year commission 
and receive £775 tax-free g ra tu ity  on 
term ination.
Sr ml for the new illustrated hook· let Fly 
with the Fleet Air Arm” which will (jive 
you the full details.

F l y  a s  a n  O f f i c e r  in t h e  R O Y A L  N A V Y
T h e  A d m ira lty ,  D .N .R . (O f f ic e r s ) ,  D e p t. A M /2 1  Q u e e n  A n n e ’s  M a n s io n s ,  S .W .1 .
AM/21

Kindly mention AERO MO D ELLER when replying to advertisers
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SPITFIRE
T H E  S T O R Y  O F  Λ  
F A M O U S  F IG H T E R

B y  H r u c e  I to b c r K o n

T H E  S T O R Y  O F  T H E  S P IT F IR E  A N D  T H E  S E A F IR E ;  T H E IR  
D E V E L O P M E N T  F R O M  T H E  S C H N E I D E R  T R O P H Y  C O N T E S T S ,  
F R O M  M E R L I N  T O  G R I F F O N  E N G I N E S  A N D  F R O M  M A C H I N E -  
G U N S  T O  R O C K E T  P R O J E C T IL E S .  T O L D  I N  100,000 W O R D S ,  
275 P H O T O G R A P H S ,  A  T Y P E -B Y -T Y P E  R E V IE W  O F  A L L  SP IT F IR E  
A N D  S E A F IR E  M A R K S ,  30 F U L L -P A G E  3 -V IE W  T W O - T O N E  
R E P R E S E N T A T IV E  P A I N T I N G S  A N D  56 P R O F IL E S  S H O W I N G  
C A M O U F L A G E  A N D  S E R IA L  V A R IA N T S .

T H I S  B O O K  H A S  T A K E N  T H R E E  Y E A R S  T O  PREPARE,  
A N D  H A S  B E E N  P R O D U C E D  B Y  T H E  O N L Y  F IR M  I N  T H I S  
C O U N T R Y  W H I C H  S P E C IA L IS E S  S O L E L Y  I N  A V I A T I O N  
H I S T O R I C A L  B O O K S ,  O F  W H I C H  O V E R  A  Q U A R T E R  O F  A  
M I L L I O N  H A V E  B E E N  S O L D  D U R I N G  T H E  P A S T  25 Y EA R S .

- m m

S IZ E  O F  B O O K  IS 
8*' x I I * ' ,  C L O T H  
B O U N D  IN  ST IFF  
B O A R D S  
W E I G H T  2±
LBS. P R IC E 45/-

I I A K L E Y F O l t D  1’ U D L I C A T I O A S  L T D .
D E P T .  A J I  / S 4  E E T U m V O K T I I .  I I E I C I I O  1C l»MD I I t  E .  E \ G I  A \ h

2.46 c.c. 
M A R I N E  “ R A C E R

Write for full details of all E.D. Engines, Radio Controls, 
Mechanisms, Spare Parts etc. E.D. I cc . “ BEE”

The E.D. 2.46 c.c. Marine “Racer” i* 
specially produced for the model boat 
builder. A  guaranteed super water- 
cooled engine, complete with Exhaust 
Manifolds, Flywheel, Marine U n it with 
Ball Joint Coupling and Plastic tubing. 
Exhaust Manifolds are supplied 
separately.

Exhaust Manifolds for the E.D. 
I c.c. “B E E ” Engine are also  
available. The “BEE” thus fitted 
makes an ideal power unit for  
small model boats.

Riqht from the start | jj | j
for the
model m aker

TRADE MARK

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (Surrey) LTD.
I S L A N D  F A R M  R O A D ,  W E S T  M O L E S E Y ,  S U R R E Y ,  E N G L A N D

Kindly mention AERO MO D ELLER when replying to advertisers
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AND THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
If you’re aim ing high when you think of 
your career, th ink  of electronics-the key
word to success in  the space age. The Army 
trains boys in electronics, as well as many 
other trades. But, of course, you’ll want 
excitement, adventure and fun as w ell-the 
Modern Army offers all this with lots of 
travel and really good pay.
THINK ABOUT IT EARLY -  WHEN YOU'RE BETWEEN 141 &  16*

An Army Apprentices school can s ta rt you

on a top -line  career. There’s first-class 
train ing  in any one of 40 trades and you’re 
paid as you learn. Board, lodging and uni
forms are free -  with two m onths’ paid holi
day a year. After your train ingyou can earn 
up to £20 a week...or more if you become an 
officer, f in d  o u t  a b o u t  it . Post th is coupon to
day. (Applications for the next entry in 
September m ust be sent in by July 3rd or 
earlier.)

TO THE W AR OFFICE (ΜΡβ) 

LONDON, S .W .l .

Please send me
full details o f Army Apprentices 
—without obligation

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE

AA11/AM

Kindly mention AERO MO DELLER when replying to advertisers
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I T A m  IS THE WEATHER
I t U W  FOR GLASS FIBRE
The months ahead are ideal for major glass fibre projects that can be made outdoors 
o r indoors w ith quick setting times. If you have not yet tried your hand at this 
wonderful modern process, start now. W hether for modelling uses, repairing the 
car, making a draining board or a set of g.f. luggage this new M.A.P. book has all 
the answers. First of its kind at the price it provides the reader with all the information 
he will ever need on techniques, applications, typical projects etc. The "professiona l" 
too will find valuable gen to save him time and money and do better work.

C H A P T E R  H E A D IN G S  :
1 Introducing Glass Plastics X I Major Project Construction with

II Glass Fibres. Cloths. Mats and a Male Mould
Tape X II Car-body Construction with a

III Resins for Glass Plastics Female Mould
IV
v

Fillers and Pigments 
Moulds

X III Modelling Applications

VI Parting or Release Agents X IV Marine Applications

VII Techniques X V Maintenance and Domestic App li
VIII Tools cations

IX Castings X V II Trouble Shooting
X Design Considerations Appendices: Suppliers, Tables etc.

MODEL BOOKS
with the M A P  Imprint 
provide immediate an
swers to every model
ling problem. Expert 
authors. unequalled 
sources, and a keen ap
preciation of the mod

ellers’ needs make them specially 
valuable. Good honest " g e n "  in 
every one that really tells novice 
o r expert how to do the job.

Expert authors Ron Warring and Geoff Lewis (Director of 
Bondaglass Ltd.) 122 pages size 8J - 5y ins. printed litho with 
drawn on card cover in orange and blue. One hundred and three 
diagrams and sketches. 33 photo-illustrations, 18 major tables. 
Acclaimed by the technical press. (A hard-bound library edition 
is also available at 10s. 6d.) Price 7s. 6d.

PLANS HANDBOOK
The modeller’s most useful reference book 
now revised to include latest Acromodeller and 
Model Maker Plans. 160 pages, size # 
4£ x 7£ ins., packed with gen and 
illustrations of models. Price

A IR C R A F T
□

B O A T
□IN  M IN IA T U R F 12/6 M O D E L L IN G si-

Σ ?  8

F L Y IN G
S C A L E  M O D E L S 10/- □

P O W E R  
M O D E L  B O A T S 12/6 □

cc ^  l M O D E L  B O A T
□ M O D E L  A E R O  E N G IN E □o *  1 R A D IO  C O N T R O L 61- E N C Y C L O P A E D IA 12/6

U - C O N S T R U C T IO N  FO R □ A E R O M O D E L L E R □Ό  « A E R O M O D E L L E R S Si- P O C K E T  D A T A  B O O K S  5/-
cc «  5 D E S IG N  FO R

□
SEC R ET S  O F

□U d O V A E R O M O D E L L E R S si- SH IPS  IN  BO TT LES 4/6
o SC A L E

□
A E R O M O D E L L E R

□ac M O D E L  C A R S si- I960 61 A N N U A L 10/6

o M O D E L  C A R  
R A IL  R A C IN G 10,- □

P L A N S
H A N D B O O K 21- □

m
M O D E L  M A K E R

□
THE A M A T E U R

□> ■ M A N U A L 10,- R O D  M A K E R 4/6o C A R D B O A R D
□

G L A SS  FIBRE FO R
□z ^  ~  4, E N G IN E E R IN G 12 6 A M A T E U R S 7/6

c - o  $·*
■o Z .. 
<  t l J

R/C PR IM E R 15/- □
CL s . d.

<2 ?  * 1 e n c lo s e  r e m it t a n c e  f o r  b o o k s  m a rk e d

X o  «

b- *  Q N A M E

laj
*
Ο «Λ A D D R E S S
δ D

C

MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS Ltd
38 C L A REN D O N  ROAD, W A TFORD  
HERTFORDSHIRE · · * ENGLAND

j u.s.
R/C

W e  have a small 
supply for retail 
orders only of 
Howard McEntee’s 
splendid R/C Pri
mer, particularly 
suited to beginners’ 
needs. It deals ex
clusively with the 
use and application 
of equipment on 
the U.S. market 
(much of which is 
now available here) 
including installa
tion, maintenance 
and trouble shooting. Mainly for 
aeromodellers but also a chapter 
on boat R/C.
Size 11J x 8 ins., 64 puges. 73 photo 
illustrations and 72 line drawings. 
Semi-stiff glossy cover.
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ON TIIE COVER
Bright in their 1961 colour schemes, the Riper

Comanche 250 (»'/» blue) and ISO (in Red) display their 
elegant and speedy lines. Holder o f World distance 
records (7,668 miles non-stop from North Africa to 
Los Angeles) and fast becoming common in llritish 
skies the Comanche is the sublect o f  our special design 
feature on pages 294-6.

ABROMODFXI.ER Incorporates the MODEL 
AEROPI ΛΝΕ CONSTRUCTOR and is published 
monthly on the 15th of the previous month by the 
M<>DI I \i RON M i K M PRl ss l ΙΜΠ l D

Publishers of the monthly 
M O D E L  M A K E R  A  M O D E L  C A R S  

R A D IO  C O N T R O L  M O D E L S  A N D  E L E C T R O N IC S

SUBSCRIPTION RATE: (Inland) 28/6. (Over
seas) 27/6 per annum prepaid including the special 
Christmas number. U.S.A and Canada $4.

The I960 colour scheme in Blue and 
White for Vigors Aviation demonstrator 
Comanche at Oxford Airport.^Kidlington

See you at the Nats!
J

A l l  r o a d s  will lead to Grantham in Lincolnshire for several 
thousand modellers this Whitsun as the great annual jamboree of 
assorted contests takes place at R.A.F. Station. Barkston Heath. 
For several weeks the hotels in surrounding towns have been fully 
booked and mystified clerks obliged to rebuff hopeful applicants 
with a "there's some big meeting on at the aerodrome'’. Club 
reports are filled with combined ops plans to bring the lads along 
en masse by Dormobilc and hired van. The camp site threatens to 
be even bigger but better run and from all quarters we learn of new 
“beat-’em-air* models that will walk away with top honours in 
scale, radio and team race at least.

Yes, everyone concerned is in high fever and rightly so, for the 
1961 meeting promises to be even greater than any before. But 
before we leap into what we hope will be a fair weather festival 
of model flying, let’s stop to ponder on one or two things.

Firstly, remember this meeting is organised by the S.M.A.E. 
Council and those clubs who volunteer their services, t hey are 
going to do their best, but their success depends entirely on 
competitor and spectator behaviour.

Secondly, remember that but for the kind co-operation of the 
Royal Air Force, fine airfields such as this one at Barkston Heath 
would not he available for what is the premier meeting of the year 
in the British Acromodelling calendar.

Thirdly, remember that litter is a bad advertisement for the 
hobby. Be a "tidy mind” — if you took it there, surely you can 
take the waste back home again. Why not follow the St. Albans 
club example and equip your group with a mobile litter buggy?

Fourthly, remember to play it safely. Accidents in the past years 
have been the result of foolish flying in crowded areas. If you want 
a test flight with that 100 m.p.h. combat job — take it well clear 
of the spectator fringe, wc have the whole field to ourselves.

Finally, when next some humbug in the club, or a model shop 
counter cowboy starts to gripe about the S.M.A.E., tell him a few 
reminiscences of the '61 Nats (and they'll be legion for many, 
especially the campers) to put him wise on how the Society provides 
for its members in the organisation of these grand meetings.
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Λ ill to r  m a i l  p o w e r
First allocations of grants to groups entering the 

£5,(XX) Krcnicr contest (for the first to produce a man 
powered aircraft capable of making a figure of eight, 
around posts a half mile apart, starting and finishing 
at minimum of 10 ft. altitude) have been announced. 
A group at the University of Southampton, and another 
at de Havilland Aircraft, Hatfield, have the offer of 
financial assistance up to £1,500. Four other entrants 
are under consideration for grants, one at Southend, one 
at Woodford in Essex, one at Imperial College and the 
fourth at Vickers-Armstrongs, Weybridge. Grants are 
made through the Man Powered A/C Committee of 
the Royal Aeronautical Society.

It seems odd that all these experimenters should be 
grouped in the south, mainly around London, and that 
we find no prominent modelling names among the 
lists. Pity this, because we feel that a practically minded 
aeromodeller, able to divorce himself from the complexi
ties that have been suggested in connection with this 
contest, could create an oversize (40 ft.) model of about 
60 lbs. weight, self stable with rudder only control, 
and capable of lifting a human prop-pedalcr. What 
about it?

A f f e n f io i i  w a l e  In n *
Two important items of news—firstly the re-arrange

ment of our solid scale plans service. Hitherto, plans 
have been available to a wide variety of scales and sold 
individually. This has led to some confusion, especially 
with those unfamiliar with the British monetary system, 
and it involves handling difficulties which become 
increased each month as the range expands. From now 
on, after the issue of our latest edition of the PLANS 
HANDBOOK, the scale plans service will be “stream
lined” so that all plans are priced at 2s. 6d. per pack. 
This provides the modeller with one copy of all drawings 
available of the type he orders. It includes reprints with 
detailed descriptions, plus the enlarged dye-line print, 
so in fact we are cutting the charges as well as simplifying 
the system—all to your advantage.

F i r « t  C o sm o n a u t
Though the name of Soviet Air Force Major Juri 

Alekseyev Gagarin has been the subject of tremendous 
publicity in recent weeks, many of our readers may not 
be aware that from his youth, this first man to encircle 
the world in space and return safely to his homeland, 
was an aeromodeller. Had he not been an enthusiast 
for our hobby, he would have been an exception, for 
it is a most significant fact that all the great names in 
aviation achievement were at one time aeromodellcrs. 
If one is to succeed in an aviation career, one should 
never forsake the hobby. It is a relaxation that always 
educates and instils the valuable qualities of patience 
and perseverance. We wonder if Gagarin had time to 
reflect on his first rubber model as he orbited the globe!

( i i a n e e  l o r  tlar k m i
The Royal Air Force wants l,6(X) young men this 

September and now is the time to think about entering 
the Service as an apprentice or boy entrant if you are 
between 15 and 17. Nomination as candidates can be 
arranged through local education authorities, youth 
employment offices or cadet units. Pay is high, the 
training unmatched in its high standards and, of course, 
there is that special feature of six weeks holiday with 
pay each year! There are no “dead end” jobs for the 
apprentices and opportunities arc manifold. The Editor 
would be pleased to advise any who are doubtful, or 
Air Ministry, Whitehall, London, will provide literature.

ΙΙιιικΐ|Μ»Γ Issue*
Next month’s A eromodeller will carry a fully 

illustrated report on the National Championships, with 
results of every contest and pictures of all the winners 
in our traditional style. It will also be a “hands-across- 
thc-sca” issue with two absolutely top-line contest 
designs from the U.S.A.. specially chosen from the 
classes in which our American friends particularly score. 
Keith Hoover’s Hi-Liner is an all-sheet -049 power 
design with a formidable performance, featuring the 
increasingly popular high thrustline arrangement, and 
with details for taking either the lower power engines or 
larger capacities. Then for the R C fans, the current hit 
direct from Los Angeles is Bob Palmer and Dick 
Larsen’s Gee String for up to ten channels and offering 
all one would expect from such a wealth of design ex
perience for aerobatics. Bob tells us that the only 
manoeuvre that gives Gee String any trouble is the vertical 
eight if a stock 35 is fitted. Radio men will appreciate 
that this means quite an advance over other more 
elaborate and weighty models that demand a 45 or 51 
to get through the outside loops. Moreover, the model 
really looks the part. Added to these leading features 
we’ll have an exceptionally detailed “Aircraft Described” 
for World War I fans, combining the talents of Peter 
Gray and Ken McDonough on the Albatros D II. 
Look for the full colour cover as shown above, out 
June 15th, and you’ll also find more pleasant surprises 
we have in store in July issue.

o n ”  a l  the  \ A T S
May 21st 22nd BRITISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 

R.A.F. BARKSTON HEATH

May 21

' Thurston Cup 
S.M.A.E. Cup 
Lady Shelley Cup 

 ̂ Knokkc Trophy 
Gold Trophy ...
Davies “Λ" Trophy ...
Combat ..............

(  Speed

U R Glider
Radio Control F.A.I. Multi 
Tailless
Control I.inc Scale 
Control Line Acrobatics 
Class A (F.A.I.) Team Racing 
Preliminary Heats

May 22

( Sir John Shelley Cup 
Model Aircraft Trophy 
Short Cup

I Super Scale Trophy . 
S.M.A.E. Cup 

i Team Racing 
Davies “B" Trophy 

i Combat 
I Speed

U R Power 
U R Rubber 
PAA-Load 2 5 c.c.
I-ree I light Scale
Radio Control F.A.I. Multi
Class |  A
Class B Team Racing 
.Final Rounds
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R E A D E R 'S
L E T T E R S

T h a t (nil
Dear Sir.

I refer to part of my address at the Annual 
Sutton Coldfield R C M.A.C . Dinner, when 
I pointed out that The Model Aeronautical 
Press Limited hud served us a link between 
all sections and members of our hobby. This 
was forcibly confirmed when reading the 
May edition of the Aeromodkli.fr, when a 
reader from Lincoln, mentions that he saw 
about five months ago u Gasser fitted with 
an f.nya 19 glo plug engine, as per the 
photograph of my own model published in 
the Model News Section of your Magazine 
Christmas, 1959. There is little doubt that 
the model Mr. D. Iurbank saw at Lincoln 
was in fact my model, as this mysteriously 
vanished in Sutton Coldfield Park after a 
fly away, although at the time the model was 
visible until touch down, but when we 
arrived to retrieve it, had vanished without 
trace and although the full membership of 
the Club spent many hours combing the 
area, has not been seen again to this day.

The Stilton Coldfield Police were advised 
at the time and will have full details in their 
reports and purely from a matter of interest 
I would like to take the matter further if 
Mr. I urbank could supply any more details 
regarding the new “owner” . The most 
unusual part of this story is that the photo
graph you orieinally published showed a 
model fitted with a Hornft 1.49 c.c. diesel 
engine, but it was. due to being consider
ably over weight, fitted with an knya 19 Glo 
Plue Lngine immediately prior to being lost.

Please accept my grateful thanks for all 
the kind co-operation that both the Club 
and I have received from your goodsclvcs 
and The Model Aeronautical Press.
Sutton Coldfield G. λ . V. Marsh, 
R/C’ M.A.C. (President)

Contest C In ter*
Dear Sir.

I would like to compliment you and Mr. 
Bagulcy on the excellent review of Contest 
Gliders which should provide much food 
for thought and inspiration to designers.
I do hope that this series will be followed 
by a similar treatment of f f Power and 
Wakefield Rubber models.

I have however, a comment to make on 
the author's st itement with respect to Mr. 
Amor’s model Lucifer. He states and I 
quote: "hut a fiat undersurface is used, 
necessitating a more forward C.G."

I accept of course, the fact that living 
tests proved the need for a forward position 
of the C.G. However. I fear that the state
ment as it stands might be mistaken as u 
design law and thus lead to misunderstanding. 
The implication would seem to be that a

reduction in centre-line camber of the 
tailplane section necessitates a shift forward 
of the C.G. . .This is most certainly not the ease. A 
reduction of camber in the tailplane section 
does not imply u change in position of the 
C.G., the C.G. being related to the position 
of the aerodynamic centre of the model, 
which is independent o! the camber ot 
either wing or tailplane sections. (It is 
assumed that the geometry of the model 
remains unchanged). Reducing the camber 
of the tailplane section does, however, 
require a modified'ion of the model s 
geometry, in the sense that the moment 
arm of the tailplane must be reduced. 
Similarly, an increase in the camber of the 
tailplane section will have to be followed up 
by an increase in the moment arm.

I intentionally use the word must, because 
we should aim at optimum longitudinal 
stability; excessive stability should be 
avoided since it is both wasteful acrody- 
namically and will make it impossible to 
achieve that fine degree of trim necessary 
for rapid reaction to changes in angle of 
attack due to gusts etc.

For each given set of design elements: 
area, span, chord, aspect ratio, centre-line 
camber, for both wing and tailplane. the 
optimum moment arm can be accurately 
calculated. From this follows the position 
of the C.G. to within a very small margin, 
the final position to be found by experiment.

This method, based on the calculation of 
the aerodynamic centre of the complete 
model, has been developed for the use of 
acromodellcrs by Ueuermann of Germany. 
Application to a large variety of models, as 
well as verification by applying it to new 
designs, has shown that this method fits 
actual practice in a most convincing manner. 
It might be a good thing if more publicity 
could be given to Beuermann’s work since 
it would do away with formulae and ratio's 
which fail to take into account the essential 
factors. After a little practice the calculations 
for a new design are carried through in less 
than half an hour with a saving of many 
hours trimming. Another advantage of this 
method is that it immediately shows the 
required changes in the layout to obtain the 
best possible longitudinal stability.

Returning to the Lucifer, my calculations 
show that this model possesses a very high, 
frankly excessive, degree of longitudinal 
stability and this was the reason why the 
C.G. had to be shifted forward. I found that 
the distance between wing and tailplane 
might safely be reduced by as much as 
inches or the area of the tailplane by about 
20 per cent., however, this would make it 
rather inefficient and the model fairly tricky 
to trim.

It will seem to many rather bold to aim

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Eiiit or does not hold himself 
responsible for the views expressed by 
correspondents. The names and ad
dresses o f the writers, not necessarily 
for publication, must in all cases 
accompany letters.
such criticism at a model of outstanding 
quality and I would like to add that my 
admiration of Mr. Amor's design is con
siderable and t he same applies to his trimming 
and starting technique. But the very reliable 
tool forged by Bcuermunn indicates a possible 
improvement. It would be an interesting 
excercisc to modify a Lucifer, changing 
onlv the distance between wing and tailplane 
to 23 inches and look for an improvement in 
performance. For one thing, the moment of 
inertia of the tailplane would be reduced 
by more than 40 per cent., another factor 
which would lead to an improvement in 
longitudinal stability.

It would be very useful if the main geo
metric data could be included in future 
articles by Mr. Baguley, so that we could 
apply this method to outstanding designs.

J. Van Hattum,
Royal Netherlands Aero Club,
The Hague.

Τ ΐΗ ΐ ι ι^ 'ί ι ι ι ;  ( o n l i n e s
Dear Sir,

It is evident that in requiring towlines to be 
subject to a 5Kgm. pull test, the I .A.I. have 
made rather a hasty rule change.

At the first A 2 eliminator, of the lines 
tested in this area something like 50 per cent, 
failed to stand the pull, so that measuring 
their extended length was somewhat difficult. 
One can only assume that a towlinc not 
exceeding 50 mtrs. at failure is acceptable 
to the rules as in our often windy flying 
conditions, many people use the lighter 
lines to provide a reserve of safety during 
gusts, rather than to obtain any height 
advantage from their greater elasticity. 
That these lines are quite adequately strong 
enough for normal use, and indeed to break 
a wing or two, is a fair indication that 
5 Kgm is an excessive load to impose on a 
line which may well have local weak spots 
due to flaws in the material gnd or wear and 
tear.

It is unfortunate that the C.I.A.M. cannot 
find some way of carrying out practical 
tests on their proposed rule changes in non 
championship years, before they are 
implemented, as it would seem that the 
original purpose of this rule change: is to 
limit line extension, not enforce the use 
of heavier lines, has been lost.

G. w. Dallimer.
Stevenage, Herts.

{Cot'tp. Sec. South Midland Area)
A  tlia n li yon
Dear Sir,

I received my issue of Aeromodfller. 
approximately 5 weeks after the date of 
issue, and in this country »he AEROMODE 11 er 
is the only way of keeping in contact with 
the hobby at all.

After not receiving the January issue, 
(presumed lost in post) I wrote to you 
asking if it was possible for you to send a 
further copy. Within 10 days of posting my 
letter I received an airmailed copy back, 
this is service indeed.

I only hope those fortunate people who 
are constantly grumbling appreciate the 
excellent service that they receive.

Λ. T. Ranger, a.m.i.e.t . 
Tororo, Uganda.

(Hoping you publish this letter for the 
benefit o f  the less appreciative modeller).
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King-le r lia n m  l lt/C-
Dear Sir,

I feel that the recent summary dismissal 
of the single-channel radio-control event 
from the Nationals, by the S.M.A.E., 
warrants some critical discussion.

Concern has already been expressed 
elsewhere in your publications, as regards 
the nature of the decision and the manner 
of the announcement, and these will be 
discussed later, but aside from particularities, 
there arc wider consequences which could 
endanger the development of single-channel 
radio Hying in this country. This in itself 
would eventually debilitate multi-control 
flying and aeromodclling in general, by 
removing the obvious and usually the only 
possible means of acquiring intitial experi
ence in radio-control flying.

The announcement ol the National’s 
decision was made in an abrupt fashion 
with no opportunity for discussion before
hand. This creates a dangerous precedent 
which could easily have been avoided by 
the circulation of a questionairc to affiliated 
clubs, asking for suggestions of the type 
incorporated later in this issue.

In the absence of any explicit reasons for 
the decision, we arc forced to consider, in 
vacuo, those most likely to have influenced 
the S.M.A.E. It seems probable that the 
following arc the most important:

(I) The relatively low standard of many of 
the single-channel entries in previous years 
lends to lack of spectator appeal and requires 
excessive airspace and organisation for the 
results achieved. It may be fell that, even if 
expertly flown, these models are incapable 
of a wide enough range of manoeuvres, 
anyway.

(II) This type of event is not playing an 
important part either in the development of 
new equipment or aircraft design trends or 
in flying skills.

(III) Pressure exerted by the “semi- 
professional” class of radio-control flier 
who disregards the less wealthy modeller or 
the experimentalist.

These arc not just reasons for a particular 
decision taken with respect to the Nationals, 
but arc really consequences of attitudes 
taken towards single-channel flying in 
general. They will now be examined from 
both points of view.

Considering (I) first—it is not denied 
that the standard of flying has been generally 
poor, but the Nationals arc not meant to 
provide spectator sport for the general 
public. Prom this latter point of view all of 
the I-roe-flight classes would also be omitted! 
Rather it is to provide a comprehensive 
opportunity for the development of aero- 
modelling by interchange of ideas and 
improvement by competition. In any case, 
the same criticism was applicable to multi
radio-control until reliable reed equipment 
and new aircraft designs were introduced 
only three years ago! So, instead of removing 
one of the few opportunities for new fliers 
to gain experience, we should examine the 
rules in order to see what could be done to 
inspire a higher standard of flying and 
reliability.

The suggestions that follow will serve to 
answer both attitudes (I) and (II):—

Faults in the present rules consist princi
pally of specifying “rudder only” or “rudder 
and engine” for competition purposes, and 
restriction to “precision”  or aerobatic flying. 
Classification should impose restrictions to a 
single channel of communication and leave 
open opportunities for mechanical, electrical, 
and aerodynamical ingenuity to employ any 
number of controls. Secondly, why must 
we be restricted to acrobatics? An analogy 
may be drawn here with the progress of 
control-line flying, where the initial incentive 
to develop equipment and flying techniques 
was obtained by demanding acrobatics. 
After the earlier years, however, many new 
branches have appeared and new enthusiasms 
formed, thus keeping this section of acro- 
modelling alive and vigorous.

In the case of radio-control, the period of

initial development via acrobatics, has 
provided specialised equipment and airframes 
which can scarcely be improved upon without 
new requirements.

I would suggest that we might introduce:—
(а) A single-channel class of pylon-racing, 

—here newer control systems such as the 
pulse proportional types, would have useful 
application. It has already been suggested 
to the Cambridge M.A.C. that rules for a 
restricted class might consist of:—

1. One channel of radio-communication 
only.

2. Maximum engine capacity 2.5 c.cs. but 
no minimum airframe size in order to allow 
of more entries being accepted and more 
experimenting carried out.

3. A triangular or circular figure-of-eight 
course set crosswind to provide about 
1-2 miles total distance with say 2-4 laps.

4. R O.G. required, timing to commence 
from either a standing or flying start, and 
concluding with the passage of the model 
past the final pylon.

This would encourage the production of 
reliable fast models trimmed to fly “straight 
and level” , rather than the slow clumsy 
flight that one so often sees.

(б) As an incentive to the development of 
superhet or tuned-filter equipment, the 
sponsoring of a class for combat or pylon- 
racing with two models being flown simul
taneously would show' some inspiration on 
the part of the S.M.A.E. and the response 
would not fail them if announced well 
ahead of a competition date. Certainly this 
should be possible in 1-2 year’s time and some 
of us would like encouragement now’.

(c) Scale—this has already been suggested 
and acted upon by the Sutton Coldfield 
Club.

Finally (III) may be examined. As has 
recently been pointed out. the radio-control 
sub-committee of the s .m .a .e . has no 
member representing the interests of single- 
channel enthusiasts and consequently any 

rcssurc, psychological or otherwise, that 
as fallen on this group of officials, can only 

have been directed against single-channel 
interests. The removal of the single-channel 
event from the World-Championships has 
also created a bad precedent which they 
have been led to follow, in spite of the fact 
that this competition gave rise to several 
good models which have since been kitted 
(c.g. Vagabond, Stability, Viking, etc.).

We should feel very concerned lest any 
possible prejudice against single-channel 
flying or the effects of growing commerciali
sation of this hobby should discourage this 
branch of modelling. The removal of compe
tition on a national level will inevitably 
cause a reduction in the rate at which reliable 
radio is produced and at which better kits 
arc marketed. The state of affairs at the 
moment as far as good kit models, or even 
good radio-control equipment (apart from 
multi-reed units) is concerned in this country, 
leaves no cause for complacency, especially 
when contrasted with German or American 
progress in this field.

1 apologise for taking so much space up 
for this discussion, but I feel very strongly 
that the action over the Nationals is unimagin
ative and may. if not opposed, lead to an 
overall degeneration of a very important 
part of our aeromodclling movement. In 
any case, no decision of this nature should 
have been made known in such a casual 
fashion.

B. G. J. T h o m pson .
Peterhouse. Cambrdigf.

\ o i* » y  e n g in e * *
Dear Sir.

In flying stunt models for some years now,
I have noticed the trend among others as 
well as myself toward the larger engines. 
At present, of course, we all fly -35’s, but 
it may be that even larger engines have 
something better to offer toward performance 
in still larger models, and I personally see 
no halt in this upward trend for quite a while.

Now, this problem of Noise is, let’s face it.

getting very real. I will confess to getting 
a thrill from a -35 glo motor’s howl, but 
recently have come to realise that this is not 
similarly appreciated by the layman.

This started me on a quest for a silencer 
for my Mcrcos. With what success?

None.
We all know that soldering is of no use for 

forming a silencer due to the heat. (A club- 
mate of mine tried it. The said silencer fell 
to pieces immediately upon contact with the 
engine!) Further, not every owner of a 
sizeable engine has access to brazing or 
welding equipment. In this connection, your 
contest of the July I960 issue was of no help 
since the designs were beyond the building 
by the average modeller.

Your magazine is well alive to the problem, 
but it honestly is high time that the trade also 
realised that noise can kill their sales 
eventually.

So, to summarise, let’s say this — 1 for one 
am willing to bolt the contraption on if the 
trade arc willing to make one.

What about it?
D ave Pi att.

Stamford H ill,
London, N.I6.

M A TS  \O TK S
Class A Team Race to be run by Hayes and 

D.M.A.C. Contest will be 100 per cent. F.A.I. 
(1961 rules and models) so remember:
0-3 mm. ( 0118 ins.) minimum line diameter
2- 5cms.(app. I in.) Minimum wheel diameter 
3·9 sq. cms. (6 045 sq. in.) minimum fuselage 
cross-section area.

Two circles will be in operation continually 
from 10 a.m. onwards. Heats will be run 
every 12 minutes and will have four models 
each. Each entrant will fly two heats, the 
fastest of these deciding who goes into the
3- modcl final. A clock maintained at G.M.T. 
will be in front of the control tent: heat 
times will be based on this and will be 
rigidly adhered to. Entrants will be supplied 
with their heat times (rounds 1 and 2) as 
soon as possible. At the contest, they must 
report to the control tent five minutes before 
their heat. If entrants do not number more 
than 110, the final will take place at 4 p.m. 
It will be impossible to completely check 
100 plus models but all models will be liable 
to spot checks.

No whipping, high flying or other mis
conduct will be tolerated, but the emphasis 
will be on prior warnings rather than 
disqualifications. The timckccpcr-lapcountcr 
will be alongside the segment the entrant 
starts from. The entrant will be able to check 
his laps with him if so desired.

A complete set of the 1961 F.A.I. rules 
will be posted outside the control tent.

K .  L inds ey ,
Hayes M.A.C.

. . . a m i <*am|»in$;
It is probable that there will be some 

limitation on the number of camping permits 
sold for the camping site at this year’s 
Nationals. This is to avoid the gross over
crowding that occurred last year. It will, 
therefore, be advisable to return the applica
tion forms early. There will be a strict control 
to ensure that entry to the site is by permit 
only, so do not turn up without and expect 
to get in! Also, steps will be taken to dis
courage unauthorised camping on road 
margins etc. — you have been warned. 
Permits will be issued per head, not per tent, 
at 5s. each. There will be adequate receptacles 
for rubbish, but campers should make every 
effort to take away anything they bring with 
them: this is very important to ensure 
camping sites in the future. We will have the 
co-operation of the R.A.F. Police and 
anybody creating a disturbance will find 
themselves ejected from the site.

After which fearsome list of threats it 
only remains to say that we expect to provide 
adequate toilet accommodation this year.

C. J. Percival.
Spring Park M.A.C.

Beckenham.
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PIPER

designed by 
Laurie A ckroyd

A  superb I," equals Γ scale controline  

model w ith retracting u/c, for 2*5— 3’5c.c.

W IN N E R  OF THE 13th NEW  ZE A LA N D  C H A M P IO N SH IPS
. v . v

Si i ic  i ion of thi Piper Comanche as a detailed ClL 
scale project was inspired by the publication of photo
graphs of the prototype about the same time as a report 
in Alromodflelr on the J. Roberts Flight Control 
system. At that time Laurie's Fokker F.VIIb.3m. 
Southern Cross, A.P.S. plan CL688 model, (7s. 6d. 
plus 6d. post), exhausted its share of success’s at National 
and provincial meetings and had become, like the 
original, fuel-soaked and vibration-racked. Construction 
of a replacement model was due and while a tricycle 
undercarriage type offered something of a challenge, the 
way was made clear with Flight Control and some 
assistance in this direction was given by designer Bob 
Smurlhwaite himself, who lilted a Veco .19 motor with 
Varispeed slide throttle.

T l i r o h l e .  f l : i | i  a m i  11/4» c o n t r o l

The obvious construction with a model fitted with 
working gear for the motor speed, undercarriage and 
flaps with all their attendant rods, levers, cams and 
linkages was to have this equipment mounted on a 
rigid keel of plywood so that operation would not be 
affected by the stresses to which the model may be 
subjected. Accordingly, it was designed to utilise the 
cabin floor as a horizontal keel of 3/16 in. ply, on to 
which ply formers lock and the mechanism is mounted 
on the underside of this keel.

This model, spanning 45 in., represents ail Laurie 
Ackroyd's model building activity over the past two 
years, interrupted only by a couple of C/L stunters and 
an F.A.I. power model. The greatest portion of time 
went into the design, experiment and installation of the 
clockwork-operated retracting and extending under
carriage, flaps, rudder and motor speed controls. 
Although the photo shows a mass of rods and levers 
which appear overcomplicated and hard to follow, the 
result is a self-locking undercarriage which works 
beautifully. The interconnected motor-speed, flaps and 
rudder (offset at slow speed) are relatively simple; but 
it all adds to the seeming jumble of linkages which arc 
housed in a depth of less than once inch beneath the 
plywood floor of the cabin. Thus the interior is not 
encumbered by gear which would detract from scale 
effect. For the modeller who prefers to “simplify", 
detail is provided for fixed gear.

Plywood and balsa arc combined in the basic airframe 
which was built on a simple jig to ensure alignment and 
accuracy to scale was maintained through the use of

5 in. to I in. factory blueprints, brochures, cutaway 
drawings and photos pro\ided by the Piper Corporation 
for the 45 in. model. Having tried aluminium foil on a 
previous model with disappointing results Laurie used 
paper-backed aluminium successfully on the Comanche. 
It is applied in strips up to 4 in. width using a thinned- 
down solution of white Bostick contact glue on both 
surfaces.

The first step in construction is to make the fuselage 
assembly jig, which is quite a simple affair of pine or 
similar semi-hard wood. The keel and ply formers are 
fretsaw'll, using bonded plywood of good quality and 
even texture. Formers are checked for correct alignment 
on the keel before assembling them with motor mounts 
in place on the jig. A slow-drying cement such as P.V.A. 
is required for all the joints except balsa-to-balsa, and 
even here it is found advantageous to use P.V.A. for 
sheet covering particularly. The balsa formers arc 
cemented in place on the £ in. sheet fuselage undersurface 
which is pinned to the sloping portion of the jig, then 
the fuselage basic sides are added, the nose portion being 
slit to allow it to follow the contour of formers FI and 
F2. This results in a series of ridges inside and out from 
F3 forwards, the outer surface being filled with 1 x |  
balsa, which is later sanded down. The frame is now 
sufficiently rigid to remove it from the jig for installation 
of the hcllcrank unit, nosewheel gear and actuating 
linkage for the other two wheels.

The w ings are then constructed over the plan, shimming 
up leading and trailing edges while the spars are set in 
place. M a inspars are glued and screwed to F5 and both 
leading and trailing edges are tailored to fit against 
their relative formers, being glued in place. Apply the 
upper wing skin of 1/16 in. sheet with the fuselage frame 
again pinned to the jig and the wingtips blocked to 
resist twisting during this operation. Locate and drill for 
main wheel gear bearing tubes in the spars, ensuring 
that the angle of the tubes allows the wheels to retract 
flat into the wings, just clearing the mainspar. The 
undercart wire may be bent “cold" or done after anneal
ing and subsequently re-tempered for rigidity. The 
linkage from the triangular plates (fulcrums) in the 
fuselage is then completed and retraction is co-ordinated 
by adjustment of the mounting plate located on the 
keel using slotted holes. The front leg actuating rod must 
be located carefully on the actuating lever so as to 
ensure that all three wheels are fully extended and 
retracted together. The clockwork motor is a cut-down

(Continued on page 296)
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Piper Com anche (Continued from page 294)
“travelling alarm clock” gear train. It is mounted in the 
starboard wing root and connected to the actuating 
lever. Λ stop is rigged to trip the mechanism at the 
flywheel each 180 degrees of the operating crank move
ment, depending on the position of that part of the 
Flight Control bellcrank to which the centre line is 
attached. Be prepared to use several scraps of wire and 
sheet metal until the exact lengths and positions are 
obtained for the mechanism to work smoothly and 
reliably without undue strain on the little clockwork 
motor. The motor key is, of course, removable so that 
there is only a winding spindle seen in the key hole in 
the cover plate on the wing underside of the finished 
model.

Construction of the tail surfaces and completion of 
wing and fuselage sheeting is quite straightforward. 
Flaps are made and fitted, flap linkage and motor speed 
linkage installed and the cabin interior is fitted up with 
dummy controls, seats, belts, etc. Note that the stabilator 
movement is “geared down” from the bellcrank and 
that the brass tube stabilator attachment pivots in 
metal plates set in flush with the fuselage sides. Stabilator 
halves are drilled to take tubes which are a snug fit 
over the brass tube and are locked in place by screws 
tapped through both tubes from underneath.

Third line control is so arranged that only the last 
one third of the movement trips the clockwork motor 
stop. From the idling position with wheels and flaps 
down the sequence is simultaneous raising of flaps and 
motor speed, followed by wheel retraction at will. A 
stop gate on the Flight Control handle saves premature 
retraction and the model should not be flown until the 
exact length of the third line has been determined by 
ground tests with motor running and tension on the 
lines. Assuming the undercart is in the retracted position 
the first quarter of trigger movement trips the clockwork 
motor stop, allowing the undercart to extend, with power 
still at full revs and a very slight amount of flap deflection. 
Continuing trigger movement applies further flap and 
slows the motor. An internal line from the flap control 
to a rudder horn is used to apply offset (right) rudder at 
slow speed so that adequate line tension is maintained 
at all times. The clockwork motor is held in place by 
bolts tapped into small alloy plates to allow removal 
of the unit for adjustment and cleaning. It should not 
be left in the model during sanding operations.

The finish applied to the model will count for several 
points in a scale contest. Use at least three coats of 
sanding sealer, rubbing down between each and brush 
on four coats of decorating enamel, followed by a fuel- 
proofer of good transparency. Metallised paper was 
used on the wings and horizontal tail of my model, 
applied in up to 4 in. width with white Bostick contact

Underbelly panels remove to inspect the Comanche controls. The 
J. Roberts “ Flight Control” system is used to full advantage in this 
magnificent model. Simple bellcrank and fixed flaps and undercarriage 
can, of course, be employed instead. Details are given on the A.P.S. plan

glue. Any excess can be removed with petrol. Most 
production Pipers are painted all over so this may be 
preferred to metallised paper. The colour scheme is the 
standard Piper decor, which varies from year to year, 
those on the cover are 1961 Comanche 180 and 250 
schemes.

Before flying check that the C.G. is in the correct 
place. The original required l .J ozs. of lead inside the 
cowl and the all-up weight came out at just over 3 lbs. 
A good .19 will give ample power and anything larger 
cannot be accommodated within the cowl and airscoop. 
The aluminium undercowl can then be attached in 
proper scale fashion using wire clips secured with bolts.

A final word about flying the Comanche hold her 
on the deck awhile, to let speed build up before lifting 
off—you'll be really pleased with her true to scale 
zoom climb is the undercarriage bangs up just like the 
real thing.

S .M .A .E . C ontest re su lts
PILCHER CUP

Unrestricted Glider 163 Entries Decentralised 
5 tit March, 1961

1. Jackson, R. Littlcovcr ... 9:00 4:20
2. Crisp, Λ. ... Abingdon ... 9:00 · 3:55
3. Laxton, D. C.M. ... 9:00 -2:50
4. Aitkenhcad, Clevum ... 9:00 ; 2:20

5. Young, F. Rirminghani 9:00—2:15
6. Richards. C. Hayes ... 9:00 1:15
7. Simpkin, A. Market ... 9:00 · 0:56

Harboro’
8. TootclI. W. R.A.K ... 9:00
9. Illslcy. I).... Birmingham 8:57

10. Lavender, It. Brentwood ... 8:55
It. Flaherty, R. Cardiff ... 8:42
12. Birks, J.  .. Chorlton ... 8:41

GAMAGE CUP
Unrestricted Rubber 78 Entries Decentralised 

5th March, 1961
1. Wharric. A. Norwich 1.' OO · 9:03
2. Tidcswcll, G.Buildon 12:00 6:15
3. Lennox. R. Birmingham 12:00 5:59
4. Poole. D. Birmingham 12:00 · 5:13
5. Thorbon. B. St. Alban* . 12:00- 5:02
6. North. J. Croydon 12:00 · 3:38
7. Thorpe, E. Derby 12:00 · 2:51
8. Leppard. R. Croydon 12:00 2:39
·>. Greaves. D. Leamington 12:00 2:39

10. Barnes, J.... Liverpool ... II :47
II. Amor. R. Essex 11:46
12. O’Donnell. J.Whitcficld . II :3I
13. Crossley, P. Blackhcath . . 11:30
14. Andcrton, A.Norwich 

RAF.
11:26

15. Nelson, W. Sheffield 11:26

WHITE t in*
Unrestricted Rower 120 Entries Decentralised

5th March, 1961
1. Petty. C. Walsall 12:00 - 12:502 Monks. R. Birmingham 12.00 6:48
5! Simeons ... St. Albans ... 12:00 6:46
4. Thorpe. Π. 1 X-rh\ 12:00 f 5:17
5. Miller. D. Cambridge . 12:00 - 5:02
6. West, J. ... Brighton 12:00 4:25
7. Draper. R Coventry ... 12 00 4:05
8. Ambrose, N. Ipswich 12:00 * 3:57
9. Pcnbcrlon, P.Abingdon ... 12:00 +- 3:35

10. Spurr, A.... Tccssidc 12 .00 · 3:35
II. Posner, D. Surbiton 12 (H) , 3:16
12. Sa\ini. S .... Liverpool ... 12:00
13. Crisp, A. ... Abingdon ... 11:57
14. Fuller. G. St. Albans ... 11:41
15. Male, J Portsmouth 11 :40
16. Lowe, ( j__ Liverpool ... 11 .36
17. King, C. ... Cambridge... 11:35
18. Gla/in, J.... Ipswich 11:34
19. Petrie. D. .. F.. Montrose 11:32
20. French, G. Essex 11:32
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P A R T  3 O F  A  N E W  S E R I E S  B Y  J I M  B A G U L E Y
Having laboriously criticised most well-known designs of the last 

10 years in parts one and two, while referring to flying technique in 
order to complete the history of this period, it is felt that it would be 
as well for the author to criticise his own progress in a similar manner!

The following 16 designs to be analysed do not represent anything 
like the total number actually built and flown.

Development represented by this selection has taken place since 
1954 and is therefore, quite intensive. The writer maintains that if 
there is a mistake to make with gliders (any one cares to mention), he 
has made it! Not all mistakes arc represented here. Less than half of 
the designs shown could be considered good contest models -which 
is quite an admission!

One design included is not the author’s but that of a friend, who has 
since given up modelling, but whose glider development ran parallel 
with the writer's for years and was usually leading. It is shown in 
diagram 37.

The latest, highly successful, large glider is shown in diagram 42. 
The latest A/2 is in diagram 45.
DESIGN I. 19S4, Diagram 30:

With a vast moment arm, uirfoils far from mulched, orthodox C.G. 
position and longitudinal dihedral and considerable longitudinal 
inertia, this design was hopeless in more than a breath of wind. 
Construction was sensible, even if the wing construction was tedious 
by using live spars going through the wing ribs. It was inspired by a 
photograph in Afromodeller of one of the intended 1953 British 
Team Models and of course, incorporated the latest idea of a drooped 
trailing edge wing airfoil!

It staggered around quite happily in calm weather for a regular 
2$ min. : plus, and so bucked the writer that it triggered off quite a 
succession of freaks. Needless to say, these other freaks arc not shown 
here.
DESIGN 2, 1954, Diagram 31:

This design was partly influenced by E. Welbournc’s design in 
diagram 37 and Ray Monks’ Quickie, but it did represent sonic 
original thought. Pete Holland’s airfoil from PA A Packet was em
ployed and very useful it proved subsequently. Proportions were of 
the usual low aspect ratio British layout of the time and the only real 
virtue the design had to recommend it. was consistency allied with 
reasonable performance. Stability of this, and design 3 was not as 
expected due to poor airfoil matching.

The side area disposition'dihedral form layout were not perfect but 
provided a fairly safe model. Note that the wing surface was inter

Apr com m ent on  the new F.A.I. speed handle  fo r Monocable contro l, 
fro m  o u r French contem pora ry

rupted by spars, a feature conspicuous by its absence on most high 
performance models; for proof of this, refer to the 29 described 
previously.

While possibly the slight sag incurred by having no support between 
leading edge and trailing edge, may not be all that serious in most 
applications the disturbance of spars on A 2’s with the sections the 
writer has used has been found to affect performance detrimentally 
Yes, we know that in certain applications spars arc deliberately mude 
to interrupt the front upper surface, but note: only in certain 
applications!
DESIGN 3, 1954. Diagram 32:

The realisation came with this design that slim profile fuselages 
could be used successfully. By comparison with Design 2 the moment 
arm was shortened slightly and the tin was pul in a rearward position. 
Wing and tailplanc used the 3-spar construction, which was to become 
quite popular with Eric Wclbournc and myself. The author’s sliding 
towhook idea for operating the auto-rudder came into being with 
third model and has been used on every one since.

DESIGN 4, 1954, Diagram 33:
Here, a style was set, the pure stick fuselage. The wings used were 

those from Design 2, made into one piece with the centre panel 
dihedral removed. Apart from the "1” spars in the wings, simplicity 
could probably not have been bettered. This was the author's first 
model to employ an undercambered tailplanc section, and the tail- 
plane area was at the same time increased to 100 sq. in. from the 
previous 80 sq. in. Generally, this model was a vast improvement on 
previous designs especially for stability. It also proved that a very 
small side area is perfectly adequate under certain conditions of 
design as the model behaved well at all times. It was capable of 2 : 15 
in "still air” .

ESIGN 5, 1955, Diagram 34:
Around this time Shorty was published. Here were a pair of airfoils 

which would probably give a better sinking speed than those which 
had previously been used. Not being content to use them as they were, 
however, modifications were incorporated with the hideous results 
shown! Proport ion wise the model was an orthodox development of 
Design 4. in that it had higher aspect ratio, u longer moment arm, 
an ultra short nose, etc., but it also employed end plates and quite 
a large side area. Had better airfoil sections been used, r.g., the 
original Hancock Shorty airfoils, the model would probably have been 
quite good. However, it proved inconsistent in wind, although quite 
good in calm. The end plates hud no noticeable effect but were very 
small. A wing spar layout the writer was to use u lot on later models, 
was employed for the first lime.

WANDERER. 1955, Diagram 35:
This followed the style set by Design 4. but had the higher aspect 

ratio of Design 5; the tailplanc aspect ratio was also raised. Use of 
radiused tips was felt to be a great improvement and the writer still 
feels this to be the best all round answer to tip shape. The wing airfoil 
used was that of Hancock’s Shorty in a little modified state, but the 
tailplanc airfoil was a sketched original. At the time, everyone was 
inertia conscious and cut airframe weight to a minimum with the 
idea of concentrating weight in the form of ballast. While the reduc
tion of inertia to u fantastic degree is not necessarily desirable, as has 
been subsequently realised, this was achieved here and had no ill 
effects. The wings weighed 3 ozs.. the tailplanc i  oz. and the fuselage 
I oz.! This left 10 ozs. out of the I4J ozs. A,'2 weight for ballast! 
Surprisingly enough, the wings never folded in the whole career of 
the model.

The still air performance quoted at the time was 2 mins., but to be 
consistent with other "still air” times quoted (in Parts I and 2 as well), 
which were really normal evening air times, the performance could be 
said to be around 2 : 30.
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CONTEST GLIDERS (cont.)
MEANDERKR, 1956, Diagram 36:

The exhibitionist in me now came to the forefront and I decided 
to build a large glider. It was similar to Wanderer, using similar 
airfoil sections and construction but. as can readily be seen from the 
illustration, had a higher aspect ratio. Apart from this and the addi
tion of centre panel dihedral with wing panels of equal length, it was 
a scaled up Wanderer. It proved to be an improvement in all respects, 
had a few contest successes and was published by A e r o m o d h j.hr in 
February. 1958.

Due to the basic cfTect of scaling up, i.e., 2 x length means 8 x volume, 
the disposition of weight was less favourable, e.g., wing weight 9 ozs. 
for total weight of 23 ors. This effect has plagued the writer with large 
gliders; if one has strong wings the weight is excessive, if they are light 
they break easily. The answer lies in a hybrid balsa and hardwood 
construction with a very large glider.

In other people's hands the only success the writer knows of is that 
one placed 2nd in the I960 Nationals Glider Fly-Off. It was felt 
eventually that lack of side area, especially in the fin had been taken 
too far with this design and Wanderer as the models, once in a while, 
would execute the most peculiar phenomena which could only be 
traced to side area stalling or possibly only auto rudder stalling. The 
C.G., airfoil, longitudinal dihedral and layout proportions would 
seem to be reasonably co-ordinated on this design as it was neither 
over nor under-stable. The still air time had now been raised to 2 : 35 
or more accompanied by greater susceptibility for therirals, especially 
in evening conditions.

ΜΓΓΖΙ by E. WKLBOURNF., 1956, Diagram 37:
This design has been included because it had progressed, in parallel 

with the writer’s own glider designs until Eric Wclbourne gave up 
modelling in 1956. He was the only other Hayes Club member to 
develop an A/2 design and his development which usually led the 
writer’s, had begun about 1950. The version shown was not the last, 
but was the best tried and had several successes in rallies and could be 
counted on to perform well in Eliminators. The tailplane urea was 
90 sq. in. and the moment arm longer than the writer had so far used 
(compare with Designs 3 and 4). Wing section was virtually Pete 
Holland’s and the tailplane section was a sketch.

The one later version than that shown had shaped wing tips (cir
cular) and a consequent increase (slight) of wing chord it also cm-

The only shortcomings of the design were firstly, that it had a 
tendency to tow over to one side or the other, which was not caused 
by incorrect hook position, but was easily corrected. Secondly, it would 
only very occasionally, spiral in for no apparent reason. The writer 
can only think of one possible reason for this, that of side area dis
position, which will be dealt with in later parts. The "still a ir ” 
performance was always slightly better than that of the writers’ 
comparable version of the time and was probably around 2 : 35 to 
2 : 40. Note that spars interrupting the surface were still retained on 
this design, while the writer changed over to sheeted leading edges 
at Design 5.

DESIGN 9, 1956, Diagram 38:
This peculiar design was inspired (?) by Lindner's Spinne. It was an 

interesting break away from usual practice, but I don’t intend going 
back to it. The short nose of Shorty was used and wing fixing was a 
developed form of that used on Quickie otherwise, the dihedral form 
and fin layout were borrowed from Lindner and the proportions were 
those of a Wanderer with a longer moment arm. A torsion spring 
auto rudder was used. The wing and tailplane sections were most 
peculiar and bear some resemblance to Benedek's latest li.8556b 
which believe it or not. is purely coincidental ns mine were designed 
first. They were actually concocted by plotting an N.A.C.A. fairing 
about an arc of circle mean line.

This design put the writer off straight dihcdralled wing for gliders 
forever, as it did not always behave on tow. The sympstom was a 
persistent bias to one side despite all measures being taken to correct

it although it could usually be coaxed to the top of the line and luckily 
the bias was with glide turn. Had not excessive dihedral been used the 
glide would probably have been troublesome, especially with an 
underfin only, but it circled very tightly (15-20ft. dial) with the 
inboard wing panel horizontal, but perfectly safely. Generally, still 
air performance was equal to that of any predecessor, apart from 
Meanderer. and stability was quite good. It was entered in only one 
contest, an eliminator in Spring, 1956. and placed 2nd in the Area. 
5th in the Country, with 12 : 00 total, all flights but one being D/T’d 
but was never again to behave so well.

DESIGN 10. 1956, Diagram 39:
This was an attempt to achieve a rough weather model—it was a 

failure.
With such a short model using such dissimilar airfoils, the C.O. 

should have been at about 40 per cent, instead of 55 per cent. The 
wing airfoil was a slightly modified Davies A “  93 B ■» .17 and 
the tailplane airfoil was sketched. As it was, with the undcrslung auto 
rudder it was hopelessly inconsistent in rough weather. In calm air it 
would make around 2 min. for obvious reasons. Had the C.G. been 
at 40 per cent, it would probably have served its purpose admirably.

The wing construction would have been phenomenally strong, as 
it was intended to be, had dihedral braces been used at the centre, 
especially as two hardwood spars were used. The lack of strength 
at the centre of the wings gave it one claim to fame when the wings 
parted neatly on tow and the fuselage just missed a little gipsy girl 
at Chobham Common, to stick, quivering, in the ground! The quest 
therefore continued.

DESIGN 11, 12ft. GLIDER, 1957, Diagram 40:
Here was an expensive experiment. Proportionwise it was too 

stable; a shorter moment arm would have improved it. The airfoil 
sections were sensible. Its real downfall came constructionally. The 
centre sections were so heavy by using the iin. sheet torsion box 
arrangement that the wings accounted for half of the total weight, 
i.e., 2-lbs. out of 4-lbs.! This gave rise to considerable inertia, which 
did not improve stability. Use of single covering on top and double- 
covering on the bottom led to much warping trouble. Topshecting was 
only used on the tips and apart from being weak they warped badly. 
A better wing construction will be seen on later large gliders. Overall 
result of this was that the model stood no chance of performing 
reasonably and was merely a waste of £6 and two weeks hard labour, 
although it did look pretty!

DESIGN 12, 1959, Diagram 41:
Two of these were built and were excellent performers, although 

they did not get much chance to show what they could do in open 
competition as they were both lost in rapid succession. One did make 
the fly-off at the 1959 South Midland Gala and was afterwards found 
to have been flown under elevated by τ*τ*η· of tailplane packing for 
most of its career! Such was its insensitivity. An aspect ratio of 12 
was used along with a high aspect ratio tail of area 96 sq. ins. moment 
arm of four chords C.G. of 50 per cent, and well matched airfoils. 
The tailplane was kept light (i oz.) and the fuselage was merely a 
fin. square box of i in. sheet tapered at the rcur end.

Wing section was the writer’s power model airfoil and the tailplane 
section was sketched. The wing construction was the first where the 
writer aimed at great flexibility and used mainspars one above the 
other, a system the writer has used much since, with great strengthen
ing at the centre in the form of dihedral braces. Auxiliary spars were 
soft and merely there for covering support.

The wing of one did break once, but it took a lot before it did, and 
had the mainspars been tin. square hardwood instead of iin. x £ in. 
balsa, this would not have happened. "Still air” performance as near 
us could be estimated was in excess of 2 : 30. 1 shall probably build 
another some lime as an experiment, but with iin. square hardwood 
(spruce) spars instead of the £in. x iin. balsa main spars, a Vjin. 
sheeted leading edge and only the rear auxiliary spar. A further 
modification would be the use of I iin. rib spacing instead of 2in. 
and yjin. sheet wing ribs instead of Ain. sheet.

Left, design 4, first 
with the pure stick 
fuselage in this 
series. Below is the

Below is design 12 
showing squared 
tips, as seen in 

diagram 41

Above is 
Wanderer, a 
1955 design 
seen in dia

gram 35
A>ove is design 13 known as 
Max Maker seen in diagram 42, 
was successful in the ’60 season
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ALL DRAWINGS ARE TO A COMMON SCALE FOR SIZE COMPARISON 
EXCEPT MEANDERER AS NOTED
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CONTEST GLIDERS (cont.)
DESIGN 13—MAX MAKER, I960, Diagram, 42:

An attempt was made here to improve on Meanderer contestwi.se, 
accepting if unavoidable, a slight loss of still air time. Even greater 
simplicity of construction and cheapness were also major factors. 
It succeeded. Same overall proportions were used, but tip dihedral 
replaced polyhedral for both towing and simplicity considerations, 
while side area was increased at the fuselage front and a larger rear 
tin was used to eliminate the previous side area and auto rudder 
stalling effects. An orthodox thickish wing section was used in place 
of the previous “Shorty”  section and a Hat undersurfaced tail used 
in place of an undcrcambcrcd section. As a result of this last man
oeuvre, stability would have been impaired longitudinally had the
C.G. not been pushed forward to 45 per cent, and accompanied by 
an increase of longitudinal dihedral to 4 degrees.

Constructionally appreciable modifications occured. The tailplanc 
was slightly lighter and had a different spar layout. The wings had 
hardwood spars placed one above the other with one stiffening 
auxiliary spar on the upper surface and the trailing edge was slightly 
reduced. One very desirable feature of the two spars one above the 
other is the case with which a tongue can be incorporated. A tongue 
box is formed merely by adding ply to the spars, each side, between 
the ribs after removing the ribs from between the spars thus forming 
a complete hardwood box section. The fuselage was still a simple box 
construction, but with Vjin. sheet sides was not sufficiently torsionally 
rigid and occasionally led to slight trouble on tow. This trouble has 
been rectified on plans distributed by the writer (post paid 7s. 6d. 
each) by the use of a lin. sheet box construction.

It is felt that the frontal side area may be more than is necessary, 
but it docs not seem to have caused the effect the writer suspected, 
oscillation on tow due to a low hook position. Built at the beginning 
of the 1960 Hying season the design was only fully tested quite late 
in the season. After several spoilt full houses by early D.T’ing, it 
finally collected quite a bevy of Ist's and 2nd’s at the end of the 1960 
season. Although it will only make 2 : 30 in “still air” conditions it is 
an exceptionally reliable design giving adequate indication when in 
lift and will usually hit lift when any is around.
DESIGN 14. I960. Diagram 43:

Intended logical development of Design 12 was Design 14. Elliptical 
tips replaced square tips. Span was increased from 72in. to 80in. and 
tailplanc area was reduced to 85 sq. ins. with consequent slight increase 
of moment arm from 24in. to 26in. Construction was modified 
appreciably mainly by the introduction of sheeted leading edges to 
the wing and tailplanc. A possible downfall was the use of different 
airfoil sections with no real motive as the originals had been quite 
satisfactory.

“ These^unlimited open events are alt very well but /  want my dinner

Two were built, one by the writer and one by a cluhmatc, Brian 
Chapman. The writer’s version started off with a 60 per ccnt.tC.G. 
and 21 degrees longitudinal dihedral and showed obvious signs of 
lack of stability through the tailplanc being too heavily loaded. The 
C.G. was put forward to 45 per cent, after much waste of time, and 
this was where the writer first encountered a model suffering from too 
much stability. It would glide around quite happily for a while, but 
even in a calm would sooner or later break off into a series of stalls 
from which it sometimes pulled out, but more often did not. Obvious 
reason for this was that the C.G. was at this stage taken too far 
forward and the model had now become, for want of a better de
scription, “too stable” . Brian's model, on the other hand, was far 
better. On low it was more stable, possibly partly due to greater tip 
dihedral. The C.G. was in the intermediate position and the model 
behaved quite well.

DESIGN 15. 10ft. GLIDER. Diagram 44:
Design 14 was scaled up II times in length to give Design 15. 

Only differences were that the structure was not perfectly to scale, 
the tip dihedral angle had been increased and the wing and tail air
foils were the airfoil originally used on design 12. The C.G. was 
placed at the suspected ideal position just after of 50 per cent, and 
longitudinal dihedral corresponding to this was 3 degrees. A sensible 
construction was used throughout; the main problem on a large 
glider, that of wing construction was solved by the hybrid balsa and 
hardwood construction, but this did not save the outer wing'when 
the model D.T'd onto a tip. Weight was 36 ο/s., of which the wing 
was about 10 ozs. This is felt to be a good practical compromise as 
it gives the same area loading as a 16 oz. A 2. whereas by the volume 
ratio, had it been faithfully scaled the weight would have been 14.5 
x ( 11)3 *»49 ozs.! It is thus easy to see why large models arc inherently 
cither more fragile or heavier.

In practical competition it does not seem to be as good as Design 
13, despite a “still air” performance of around 2 : 45 or more, as it 
seems less susceptible to lift.

DESIGN 16, Diagram 45:
Here, the proportions stated at the end of Part 2 were put to use.
The only peculiar feature acrodynamically is the writer's preference 

of a rear mounted fin. Airfoil sections are nearly identical and are 
fairly conventional except for the writers characteristic blunt leading 
edge and the use of a finite trailing edge thickness. The latter is felt 
to be of no consequence in affecting performance as the airflow should 
normally leave the upper surface long before the trailing edge is 
reached. It docs, however, improve matters constructionally.

Tailplanc is a conventional 3-spar type. The fuselage construction 
is the writer’s usual lin. square box of Aio. sheet with taper width- 
wise at the rear end, the only failure of which has been when a power 
model went right through the model on the climb! Wing construction 
is most umisu.il and flirt) simple. The 1 in. squurc hardwood |p;ir 
tapers to lin. deep by Jin. wide at the dihedral breaks and from there 
continues as lin. by lin. balsa. This provides a remarkably flexible 
wing. The first one used an Obechi spar and did break when a winch 
jammed in a howling gale. The second one used a spruce spar and is 
virtually unbreakable even when an extra 6in. or so of dihedral have 
been flexed into the wing!

Bad turning characteristics were traced to insufficient rear fin area, 
which was cured by the addition of the underfill. This increase of fin 
area sometimes causes the model to veer to one side if it overtakes 
the tower, but only if it overtakes the tower. The second model 
suffered from having the C.G. too far back (60 per cent.) and sub
sequent shifting proved that 50 per cent, was a reasonable position 
and certainly no further back than 55 per cent. Due to this, the 
second model has a nose length twice that of the first to keep it to a 
reasonable weight as its rear end had been built slightly heavier 
Stability is almost ns good as that of Design 12 and the “still air” 
performance as near as can be judged, is in excess of 2 : 45 with the 
limited flying in calm conditions as yet done. I don't think this is a 
“ final answer”  cither, but it is probably quite a good one.

While this model development was going on. I had been developing 
my own ideas on thermal hunting, which began to bring results with 
Max Maker. The best designs developed were 12. 13 and 16. on which 
my hopes for the present season are based. The way I have hopped 
from one design to another probably brands me as an idiot, but at 
least 1 have a varied experience of many types of design and feature, 
several of which are not shown here.

So far, three sections have been devoted to criticism of designs 
which, apart from refreshing history and guiding the reader ulong the 
writer’s trend of thought, have not been very constructive. They have, 
however, paved the way for the remaining sections and will also have 
presented some models to the reader in a way he has not seen them 
before, i.e., a mass comparison.

The following parts, 4 and 5, will deal with gliders acrodynamically 
and should give the reader something to think about and also explain 
some of the wild statements made in Parts I, 2 and 3.
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ALL DRAWINGS ARE TO A COMMOM SCALE FOR SIZE COMPARISON 
EXCEPT DIAGRAMS 40.42.44 AS NOTED
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A t y p i c a l l y  t h o r o u g h  engineering job, as is only 
to be expected from a German manufacturer, the 3.6 c.c. 
“ Bison” fits a popular control line and radio control 
demand and is supplied with a throttle unit with the 
latter use in mind. Of orthodox design and construction, 
the “ Bison” proved to be an exceptionally easy engine to 
handle whilst at the same time capable of a good power 
output, peaking at just over .3 B.H.P. at 13.(KX) r.p.m., 
which is a moderate performance fora long stroke engine 
of this type and size (actually considerably oversize from 
the nominal 3.5 c.c.).

Probably the most likeable characteristic is that 
although it is a 3.5 c.c. engine it could equally well be 
rated as “suitable for beginners” for case of starling, 
following either finger choking or priming through the 
exhaust. Its least attractive feature is its tendency to 
vibrate quite badly at all load speeds, particularly in the 
10-13,000 r.p.m. range, where it would normally be 
employed for radio control work. Although a slow 
motor, we estimate its vibration to be at least as much as 
any 3.5 c.c. diesel, and probably more.

With throttle and 
exhaust fitted, the Bison 
presents a workman
like appearance.

EN G IN E ANALYSIS No. 83 by R. H. W arring
Two throttle equipped engines for R/C

The throttle unit comprises a conventional barrel 
fitted around the spraybar in a spherical “swelling” on 
the intake tube, this complete unit plugging into the 
stub intake in the crankcase casting and securing with a 
screw. For ordinary running it can be replaced by a short 
venturi insert held in place by the spraybar assembled 
through the hole in the stub intake. The lever connecting 
to the barrel throttle is linked to a pivoted exhaust 
blanking plate which rotates to shut otf the exhaust 
opening completed in the “closed throttle” position. 
The linkage is well engineered and positive in action 
with minimum friction. “ Low throttle” position is given 
by forward movement of the linkage which brings it 
extremely near the propeller arc—only just missing. In 
the most forward position, loo. the barrel is far from 
completely closed, accounting for the rather high “low 
speed” r.p.m. figures. We found that 
the throttle control gave a reduction 
to speed from 10,000 to 6,000 r.p.m. 
with a Frog 9 x 6  nylon propeller; 
and from 12,500 to 6.500 with a 
Frog nylon 8 x 4  propeller. Lower 
speeds could only be achieved by 
“mutilating” the linkage to get the 
barrel to close more fully.

Most response to throttle came over the latter part of 
the movement and was quite smooth. Pick up from low 
to high speed again was fairly rapid, but with a certain 
hesitation, whilst the mixture readjusted itself after 
running for any time in the “low” position. Running 
was strong and consistent at “ low” setting, but the 
speed was fairly high and the low speed mixture relatively 
lean.

For normal high speed running, fitting of the throttle 
produced a penalty of 600 r.p.m. at 10,000 r.p.m. and 
approximately 1,000 r.p.m. at higher speeds. Cor
responding r.p.m. figures for the two propellers men
tioned above, running with the short venturi insert 
replacing the throttle unit and conventional spraybar 
were: 9 x 6— 10,600 r.p.m.; 8 x 4—13,600 r.p.m. All 
power test figures were conducted with the basic arrange-

\

A bare Bison, as 
used for the 
p r o p e l l e r /  
R.P.M. tests in 
table at right.

® S 9  
©,

Propiller—R.P.M. Figures 
Λα. Xpitch r.p.nt.

9 x 6  Frog nylon 10,600
8 x 4  Frog nylon 13,600
8 x 4  Top Flitc nylon 14.4(H)
8 x 6  Top Flitc nylon 11.300
9 x 4  Top Flitc nylon 12.100
9 x 6  Top Flitc nylon 10,000

10 x 31 Top Flitc nylon 10,300
9 x 4  K-K nylon 12.500
9 x 6  K-K nylon 9,500

K-K nylon 12.000
K-K nylon 14.200
Semo nylon 10,200
Semo nylon 11.400
Semo nylon 10,300

Fuel used: standard glow fuel mixture 
plus 7 per cent, nitromcthanc.
Note: all propeller r.p.m. figures quoted 
arc for the "Bison” running with normal 
intake tube and spraybar.

Specification

Displacement: 3*629 c.c. (*2214 cu.in.) 
Bore: *631 
Stroke: -708 
Bore stroke ratio: 0*89 
Bare weight: 6 ounces 
Max. Power: -304 B.H.P. at 13,300 r.p.m. 
Max. torque: 30 ounce-inches at 7,500 

r.p.m.
Power rating: 084 B.H.P. per c.c.
Power,'weight ratio: 0507 B.H.P. per 

ounce
Material Specification ·
Crankcase: light alloy pressure die 

casting
Cylinder: mild steel (unhardened) 
Cylinder jacket: turned dural anodised 

black
Cylinder head: turned dural, polished 
Crankshaft: hardened steel, 6 m.m.

DIN propeller shaft thread 
Connecting rod: light alloy forging 
Piston: cast iron 
Spraybar: brass
Throttle unit: brass spraybar and barrel 

throttle; brass linkage to pivoted 
exhaust cover plate

Propeller driver: dural, anodised black 
(collet fitting)

Back cover: turned dural 
.Spinner nut: turned dural, anodised 

black
Manufacturers:
Johannes Graupncr, Kirchhcim-Tcck 

W. Germany
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ment and thus the throttled engine could be expected to 
give an appreciably lower performance, particularly at 
the high speed and probably peaking at around 11,500-
12,000 r.p.m.

Constructionally the “Bison" features a substantial 
die-cast crankcase unit incorporating the low cylinder 
housing and stub exhaust on the post side. The mounting 
lugs are very strong and carried round the front of the 
crankcase. The transfer passage, opposite to the exhaust 
is cast in leaving a relatively large passage outside the 
cylinder liner. Provision is made to drill and tap a “slug” 
in the bottom of the crankcase under the shaft port for 
port-controlled pressure take-off.

The cylinder liner is of soft steel, plain in shape with 
a small flange at the top. Exhaust and transfer ports are 
cut through the walls, diametrically opposed, the trans
fer overlapping the exhaust by approximately 70 per 
cent. The fins arc a separate light alloy turning, anodised 
black and simply sliding in position up the outside of the 
cylinder. Small nicks on the top flange of the cylinder 
act as location marks to align the cylinder relative to the 
holes bored in the jacket for the holding down screws 
and, in fact, arc actually necessary to clear the screws. 
This does appear a rather unnecessary complication on 
a mass production job.

The cylinder liner is finished by grinding all over and 
the bore is finally finished by honing. The piston is of 
cast iron, ground to finish, and is purely cylindrical in 
form with a flat top and simple flat plate deflector on the 
transfer side. Walls arc left relatively thick and the piston 
is a little on the heavy side. The .157 in. diameter fully 
floating gudgeon pin is hollow and fitted with aluminium 
end pads. The size of hole drilled through the gudgeon 
pin is so small that there is virtually no weight saving 
in making it hollow and so presumably the main reason 
for making the pin hollow is to accommodate the end 
pads.

The cylinder head is turned from dural with a plain 
(unfinned) top and incorporates a contoured combination 
chamber top. The glow plug is centrally located and of 
conventional form, with a l£-volt element.

The connecting rod is a very nice light alloy forging, 
quite light yet exceptionally rigid. Big and little end 
bearings appear to have been reamed and honed and arc 
a very good fit without “rock" on the crankpin and 
gudgeon pin, respectively.

The crankshaft is l in. diameter stepping down to 
.256 in. diameter in front of the bearing and then cut 
with a 6 mm. d in  thread (.232 in. diameter). The intake 
port is rectangular in shape. The thick web incorporates 
a counterbalance, whilst the .215 in. diameter crankpin 
is drilled through. The shaft is hardened and ground 
between two centres over both diameters. The crankpin 
is also ground to finish.

The main bearing consists of a substantial bronze 
bushing inserted in the crankcase casting, this bush 
having a wall thickness slightly over & in. A narrow 
oilway is channelled down the bearing for about one half 
of its length, whilst notches at the end of the bush provide 
oil entry ways.

The dural propeller driver is fitted on a split collet to 
locate on the front diameter of the crankshaft. A spinner 
nut is employed, with a protruding spigot slightly over 

in. diameter calling for propeller hubs to be drilled 
out—a feature wc always view with some disfavour.

The back cover is a simple dural turning which screws 
into the back of the crankcase, sealing against a thin 
gasket.

Workmanship throughout is first class, with an 
excellent piston-cylinder fit but, rather surprisingly, a 
very slack fit on the main bearing equivalent to a sub
stantial clearance at the front end. This is not harmful 
and in view of the fact that the bearing itself is bushed 
should not affect the life of the bearing. The shaft, in 
practice, only really “rubs" at each end of the bush.

Summarising: a very pleasant engine to handle and 
one which gives a consistent, good power performance 
without being outstanding in this respect. The vibration 
level is high and the engine itself a little on the heavy 
side—but it is really robust and well built.
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PROPFLl.FR—K.I’.M. FlUURtS 
tiia. x pitch r.p.rn.
8 x 4  Frog nylon 14,400
9 x 6  Frog nylon 1 1,200

10 x 6 Frog nylon 9ΛΧΧ)
10 x 3) Top Flitc nylon 11,000
9 x 4  Top Mile nylon 1.^000
9 x 6  Top Hite nylon 10.4(H)
9 x 4  K-K nylon 13,450
9 x 6  K-K nylon 9.600

10 x 6 Trucut <;’oo<)
10 x 4 Trucut |θ!θΟΟ
9 x 4  Trucut 12.800
9 x 4  Semo nylon | |,8(H)
9 x 6  Semo nylon i0.900
8 x 6  Semo nylon 10,900
8 x 4  Semo nylon \ 3.000

Fuel used: standard glow mixture plus 
7 percent, nitromethane.

Specification
Displacement: 3-272 c.c. (-1995 cu.m.) 
Bore: -634 
Stroke 632 
Bore stroke ratio: 1-0 
Bore weight: 6 9Ί6  ounces 
Max. power: *395 B.H.P. at 14.000 
Max. torque 30 ounce-inches at 9-10.000 

r.p.rn.
Power rating: .11 B.H.P. per c.c. 
Power/weight ratio: .055 B.H.P. per 
ounce

Material Specification:
Crankcase: Light alloy pressure die 

casting
Cylinder liner: soft steel 
Piston: hardened steel 
Crankshaft: hardened steel 
Connecting rod: light alloy pressure die 

casting
Main bearing: phosphor bronze bush 
Cylinder head: light alloy pressure die 

casting
Glow plug: ceramic body, 1-5 volt 

element
Barrel throttle: light alloy and nickel 

plated brass
Exhaust Hap: light alloy die casting.

spring loaded 
Manufacturers:
Veco Products Corp.. Burbank. 

California. U.S.A. Retail Price in 
U.S.A. $15-95.

aD
Views of each side of the Veco 19 R/C illustrate 
the wealth of thought applied to the design 
of what is a most effective control system. 
Throttle has a screw stop adjuster for slow 

speed setting

T hf. V e c o  19 R/C embodies the standard “ 19” 
production with the addition of a barrel type throttle 
linked to an exhaust flap. It is an excellently engineered 
job throughout with a particularly interesting and 
robustly practical throttle mechanism. The pivoted 
exhaust flap is mounted on a casting which (its over the 
standard stub exhaust and is locked in place with two 
screws piercing the original stub. The flap itself is 
controlled by a wire link to the throttle arm in the 
conventional manner and is tensioned inwards, to 
press against the exhaust opening, with a light spring. 
In the fully closed position the flap actually oscillates 
slightly, although this is not apparent by looking at it, 
the pressure of the exhaust gases periodically lifting the 
flap against the spring. Thus although the flap fully 
closes the exhaust port it does not prevent escape of gas 
when pressure builds up. Slow running is very smooth 
and the only way to stop the engine in this condition, 
other than closing the needle valve, is to press the exhaust 
cover tightly against the stub exhaust.

Starting and general handling characteristics of the 
Veco ” 19“ R/C arc really excellent—first flick starting 
virtually every time following choking, hot or cold. 
Running is consistent at all load speeds, without any 
hesitation of falter and everything about the engine is 
easy to handle. Compression is excellent without the 
slightest sign of tightness and the main bearing fit free 
from slop. Performance, loo, is in the “hot” class. The 
test motor showed a peak of just under .36 B.H.P. at
14,000 r.p.rn. and was still extremely happy running at 
much higher speeds. The only part of the speed range in

which it could be regarded as not completely satisfactory 
was around 10,500 r.p.rn. and below when it was definitely 
beginning to blow back through the intake and not 
quite as smooth as it was at higher speeds.

The throttle is of the conventional barrel type except 
that the barrel is rigidly connected in the spraybar so 
that both rotate together. This means, of course, that the 
fuel tubing is twisted and displaced with movement of 
the throttle and so needs some “slack" to accommodate 
this movement. It appears to be an entirely satisfactory 
arrangement provided the fuel tubing remains flexible 
(e.g. using neoprene tubing). With the type of tubing 
used in this country the stiffening which occurs with age 
could offer awkward resistance to throttle movement 
and possibly cause some trouble.

Low speed r.p.rn. is approximately 3,000 with the 
throttle fully closed (i.e. stop screw adjusted to correspond 
to complete blanking off of the exhaust) with propeller 
loads corresponding to 11-12,000 r.p.rn. on full throttle. 
Running is very strong in the closed throttle position 
and pick-up positive, if not instantaneous. Opening the 
throttle produces an immediate increase in r.p.rn. but 
with the engine four-stroking and it takes a second or 
so to clear to normal two-stroke running. We also found 
it possible to cut the engine by opening the throttle 
rapidly—far more rapidly than it would normally be 
opened by a servo or actuator. Probably this is because 
sudden opening results in excessive cooling of the plug. 
Still lower slow running speeds can be achieved by 
increasing the spring tension on the exhaust flap and
2,000 r.p.rn. can be held from around 11,000 r.p.rn.
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Running however, is not so strong and 3,000 r.p.m. 
appears a minimum safe idle speed and one which should 
be entirely satisfactory in service.

Many of the constructional features of the Veco “ 19” 
are most interesting. It features the much advertised 
“Temperature Controlled Clearance” which, in effect, 
can be taken to mean that the parts that really matter 
arc produced under controlled ambient temperatures so 
that specified tolerances are absolute. In other words, 
it obviates the effect of, say, producing one part of one 
temperature to a specified tolerance and another part at 
another workshop temperature to its specific tolerance. 
If the two manufacturing temperatures are different, 
consequent expansion or contraction of the components 
at a common temperature (when brought together) 
can upset the “fit” . Commonly it is necessary to work to 
wider tolerances to take this into account. Produced 
under proper controlled conditions, closer tolerances 
and better fits can result. The sceptics can write “T.C.C.” 
off as an advertising gimmick but the principle as applied 
is sound, modern engineering practice—and the best 
possible w-ay of producing close matching components. 
Not only that, we envy Veco the machines they must 
have to do such a first rate job of production. They are 
undoubtedly way ahead of those normally employed in 
this country.

The crankcase unit is a first class pressure die-casting 
in the usual American style which appears to have been 
wet tumbled to finish. A certain amount of machining is 
done on it to finish, the lower cylinder sized on a fine 
boring machine (or similar) so that the cylinder liner is 
almost a “ piston” fit. A fillet is also machined out on the 
exhaust side to clear the connection rod and the top of 
the casting faced.

The soft steel cylinder liner has a substantial wall 
thickness—.75 in. overall diameter for a bore of .634 in., 
finished by grinding outside. The method of arriving at 
the bore finish cannot be determined by examination. 
The surface finish is comparatively rough and carries 
marked scratching (including a scratch made by the 
gudgeon pin), but the liner-piston fit is excellent. A 
peculiarity of the liner is that there are no sharp edges 
(except on the rectangular exhaust and transfer ports 
milled directly through the walls) giving the impression 
that the unit has either been tumbled before finish

machining, or possibly it is an investment casting.
The piston is machined from steel, leaving very thin 

walls below the gudgeon pin seating and incorporates a 
fillctcd-in deflector plate. The bottom of the piston is 
generously relieved. A small hollow gudgeon pin is 
employed, .156 in. diameter, and fully floating. The 
piston is hardened and then relieved by heat treatment 
to give only moderate final hardness. The connecting 
rod is a pressure die-casting in light alloy with a bronze 
bushed big end.

The crankshaft is of steel, .4065 in. diameter stepping 
down via a short taper length to a I  in. diameter front 
length threaded \  A.N.F. The large rectangular port 
opens into a 9/32 in. hole through the centre of the shaft. 
The shaft is very hard—which is rather unusual in 
American engines, but ground only over the journal 
length. The web is cut away to form a substantial 
counterbalance.

The main bearing comprises a phosphor bronze bush 
which is presumably cast in with the crankcase, reamed 
or bored to size and honed to finish. Running fit is 
excellent and at no time was there any sign of the bearing 
getting hot, even with the engine brand new.

The cylinder head is a die-casting incorporating a 
contoured combustion chamber lop and carrying the 
glow plug offset to the transfer side. The underside of 
the head is recessed to sit on top of a flange on top of the 
liner, sealing on a gasket. Six short Phillips head screws 
hold the head on to the main casting and at the same 
time clamp the liner in place, the top of the liner locating 
on its flange. The glow plug is of the later American 
pattern incorporating a ceramic body, but otherwise 
has a conventional soil clement.

The crankcase is a die casting, untouched, and 
attaching with four screws. A gasket is used to provide 
scaling against the (as cast) crankcase face.

Summarising, a really excellent engine throughout 
with a most consistent, high performance. It is also 
a rugged engine without paying for this feature with 
excess weight and, in our opinion at least, one of the 
finest examples in the world of modern production 
design and production engineering in this class. It would 
be our automatic choice for an engine for radio control.
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Top shows the control-line circuit view from the Stadium at Hyercs on 
the Mediterranean coast of France, an ideal site for a camping holiday 
for aeromodellers. Below it is a special beginner, trainer design by 
Adjutant Gilbert Allain, Secretary of the club at Hyercs. It shows a 
pleasant change from the plethora of low wing trainers to which we 
have been subjected in recent years. Gent with the A/2 is Torsten Strang, 
swiftly heading towards championship in the class in Finland. Model has 

short nose and large fin. Three-view next month

WORLD NEWS
A t t e m p t s  o n  the World distance record for R/C 
models were made on January 29th by Cliff Tippett 
of Maitland, Australia, with a standard Cicada (sec 
Radio Control Models and Electronics, December, 1960) 
equipped with E.D. 6-channel and Merco 35. Unfor
tunately it ended in a prang due to a stall which developed; 
but Basil Healey, who came to be an official observer, 
flew an identical model (popular out there, aren't they?) 
for a 5 | mile practice with “Silvertone” and Bonner 
Varicomp control.

Adjutant Gilbert Allain. serving in the French Air 
Force, has never lost his love for aeromodclling since 
wartime days when based in S. Wales with a Free French 
squadron. Gilbert tells us of a magnificent control-line 
circuit right on the Mediterranean coast of France at 
Hyercs (Var) used by the Model Air Club des lies d'Or 
of which he is secretary, and which is open and free for 
use for all holidaymakers. Many foreign visitors fly 
there each year. Beside the C/L circuit, there is a hostel 
for accommodation and provision for many other 
recreations. Details can be obtained through the Syndicat 
d'lniatives, Hyercs (Var), France. Our small picture at 
top left shows the concrete area from the stadium stand, 
with the sea just beyond the trees.

After placing third for three years in a row at the 
Swedish Winter Contest, Hans Thomann at last collected 
top place in A/2 for 1961 with 685 secs, in windy con
ditions. All events went to well-known names: Rolf 
Hagel in power with 828 secs., Lennart Tysklind in 
Wakefield w ith 804 secs., and Gamen won the team prize. 
Gunnar Kalen of Gamen had a field day with a third in 
Wakefield and fourth in A/2 to help his team at 
Katrincholm. Another big Swedish meeting took place 
up country at Norberg with 80 entries, B. B’omberg 
of Gamen collecting Wake with 847 secs., M. Whitcy 
the A/2 class with 856, and Lennart Larsson top in 
power with 724. The last two come from Solna and their 
wins helped that club win the team prize. The Nordic 
Countries Annual Champs will be held at Ljungbyhcd, 
the southernmost point of Sweden, on June 3rd/4th, 
and the team from Finland will be selected after their 
third Champs meeting over Whitsun. Wintry conditions 
with a cold north wind spoiled their second Champs at 
Tampere on March 19th, the competitors having to travel 
two miles out on the ice to get clear of the downwind 
shore. Models were cartwheeling on landing and more 
than half the A/2 men broke their wings in the first 
round. A three-minute max took the model to the shore 
and with four inches of snowr over the ice, a max meant 
an hour's recovery run. In minus 8 degrees Centigrade

ThoO.S. Engine Co. celebrated 
their 25 years of model engine 
manufacture with a contest 
at Nishinomiya baseball Field, 
attended by Japanese model
ling pioneers with O.S. chief 
S. Ogawa and engine designer 
Hiroshi Sawada in attendance. 
Far left shows speed winner 
Mizobata with O.S. Max 15 I 
Racing Glow model and to 
right are O.S. experimental 
B-50 and Bell X-5 scale models 
with O.S. team racers in 

background
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Torsten Strang of Vaasa, who had won A/2 in the first 
Champs, showed his prowess to make a great 870 secs, 
over Seppo Takko’s 823. In power, this contest for real 
trojans went to Osmo Nicmi’s Pulteri, proxy-flown by 
brother Ossi to 877 secs., a lead of only five secs, over 
Sandy Pimenotf with Number 18. Though he missed his 
first flight through an over-run, llarri Raulio still came 
into third, so in fact it is the well-established names still 
well up in Finnish power modelling. Wakefielders were 
hampered by the cold, but even so, Rcino Hyvarinen 
made 871 secs, with Jeppe for his fourth successive 
victory at Tampere, Bjorn Storgards was second at 
857 sees., followed by Seppo Pohjolar with 806.

As we have mentioned before in previous years, 
there's a moral to be learned in this intensive Finnish 
programme and it will probably reap the benefit in 
September this year.

Another country which is taking World Champion
ships seriously is Rumania, where the indoor champs were 
held at the Ocna f>ej salt mines on March 18th/19th 
with no less than 43 competitors. With a 150-ft. ceiling, 
times were expected to be high, though conditions in the 
mine actually kept durations down and only the 19:11 
record flight by Otto Hints in the under 35 cm. class 
was exceptional. For a 14-inch job we would sub
stantiate such a claim as being the best yet. Top contest 
times were 16:54 in this class by Peter Siegel and in the 
over 35 cm. class, 13:26 by Andrei Budai. whilc the tailless 
leader was George Marinescu with 11:07.

There seems to be some doubt on the eligibility of 
steel towlines for A/2 work, but in fact they are com
pletely within all regulations, and may well be essential 
to cope with the new tensile test. Of the many bulletins 
we receive, the South Californian Aero Team “Scatter" 
from the LI.S.A. is clearest on this point, and has pro
duced a fine summary of tests by John Wordin. on which
Below from U.S.A. real evidence that you can fly 600 square inches on 
an .049 ! ! from Chicago. The Indonesian aeromodellcrs are from 
Parusan, out on a typical day of sport flying with their gliders and small 
rubber jobs, just goes to show it’s the same the whole world over! 
Rumanian modellers down in the salt mine are Otto Hints after 19:11 
flight, with his timers, and George Marinescu with 11:07 tailless job

we hope to obtain permission for publication next month. 
The significant point in his findings is that over seven 
launchings the average line pull was 4*95 lb. — but don’t 
forget the tests were made in California!
Above, Australian modellers Harold Flanagan and Mechanic Leo Toft 
with the fastest class B racer at their Nats, using an Enya 29. Refreshing 
sight of a well-made solid scale model comes from Swedish modeller 
Thorulf Stading of Aspen, and is his reply to the plastics in the shape of 
a SAAB S-17 of 1941 vintage. Would make a nice subject for scale C/L



This modi, l was developed to make 
full use of the high power to weight 
ratio of the Cox Olympic engine 
although in fact it suits any 2*5 - 3·5 
c.c. engine, with the advantage of 
accepting rear fuselage sheeting for 
the heavier diesels.

The Hat bottom wing section, and the constructional 
features will be controversial to some, however you will 
find that the wing and tailplunc can be made very easily 
and quickly, provided you set about it in a workmanlike 
manner. As to the qualities of flat bottomed wing 
sectioned models, they do give a very fast and more 
important, a vicclcss climb, and with the light wing 
loading on this model, the glide is excellent. Those of 
us who were privileged to witness Larry Conover's 
model Lucky Lindy out climb and glide every other 
model at Cranflcld in the World Champs in 1%(), would 
agree that flat bottom wing sections work.
C'oii*trii€ati« ii

Most of the followng concerns the building of the 
wing and tailplane. As we have said previously it is by 
no means as difficult a task as it would appear. It is of 
paramount importance that you should make a thorough 
appreciation of the methods and reasons for building 
the flying surfaces in the manner described. Of equal 
importance is the fact that careful note should be taken 
of the wing warps (see drawing) as these must be built in, 
as this structure is so rigid and warp proof, that no 
twist can be put in afterwards, and you will have to 
acquire a couple of building boards, that twist in opposite 
directions to each other.

The idea of making up a wing with the sections cut 
out of sheet w ith a template, or bent over spars to form 
a section is not new. The same basic principles in this 
case apply except that the upper curved part of the 
section is made up in a two layer lamination gcodetically, 
which at the same time allows perfect halving joints to 
be made, with at least one of the layers running through 
from L.E. to Τ.Π. without a break.

Inner left hand panel, should be built flat, lake a 
stock piece of J in. by 3 16 in. T.K. section med. hard. 
Cut to length between the dihedral joints (at half the
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angle), and taper in the length by cutting along the back 
(thickest edge) with a straight edge and blade. Cut 
L.L.. from stock i in. by J in. and taper in the length 
(as viewed from the front). Pin down to plan, then 
cut and fix the 3/32 in. square lower rib section members, 
noting that there are not as many of these as the upper 
laminated part. Cut from the appropriate thickness of 
hard sheet, the spar members as detailed on the plan, 
noting that these arc also tapered in the length. It is 
vital that this work is done carefully, as it is these spars 
that govern the finished shape of the wing section, since 
the upper laminations are formed over them.

Note also that the spars arc not cut to exact length 
between dihedral joints at this stage (unlike the L.E. 
and T.H.), allow them to be approximately Π in. longer 
to make the joining at a later stage of the tips, easier and 
stronger. When the L.E., T.E., lower rib parts and spars 
arc set. the upper chordwise rib booms are bent and 
laminated over. Cut i  in. wide strips from I 16 in. 
quarter grained sheet, and lay them out, down the wing 
panel in a “W” formation; making sure that each piece 
is fitted in one unbroken length between L.E. and 
T.E. When these are set “the opposite hand" of the 
“ W" can be laid down so as to convert the *'W” into an 
“ X" formation, these "X " parts being butt joined at 
each intersection of the **W" parts layed prior. The 
short support pieces of i in. by 1/16 in. can be laid in 
from approximately mid chord, to the leading edge.
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Λ1Ι of these lower laminations must be set in 1/32 in. 
below the top edge of L.E. and T.E., to leave room for 
the top laminate which is 1/32 in. thick. When this is 
set, lightly sand with line paper on a block, to remove 
any surplus cement etc. The upper laminates can now 
be fitted, which are made up of a 1/32 in. sheet leading 
edging, and 4 in. by 1/32 in. strips. Cut the leading edge 
from 1/32 in. sheet, and cement in place, you will find 
that if you slant the cutting blade to produce an undercut 
of the back edge, that this will make the butting and 
holding in place of the last layer of the laminate eaiser. 
When the leading edge sheeting set, finish off by adding 
the J in. by 1/32 in. strips to the upper rib section, noting 
that these arc laid up in a “W” formation (like the 
lower laminate) but in the opposite direction, so that a 
halving joint is formed, instead of a double layer of butt 
joint. The use of P.V.A. cement and paper clips, make 
all laminating very easy.

Apart from carving the leading edge and sanding the 
whole panel lightly, this completes one typical wing 
pale. All the other wing and tailplane parts are done in 
like manner,

To join the inner section (which should be built on a 
board having a twist sufficient to produce the wash in 
on the inner right hand panel) pin down over the plan 
at the dihedral joint, and prop up the other end with a 
book or any other handy item, to the appropriate height 
for the dihedral, and build the next panel right on to it. 
The overlength spars on the propped up panel can be 
spliced through on to the next panel to be built. The 
tips are also built in the manner described, and are 
propped up and built right on also, noting that these 
tips arc both washed out, and should be built on boards, 
twisted in apposite directions or on a jig with supports.

Commence fuselage by cutting the engine bearers to 
length, drilling these to suit your engine, and bolting 
onto the engine. Whilst bolted on, cut a piece of 1 m/m 
ply or hard 1/16 in. sheet, the overall width of the 
bearers, and as long as from former F6 to F4. Glue onto 
the bearers on the outside facing edge and allow to set. 
When dry the engine can be removed, as this method 
allows a perfect fit later. Cut from mcd. hard 3/32 in. 
sheet, the plan outline of the lower keel, and pin down 
securely to the (flat!!) building board. Cut out, and 
cement into place the side elevation fuselage outline 
from i  in. med. sheet. Cut out and cement into place 
all fuselage formers FI to F8, cut out, notch into the 
crutch, the wing platform and wing platform brace. 
Add the 4 in. by 1 in. keel stiffeners either side of the 
fuselage lower platform. Cut out and cement the tail- 
plane mount, which includes the fin platform, and is 
shaped rather like a stretched “hour glass”. When all 
these parts arc set, cut and fit the warren girder bracing 
from £ in. square med. hard, add the sheeting under 
the front tail mount bay, fit tank for plain feed or pressure, 
or if pen bladder is to be used, make a small open sided 
box, flush with the right hand side of the fuselage, and 
all the sheeting (with the grain running vertically) around 
the engine bay and wing mount, noting that the sheeting 
around the engine and intake bay, will have to be well 
fuel proofed before fitting, as you cannot get at this 
after sheeting is completed. Cut, notch and cement the 
tailplane mounts at the tilt angle, add the wing dowels, 
make provision for the timer, fit and remove to give 
free access to the finishing, around this area. Make up 
fin outline from 3/16 in. sheet, cement some 1/16 in. 
sheet oblongs for fin ribs, in an “X” formation, add 
centre stiffener and when dry, the fin airfoil can be 
sanded to a bi-convex shape. Cement fin on top of tail 
platform, notching in the fin centre stiffeners into the 
lower fuselage keel. Remove the fuselage from the

board, add the front engine bay keel reinforcement 
from 1/16 in. ply, and sand lightly the entire fuselage. 
If using a diesel, sheet all fuselage with 1/16 in. medium 
weight balsa, this adds strength and aids balance.

If you are in the semi-expert class, cover the whole 
model in lightweight model span or Jap tissue, if not 
use heavyweight Modelspan. Apply at least three coats 
of good quality clear dope to all parts. When dry finish 
ofT with good coverage of fuel proofer, being particularly 
generous around the engine bay.
General

Allow ample time for the fuel proofer to harden off, 
and fit engine. Test with trial engine run before you get 
to the flying field, and adjust if necessary.

Assemble the model, and when viewed from the back, 
the right hand inner wing panel should have approxi
mately 3/16 in. wash in. with both wing tips washed 
out also 3/16 in. The tailplane which must be flat with 
no warps at all, should have glide tilt (right side tilted 
up as viewed from the rear) to equal the dihedral angle 
of the inner right hand wing panel. (This may be adjusted 
to suit glide turn requirements later).

This model has been tried with various types of 
pressure systems, from plain tanks, pen bladders, and 
is at present being operated with a sealed tank circuit, 
pressurized from a crankcase tapping, the important 
thing to remember with any form of pressure feed is 
to have a timer that shuts off the fuel supply completely, 
as anything less than this might allow the engine to run 
on. For this purpose 1 can thoroughly recommend the 
“Tatonc” timers. The finished weight complete with 
engine timer prop etc., should be about 14 ozs.
F l y i n g

This model is extremely easy to handle, and will take 
any amount of abuse in respect of too much glide or 
power turn, this makes it ideal for learning how to trim 
out a hot power model.

Test model for glide which should be fairly fast, but 
flat, up to 3/32 in. of packing can be allowed under 
cither the L.E. or T.E. of the tailplane. (in small stakes 
1/32 at a time), to produce this glide, if further adjust
ment is required then ballast the appropriate end of the 
fuselage with plasticine. When glide is O.K. set timer 
for 5-7 seconds engine run, and use about * to }· power 
for first few flights. Flight pattern should be an upward 
rolling spiral getting steeper towards the end, with no 
tendency to turn too tightly to the right, or to open out 
into a left turn which can be fatal on higher power. This 
model must be flown right/right.

Watch glide carefully, which should be in moderate 
circles, and on successive flights, (providing at this 
stage the power on trim seems fairly safe) concentrate 
on getting the glide just right, using more or less tail 
tilt as required for glide turn, or more or less ballast 
accordingly.

Having satisfied the glide requirements, start using 
longer motor runs, with more power, until you achieve 
a power-on pattern with the model making about 
3-4 spirals in 15 second engine run. To adjust for power 
turn, either side thrust and/or rudder trim may be used, 
my own preference is for side thrust.

If a plain tank or pen bladder is used, I would recom
mend the use of an 8 in. by 4 in. frog nylon prop. For 
pressure feed use 7 in. by 4 in. for maximum output, 
but get you fingers out of the way a bit smartish while 
starting!!

For contest work, use a glow fuel with a high nitro 
content, such as Super Nitrex, but if you do, disconnect 
the battery lead as soon as started or you may find it a 
bit expensive on plugs!
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diesels :
It is intended in this article to put forward a scientific approach towards the φ 
formulation o f workable fuel mixtures suitable for combustion in mode! diesel
engines. This article first appeared in Mexboro' M.A.C. Magazine, to which ® - c ■ ■ κι
due acknowledgment is made. Φ D y  S# J ·  L O D lC y

The Material.—Let us first consider the materials 
which are commonly available.

O ils.—For general use, mineral-based motor oils can 
be strongly recommended, and in fact no better oil 
suitable lor our purpose can be found to give better 
quality for money. The oils most suitable are those 
having S.A.E. ratings between 40 and 60, which arc 
readily available in many different brands. In winter, 
an oil at the “thinner end” of this range is to be preferred 
to the thicker oils which have the higher S.A.E. rating 
numbers. However, this point need never cause 
any worry since this adjustment is seldom critical 
except in extreme climatic conditions which are not 
generally experienced in this country; nevertheless, let 
it be mentioned that the application of a little common 
sense here and there will avoid trouble: for example, the 
use of a summer oil in mid-winter is not a sensible 
arrangement. Of all the oils available on the market, 
I personally wouldn’t hesitate to recommend the 
Wakefield range, and in this connection would add that 
I have found no mineral oil better suited for use as a 
universal oil for fuel preparation than Castrol “Grand 
Prix" which, having an S.A.E. rating of 50. falls midway 
between the limits already prescribed, and consequently 
is equally suitable for summer or winter use. Also a 
further point in favour of this oil is the fact that it is 
specilically produced to maintain adequate lubrication 
at higher shaft revolutions than ordinary motor oils 
and in this respect is obviously more suited to coping 
with the lubrication problems of our fast revving engines 
than are most other oils. In passing mineral motor-oils, 
it may be mentioned that whilst the author has had 
experience of other people’s using the various multi- 
grade oils such as Shell X-100 and R.P. KiEnergoV\ 
which are now available on the market, without any 
evident depreciation of performance or mechanical 
soundness of their engine, he cannot say whether or not 
these oils are to be recommended for use in diesel fuels, 
because they depend for their action upon viscosity 
stabilisers which retard the rapid falling-oif of the 
viscosity of the oil at high temperatures (this phenomenon 
being responsible for rapid engine wear). Now, the 
solution of those oils in Ether, for chemical reasons, is 
likely to produce structural changes involving the mole
cular form of the oil, which, being so affected, may not 
then be subject to the stabilising inllucnce of the additive. 
In addition to the use of mineral oils, vegetable base oils 
may also be used with advantage: castor base blends 
possessing lubricating properties inferior only to graphite 
and molybdenum disulphide preparations. On grounds 
of superior lubrication alone, ordinary Castor Oil B.P. 
cannot be bettered amongst castor base oils; unfor
tunately, however, this superior oil may cost up to twice 
the price of the alternative mineral oil. Even so, its use 
for high performance engines is to be strongly advised 
and also the owner of a baby diesel would find that 
treating his engine to this aristocrat of lubricators w'ould 
amount to negligible extra cost. However, for engines 
of over 1-5 c.c. capacity its use is associated with an 
appreciable increase in fuel costs, and so except for 
competition purposes, it is more desirable in these

circumstances to use a good mineral oil instead. 
Commercial Castor Oil, and Pratt's Racing Castor Oil 
may be used in place of ordinary pharmaceutical quality 
castor oil, and a reasonable reduction in fuel costs will 
result. As lubricators, they are only slightly inferior to 
Castor Oil B.P. and as such are to be preferred to any 
mineral oil.

Eth er .—The ether employed in diesel fuels is ordinary 
common “ Ether”, and on no account should it be 
confused with various other ethers which arc entirely 
different chemical compounds and are quite unsuitable 
for our purpose. As an aid towards distinction of 
common “Ether” from any other ether which might be 
met up with, it is sufficient to say that if a small amount 
of “Ether” (just enough to wet) is poured on to a plate 
or other resilient surface, it will evaporate away com
pletely within a few seconds, or a minute at the most; 
whereas another ether so treated will not readily 
evaporate. Common “ Ether” may go under one of 
many different names according to its grade and 
intended use; any of the following names may be applied 
to common “Ether” — Anesthetic Ether; Commercial 
Ether; Methylated Ether; Di-Ethyl Ether, Ether Mcth.; 
and Ether Solvent. Any of those forms being satisfactory 
for use in diesel fuels. Anesthetic Ether is the purest form 
of ether normally available and because of the exhaustive 
purification processes which it has undergone, it will be 
the most expensive of all the forms. Commercial Ether 
and Ether Solvent are considerably cheaper than 
Anesthetic Ether and at about four shillings per pint 
each, obtainable from Boots Chemists, they represent 
about the cheapest reliable ether that can usually be 
obtained. Of the two, Ether Solvent is to be preferred 
because it is purer than Commercial Ether, but really 
this is of little importance since these impurities are only 
slight and arc neither corrosive nor incombustible. 
If, however, Solvent Ether is asked for, enquiry must be 
made that it is of a chemical form called “ Di-Ethyl 
Ether” of boiling point 35 deg. C., because there are 
other entirely different varieties of ether which can also 
be called Solvent Ethers.

Paraffin.—Little need be said about paraffin except 
that a reliable commercial brand should be purchased. 
In spite of popular belief, the colour of paraffin bears 
no relation to its efficiency as a burning oil. The following 
brands may be recommended: Aladdin Pink; Fina Green; 
Esso Blue; Shell Royal Daylight. The calorific values 
(or heat content) of different products vary slightly; 
that of the highest calorific value contains most energy 
and being most suited to our purpose. However, in the 
absence of data on this point, it is not possible to advise 
the reader.

Thk Mixture.—The simplest working mixture con
sists of equal parts by volume of oil, paraffin and ether. 
However, in order to make the most of the materials 
available and of the capabilities of our engine, and of 
our money, we must make prudent adjustment of the 
proportions of the mixture. Now, anyone who has run 
his engine on a fuel of the above-mentioned type which 
contains 33$ per cent, of oil, will appreciate that the 
use of this amount of oil is grossly out of proportion;
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in fact, the copious amounts of unburncd oil which are 
ejected arc an indication that the engine has not only 
sufficient oil for lubrication purposes, but that it has 
also more excess oil than it can get rid of by burning. 
It is not, at the best of times, a desirable situation for 
any engine to burn its lubrication oil since this leads to 
rapid carbonising and loss of overall power and efficiency 
because of the poorer burning qualities of oil as com
pared with those of paraffin. It is clearly evident that an 
engine which ejects unburncd oil must also be burning 
its maximum quota of oil, and, all other things being 
equal, it is consequently working at its lowest possible 
efficiency. In addition to this aspect of the problem there 
must be considered the absorption of power due to the 
pumping of the inactive non-gaseous unburned oil 
through the engine. Hence, it is necessary (a) to eliminate 
the excess of oil which is ejected unburned from the 
engine and (b) to minimise the amount of oil burned 
within the engine, leaving only sufficient for lubrication 
purposes. In this latter respect, however, it is impossible, 
due to lack of precise scientific data, to ascertain the 
exact amount of oil required for lubrication alone; 
and so, in order to err on the safe side, a small excess 
of oil must be included in the fuel. After much careful 
consideration based upon experience and experiment 
over several seasons, the author has come to the con
clusion that on no occasion, except when running-in 
a new or lately dismantled engine, is an oil content of 
over 25 per cent, by volume ever called for, even with 
the most demanding engine. With regard to fully run-in 
engines, 20 - 22 per cent, of oil may be used with plain 
bearing engines, the amount varying slightly to suit 
individual engines and individual occasions. For ball 
bearing or roller bearer engines, 18-20 per cent, of 
oil need only be used. If the oil is of the castor base type, 
which, as already explained, possesses superior lubricating 
properties, then the oil content of a fuel may be reduced 
by a further 1 per cent., and by as much as 2 per cent, 
in the case of pure pharmaceutical castor oil, and still 
observe a generous safety margin. In arriving at these 
considerably reduced figures, the author has no mis
givings, since even as they stand, these figures represent 
quite a considerable oil excess. Indeed mineral oil 
contents can be reduced to as low as 15 per cent, if 
accompanied by 1 or 2 per cent, of an oil soluble pre
paration of graphite or molybdenum disulphide. It is 
not recommended that castor base oils be treated with 
these additives unless they arc specifically designed to 
be so used. Furthermore, tests on Alien-Mercury engines 
have indicated that the use of as little as 7 per cent, of 
oil, on runs of moderate duration, has proved entirely

"O f course I'll get this lot perfected, th en ' someone will 
invent compression-ignition"

satisfactory, and, as far as could be ascertained, did not 
give rise to greater engine wear than is normally to be 
experienced, when using a fuel of greater oil content. 
In view of this, it would most probably be found that 
an oil content of 10 per cent, would be adequate to cover 
the most extreme circumstances. However, in the absence 
of unequivocal confirmation, the oil contents of fuels 
are best left as already recommended: that is, in the 
region of 20 per cent.

After considerable use, an engine requiring a re-bore, 
should have the oil content of its fuel raised slightly 
in order (a) to increase the compression seal with an eye 
to maintaining the pumping efficiency which is of 
particular importance for easy starting characteristics; 
and (b) to prevent excessive wear due to the very loose 
piston cylinder fit. Nevertheless, more than 25 per cent, 
oil content need never be used.

Now let us consider the adjustment of the ether content 
of the mixture. Theoretically the more ether that is 
present in a mixture the belter; however, in practice the 
ether content must be limited to a reasonable figure, 
otherwise the paraffin content will be reduced to im
practicable proportions. A convenient maximum limit 
may be set at 45 per cent, of ether. Note: The use here 
of the term maximum is not intended to imply an upper 
limit which if exceeded may be detrimental to the engine; 
indeed not, it is intended only that the ether content of 
the mixture should not be allowed to become so great 
as to drive the paraffin content (which, after all, is the 
power-yielding constituent) into insignificance. Although 
it must at least be admitted that the liberal use of ether 
in excess of 55 per cent, in a mixture is most decidedly 
dangerous. However, to get back to the point; the upper 
limit of 45 per cent, which we have set ourselves, is a 
most desirable limit to work to, since high ether content 
makes for cooler running and smooths the combustion 
to a degree which cannot be obtained by use of dope 
additives alone on fuels of lesser ether content. Both 
these factors are of prime importance in the combustion 
of the fuel, and unfortunately this essential treatment of 
fuel formulation to obtain this desirable situation is 
often overlooked by the modeller who boasts masses of 
chemical names intended to convey knowledge of special 
“dynamite" additives which are claimed to lease con
siderable extra power, and promote hitherto unknown 
smoothness of running ! ! ! Whilst I do not intend to 
discourage the use of such additives (indeed, few fuels 
are properly formulated without judicious use of 
appropriate additives) I must nevertheless make it clear 
that their use can only be taken full advantage of if they 
are used in sensible amounts in the right place and for 
the right purpose. There appears to be much con
troversial argument associated with arriving at a suitable 
figure for the ether content of fuels: and clearly there 
exists here a topic open to considerable discussion. 
Bearing this in mind, the author offers his own views on 
the subject in an attempt to make clear his reasons for 
adopting them.

As has already been explained, a maximum ether 
content of 45 per cent, is adopted (λ) to induce cooler 
running: and (6) to promotg smoother, more complete 
combustion.

The necessity for cool running is on account of the 
increased volumetric efficiency which is tp be had as 
a result. All that this means is that a charge of atomised 
fuel entering the cylinder at a high temperature expands 
a certain fixed amount after ignition and gives rise to 
a corresponding fixed amount of power available partly 
as shaft power. Now, if the overall temperature of the 
cylinder is kept lower as a result of using a high ether 
content fuel, then the temperature change of the charge 
(which on originally entering the cylinder is near the
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temperature of the cylinder and finally is at the same 
high temperature of combustion as in the first case 
alluded to) is greater during the compression / power 
strokes than in the first case and so gives rise to greater 
potential expansion of the exhaust gases, which, being 
in the*same volume as those in the first-mentioned case, 
gives rise to greater internal driving force which emerges 
in the form of increased shaft power. May I refer those 
reluctant to believe this, to the falling off of power and 
revs apparent during the first few seconds of an engine 
run whilst the temperature of the cylinder is rapidly 
rising. It is a portion of this “lost power” which is re
claimed (by the use of high ether fuels) by preventing 
the temperature of the cylinder rising as high as it would 
if a low ether fuel were used. As a consequence, therefore, 
of observing this point, the benefits of slightly increased 
power availability and cooler cylinder temperatures 
arc to be had.

As to the second advantage to be gained by the use of 
high ether content fuels (i.e., smooth and more complete 
combustion), it may be argued as follows:

A constant volume of paraffin / ether vapour such 
as the atomised fuel charge transferred at each revolution 
into the cylinder, will, under the constant conditions 
prevailing in an engine running at constant speed, burn 
at a constant rate when ignited. i.e., one charge will 
take the same time from ignition to completion of 
combustion as will the next charge and the next, and so on. 
Now the speed at which the charge burns after ignition 
is directly dependent upon the proportion of ether 
present in it; that is to say. a charge containing a smaller 
proportion of ether to parallin will burn more slowly 
than a charge which contains a higher proportion of 
ether. In fact, where the proportion of ether to paraffin 
is small, the ether which ignites first, might conceivably 
be completely expended before much of the paraffin has 
burned. This reluctance of the paraffin to burn quickly 
means that unburned paraffin vapour leaves the exhaust 
when the charge is displaced by the income of a fresh 
charge via the crankcase. Thus, part of the calorific
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July 9th. West of Scotland F/F Gala—R.A.F. Ahbotslnch.
July 23rd. Ashford C/L Rally—Combat, F.A.I. T. R. Victoria Park, 

Ashford, Kent.
August 13th. St. Albans F/F Gala—U/R Rubber, Power. Glider, 

JA Power, S/C Radio spot landing. Slope Soaring. Chobham.
August 13th. Rush Trophy Gala—JA, U/R Power, U/R Glider, 

U/R Rubber, Combat. Newcastle.
August 20th. Scottish Gala and U.K. Challenge Match—Abbotsinch. 

(New Date.)
August 20th. C. H. Roberts Cup—Flying Boats. Darlford Heath.
August 20th. Devon Rally—Open F/F, JA Power, Combat. Woodbury 

C ommon.
August 27th. South Midland Area Gala—All Classes. Cranfield.
August 27th. I.R.C.M.S. Annual Aircraft R C R.A.F. Wellesbourne.
September 10th. Northern Gala (new date).
September 17th. Croydon Gala—Open Rubber, Glider, Power, 

Ϊ A Power, Slope Soaring. Chobham Common.
September 29th. Caledonia Shield—Lanark.

value of the fuel is lost, and escapes unharnessed. If 
engines were designed to run at lower revolutions, there 
would probably be sufficient time during the power 
stroke to allow for complete combustion, but since we 
demand ever increasing revs of our engines, we must 
make adequate provision for the slow burning of the 
paraffin to be accelerated in order that complete com
bustion shall occur before the charge is rapidly displaced 
by a fresh charge from the crankcase. This is admirably 
done using a fuel of high ether content. It must not be 
thought that ether is employed in diesel fuels solely for 
ignition purposes (if this were so, then only a small 
amount would be required); it is also essential to 
accelerate the smooth uniform combustion of the 
paraffin vapour; this fact becoming more and more 
important the more we expect engines to run at ever 
increasing speeds. It is here that we may explain a 
previous allusion to the wrong use of additives. The 
use of amyl nitrate has long been advocated as a cure 
for late ignition and uneven and incomplete combustion 
of the charge, but with the subtle proviso that we can 
hardly expect to “doctor” or “paint over” the basic 
formulation defects of a fuel by liberal use of this additive.

I ’w  o f  A m y l A it ra te
It may indeed be conceded that many imperfections 
may be obscured by use of amyl nitrate or similarly 
acting additives, but in such cases little or no extra power 
will be in evidence, because all the additive will be 
employed in smoothing uneven running, rather than in 
providing higher revs in consequence of which more 
power is made available. On the other hand, addition of 
amyl nitrate to a carefully formulated high ether content 
fuel will provide a much more apparent effect, producing 
a smooth increase in power and considerably increased 
flexibility and ease of adjustment of the engine and what 
is more important, only a small amount of amyl nitrate 
need be added; never more than 3 per cent, for general 
purpose fuels, 2 per cent, proving entirely satisfactory 
in the majority of cases. To summarise this point, the 
use of a high ether content fuel will promote smooth 
complete combustion and so pave the way for the 
addition of judicious amounts of amyl nitrate to yield 
extra flexibility and appreciable power increase whereas 
the use of a low ether content fuel will necessitate the 
addition of far more amyl nitrate before a performance 
in any way comparable to that in the latter case, will be 
realised, and also will give rise to two additional un
desirable situations. These arc («) high cost — bearing 
in mind that addition of amyl nitrate to the extent of 
only 2 per cent, to one pint of fuel costs about 1 /Id, it is 
readily evident, therefore, that at least two shillings must 
be spent on amyl nitrate added to one pint of a poorly 
formulated fuel before it becomes anywhere nearly 
comparable to a high ether content fuel which contains 
only a little amyl nitrate; (b) heating troubles — of all 
the fuel constituents in current use, amyl nitrate and 
similar additives are the worst offenders as regards 
producing overheating problems. Thus the low ether 
content fuel which requires most amyl nitrate to “doctor* 
its basic defects will suffer from a tendency to cause 
mu:h overheating of the engine which is highly un
desirable for reasons already explained as well as for 
mechanical reasons. On the other hand, the high ether 
content fuel which naturally causes cooler running wili 
be more than able to cope with any heating tendencies 
induced by the small amount of amyl nitrate which may 
be added. To be more specific about ether content, it is 
strongly recommended that up to 45 per cent, of ether 
can be used wherever possible and it is guaranteed that 
its use i n this proportion will give benefits in all the
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respects mentioned. However, the formulation of fuels 
for such special purposes as team racing demand an 
adjustment of the formula. In the case cited there is call 
for maximum duration which necessitates a slight increase 
in parafiin content of the fuel and so it is necessary to 
reduce the ether content slightly in order to balance the 
mixture. These adjustments arc only of the order of a 
few per cent, and in no circumstances should the ether 
content he reduced below 40 per cent, because the engine 
of a team race aircraft is called upon to give high per
formances which in the absence of a high ether content 
in the fuel, would cause overheating difficulties. The 
ether content may also be reduced below 45 per cent, 
quite justifiably on the grounds of economy and so 
40 per cent, of ether will be satisfactory for most general 
purpose flying fuels, although the performance obtained 
will be slightly inferior to that obtained using a fuel of 
45 per cent, ether content. As the ether content of fuels 
is reduced further from 40 to 35 per cent, a more notice
able depreciation in running qualities is observed by its 
use and it is doubtful if any of the advantages discussed 
in this article arc to be had from a fuel of only 35 per 
cent, ether content. It is recommended, therefore, that 
the use of only 35 per cent, of ether in a fuel be avoided 
except in economy “brews”, and even so in hot weather, 
35 per cent, of ether is too low for even the most economic 
fuel that should be attempted. The author cannot 
commend the use of less than 35 per cent, of ether in 
any fuel whatsoever on grounds of overheating and 
possible tendency towards seizure in hot weather. Also, 
in passing it may be mentioned that low ether content 
will produce rough running and misfiring, due to difficulty 
experienced in getting the mixture to tire satisfactorily 
in addition to the obvious difficulty in starting.

The paraffin content of a fuel is determined merely 
as a balance, once the oil and ether percentages have 
been agreed upon. Let it not be thought that this is an 
abandoning attitude towards the fixing of the proportion 
of paraffin to be incorporated in a fuel. Although in the 
first place, paraffin is the only constituent of the fuel 
which is intended to burn solely as a power producing 
agent, it cannot perform this function efficiently unless 
the lubrication and combustion problems have been 
adequately solved first. Therefore, it must play a sub
ordinate role in the diesel fuel and in fact constitute 
far less than half the volume of the total mixture. The 
use of Iranian gas oil is not to be recommended as a 
substitute for paraffin, as often is the case; because due 
to its higher molecular weight, it is less easily vaporised 
than paraffin and gives rise to incomplete and uneven 
combustion, which, as already explained, we arc most 
anxious to avoid. Thus the additional lubricating pro
perties which this burning oil possesses over and above 
the almost non-existent lubricating properties of paraffin 
do not balance the other disadvantages associated with 
its use, and in any case, there are divers excellent lubri
cants already mentioned which can be used to better effect.

Just a word on the use of additives. The use of amyl 
nitrate which is the only important additive in general 
use for diesel fuels, has by and large been adequately 
dealt with in the treatise referring to the use of ether.

The author considers its use in small amounts to be 
essential for use in any fuel intended for a modern 
diesel engine whether large or small. This is not 
necessarily the case with older engines which are intended 
for running at lower revs. Where the use of amyl nitrate 
is found desirable, amounts much less than 1 per cent, 
appear to have little effect. The use of 4 per cent, of 
amyl nitrate instead of 3 per cent, in a “hot” fuel is not 
justified by the slender increase in power yielded by the 
addition of this last percentage, as compared with the 
noticeable improvement evident when the additive

content is raised from 2 to 3 per cent. Therefore, except 
for competition purposes, the use of 4 per cent, of amyl 
nitrate in a fuel for use in moderately long runs cannot 
be justified because of additional penalties incurred as 
a result of a tendency towards overheating. Diesels of 
over 2-5 c.c. capacity generally are prone to rougher 
running tendencies than their smaller counterparts and 
it is usually found that a slightly higher amount of 
amyl nitrate has to be used to combat this; allowances 
for this phenomenon being made with regard to formulae 
to be found overleaf. If difficulty is experienced in 
obtaining amyl nitrate, then amyl nitrite may replace it 
in all fuel mixtures to give comparable effects, except 
that about twice as much nitrite as nitrate is required. 
With this in mind, it will be found that its use to similar 
effect is slightly more expensive than the use of the nitrate, 
and in addition it provides an extra inactive bulk in the 
fuel, once its oxygen has been released.

The author, being at this time without experience of 
the use in fuels as an economy agent of nitrobenzene 
cannot recommend its use except in as much as to say 
that it has been reported from some circles to be satis
factory in this respect. How its presence in fuels affects 
the heat problem, cannot readily be assessed without 
experiment and it is to this end that experiments of just 
such a nature arc to be carried out in the future.

As a final word, let it be said that no amount of effort 
in careful decision over fuel formula can be of use if the 
constituents of the fuel are not clean and free from 
foreign bodies.
Fuel formulae*
2 5 c.c. Team Race B.B. Engine

18% Castor Oil B.P.
42% Ether 
40% Paraffin 

-f 2-3% Amyl Nitrate.
2-5 c.c. Duration 
B.B. Engine

17% Castor Oil B.P.
45% Ether 
38% Paraffin 

+  3-4% Amyl Nitrate 
General Purpose Flying with high performance 2-5—3*5 cc.. B.B. 

Engines
e.g.Oliver "Tiger". P.A.W. Special. ΕΤΛ 15, Rivers 
Frog 249 B.B. (Modified); Rivers "Silver Arrow".

P.B. Engine
19% Castor Oil B.P. 
45% Ether 
36% Paraffin 
3% Amyl Nitrate

‘Silver Streak’

18% Castrol R 20% Castrol 
"Grand Prix" 

35% Ether 
Paraffin45%

20% Castrol 
"Grand Prix’

45% Ether 40% Ether
37% Paraffin 40% Paraffin

I- 2-2J% Amyl Nitrate ; 2% Amyl Nitrate I 1-1J % Amyl Nitrate
It may well be found desirable to add a further ) % of Nitrate to fuels 
intended for 3.5 c.c. engines.
General Purpose Flying with ordinary 2-5—3-5 c.c. B.B. Flngines. 
i\f>. E.D. "Racer” . D.C. "Rapier", Frog 249 B.B., Frog 349 B.B. 
Luxury Mix General Purpose Economy

l’7% Castrol R. 19% Castrol 19% Castrol
"Grand Prix" "Grand Prix"

43% Ft her 40% Ether 35% Ether
40% Paraffin 41% Paraffin 46% Paraffin

+  2-2J% Amy Nitrate 2% Amyl Nitrate ·· l-l*%  Amyl Nitrate 
3-5 c.c. engines may require 4% more Nitrate than specified.
General Purpose Flying with 2-5 — 3·5 cc.. P.B. Engines. 
e.g., A M.25, Λ.Μ.33, Frog 5 4 9  P.B., A.M.C.O. 3-5 P.B.
General Purpose Economy

22% Castrol "Grand Prix" 22% Castrol "Grand Prix"
40% Ether 35% Ether
38% Paraffin 43% Paraffin

2- 5 c
3- 5 c

+ 1-1
4- If f l

Amyl Nitrate
. . - £  +  1*2IP. Amyl Nitrate/ , .
Mixtures for modern small diesels 0-5—1-5 c.c. P.B.
Castor Blend Mineral Oil Blend

19% Castor Oil B.P. 22% Castrol “Grand Prix"
45% Ether 45% Ether .
36% Paraffin 33%Paraffin

f-14% Amyl Nitrate 1-14% Amyl Nitrate
Mixtures for older engines.
e.x. E.D. Mk. II. E.D. "Comp—Special", Mills 0-75, Mills 1-3, 
E.D. "Bee” . Mk. I, etc.
Castor Blend Mineral Oil Blend

18% Castor Oil B.P. 21 % Castor "Grand Prix"
43% Ether 43% Ether
39% Paraffin 36% Paraffin

The use here of Amyl Nitrate can be avoided, however, some advantage 
mav be obtained by its use in very small amounts.
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HEXI-COPTER

Eight channel HEXICOPTER «.
M o d e l  h e l i c o p t e r s  have long been of great interest 
to most serious modellers, but the lack of information 
has made experimentation slow and often unrewarding. 
This model is the result of over three years’ experimenta
tion with many frcc-flight helicopter designs (excluding 
torque reaction). As one can see, this has not been an 
overnight project; it has been in the design and con
struction stages for over a year.

Past experience dictated several requirements: (1) The 
model must be designed with a high centre of gravity.
(2) The rotor shaft must be supported as high as possible.
(3) Space must be available close to the rotor head for 
the control mechanism. (4) The fuselage must be rugged 
yet light. (5) The landing gear must be capable of 
absorbing heavy landing loads.

Since the S-64 on which Hexicopler is based hasn't 
been completed yet, details of its design arc rather 
sketchy. The model presented here cannot be represented 
as true scale, but is based on the S-60 and written 
descriptions of the S-64. The airframe is constructed in 
standard model fashion. The receiver aerial is per
manently installed on the right side of the fuselage and 
the electrical harness on the left side. Servos are trimmable 
Micromax motors of 60:1 gear reduction.

The FM Electronics, eight channel, superhet, three 
volt, Atlas receiver is connected to give the following 
control action with conventional designation first, then 
Hexicopler use in italics. 1. Advance engine, cyclic 
forward. 2. Down elevator, collective down. 3. Retard 
engine, cyclic aft. 4. Up elevator, collective up. 5. Left 
rudder, tail rotor left. 6. Left aileron, cyclic left. 7. Right 
rudder, tail rotor right. 8. Right aileron, cyclic right.

The rotor head functions can be divided into two 
groups, cyclic, and collective. Cyclic refers to the cycle 
of pitch changes encountered by each blade as it moves 
through each revolution. Collective refers to the pitch 
changes encountered by all blades simultaneously. The 
rotor shaft is free to rotate only, radial bearings are 
provided at both ends of the shaft, thrust bearings in the 
same locations are provided for upward and downward 
forces.

If we tilt the swash plate, each blade will have a 
different pitch change according to its position in relation 
to the swash plate, thus we achieve cyclic pitch by 
lifting the swash plate at some point, i.e., the front of 
the fuselage. The rotor and swash plate are connected 
by various levers, so as a blade and the swash plate pass 
over the front of the fuselage a bcllcrank is pushed 
outward, and as the same blade passes the rear of the 
fuselage the bcllcrank is pulled inward. Now, to increase 
collective pitch (overall lift) we simply raise a collective 
pivoting which changes the pitch o f all blades by the 
exact same amount for each blade, but does not change 
the main cyclic settings.

The blade hub is attached to the shaft and power beam 
so that all rotate as one unit. Blades arc attached to the 
hub with plain hinges and roots reinforced with 0.030 in. 
aluminium plates top and bottom. Note the blade roots 
arc cut off at thirty degrees; this is very important. 
Push-pull rods arc mounted on top of the blades to 
destroy any laminar flow in that area; note the con
siderable wash out in each tip. When the bcllcrank is 
pushed outward the flap must move upward. Since the 
blades have a horizontal hinge they are free to flap or



blade props must be used to reduce the rotor head 
height necessary to clear the fuselage during rotation.

Power on the anti-torque rotor is supplied by a 
Micromax motor of 14:1 gear ratio, geared up to 8:1, 
changing blade pitch. It is necessary to experiment to 
determine the centre of the pitch range as the rotoi must 
compensate when in neutral for the small amount of 
torque transmitted through the rotor head to the fuselage. 
This unit is protected during tail down attitudes by the 
small sub-rudder.

The model is just the start of an extremely interesting 
and challenging undertaking which could reward its 
enterprising designer with great personal satisfaction. 
All that is really required to build model helicopters is 
sufficient desire and a little ingenuity. Ken hopes more 
will join him through the American Model Helicopter 
Society which he has founded. We would be pleased to 
forward enquiries regarding membership, which includes 
supply of regular news bulletins on model helicopter 
experiments from all parts of'he world.

Above views show the Hexicopter with dummy turbine cowls removed 
to reveal the Nicad battery pack, receiver and rotor control mechanism. 
The power boom carries two Cox .049 engines, indicating low power 
needed for this system. Rods along blade tops actuate servo tabs for 
channels 2 and 4, climb, hover and descent

cone up. but not allowed to flap down past a lint* per
pendicular to the rotor shaft. This coning of the blades 
also changes the angle of incidence of the blades due to 
the rake angle of the hinge (called the Delta Three Hinge). 
What Ken Norris is attempting to do is to control the 
cone angle of each blade individually, and all blades 
collectively. This is accomplished by using servo flaps 
which increase or decrease the lift of each blade thus 
controlling the cone angle and the angle of attack. To 
obtain insufficient vertical thrust for upward flight the 
cone angle is increased, as the cone angle is decreased the 
lift is increased. A test stand is under construction which 
will allow the rotor system to be “flown” on the ground, 
where the hazards can be controlled to some degree. 
Until he has some practical assurance the model will 
respond as desired, Ken has no intention of turning it 
loose.

I he spruce power boom has a Cox -049 Space Hopper 
with pressure tank mounted on each end facing in 
opposite directions as they pull the rotor around. Three

Below at left it thc'tail rotor with variable pitch actuated by geared 
Micromax to control torque and give right or left turn on channels 
S and 7. At right, the rotor is removed from the airframe and positioned 
inverted to display the control mechanism, swash plate and neatly 
contained Micromax servos centred around free running axis
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Colonel Roscoe Turner's

P E S C O
S P E C I A L
Described and drawn by 

J. H. R O B I N S O N

I n 1936 C oi.oni .i Roscoe T urner , whose Wedell 
Williams “57" was due for retirement, was having built 
a large mid-wing racer fitted with a high-powered 
twin-row engine. Design of this machine had been 
worked out at California’s Guggenheim University and 
construction undertaken by Lawrence W. Brown of 
Los Angeles, who had already built three successful 
Mcnasco-powcred racing aeroplanes. Dissatisfied with 
Brown’s progress. Turner considered scrapping the entire 
airframe, but instead passed the aircraft to F.. M. “ Matty" 
Laird, of Chicago, builder of the Solution of 1930 and 
Colonel James Doolittle's famous Super Solution, to 
rebuild and complete. This accounts for its designation 
LTR 14 and its being originally known as the Laird 
Turner Meteor.

The Meteor's moderately tapered wing was in two 
halves and constructed entirely of wood, with two solid 
14-ply spruce spars, plywood ribs, spruce stringers and 
fabric covered plywood covering, except for the metal 
covered leading edge. Each wing was attached to the 
fuselage with 16 bolts, and drag flaps were fitted to 
reduce landing speed. The wing had originally been of 
parallel chord, but was rebuilt by Turner and Laird 
with a greater root chord to increase its area and reduce 
the w'ing loading.

A conventional steel tube fuselage structure was 
plywood covered to the trailing edge of the wing except 
for the underside, where metal was used as protection 
from flying stones. The remainder of the fuselage was 
fabric-covered and the fin was built integrally with the 
fuselage. Outstanding was the slim single-strut fixed 
undercarriage fitted with streamlined wheels and tyres 
which presented little drag and avoided the added weight 
and complication of a retracting mechanism. The 
fourteen cylinder twin-row Pratt & Whitney Wasp 
engine produced 1,000 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. and turned 
a 9 ft. 6 in. diameter Hamilton Standard controllable 
pitch propeller. The oil cooler was mounted in a well- 
streamlined tunnel radiator beneath the fuselage close 
behind the wide chord NACA cowling.

Meteor’s first competition was at the 1937 National 
Air Races. A minor explosion in the fuel system forced 
its withdrawal from the Bcndtx Trophy Race, but 
Turner repaired it in time to fly to Cleveland for the 
Thompson Trophy Race, averaging 333 m.p.h. from 
Alberquerque to Cleveland. The Thompson Race 
developed into a duel between Turner and Earl Ortman, 
flying the twin-row Murcoux-Bromberg, until the begin
ning of the last lap when on the first pylon Turner was 
temporarily blinded by the sun and, under the impression 
that he had missed the pylon, returned to re-circle it. 
This put Turner, who had been wary of pylons since 
he finished first in the Thompson Trophy in 1933 but 
was disqualified for cutting a pylon early in the race,

in third place behind Ortman and Rudy Kling who 
narrow'ly won in his Folkerts SK3. Turner’s speed for 
the race was 253-802 m.p.h.

During the first half of 1938 the Meteor was modified 
to have large well-streamlined spats fitted to the wheels 
and two oil coolers, one above and one below the 
starboard wing, replaced the one originally fitted below 
the fuselage. At the Oakland Air Races in May a duel 
again developed between Turner and Earl Ortman who 
exchanged the lead several times during the free-for-all 
event. Ortman won at 265-593 m.p.h. with Turner 
second at 264-638 m.p.h.

The Meteor was fitted with Pesco oil and fuel pumps, 
and by the time of the 1938 National Air Races was 
sponsored by the Pesco organisation of Cleveland and 
re-named Pesco Special. For the Thompson Trophy 
Race at Cleveland Ortman again led Turner and the 
rest of the field for five laps until his over-boosted twin 
Wasp Junior engine began trailing smoke. Turner, 
whose engine by now was tuned to develop 1,100 h.p., 
finally lapped Ortman in the thirtieth and final lap of 
the race to finish first at a record speed of 283-419 m.p.h. 
His fastest lap was at 293 m.p.h.

For the 1939 Thompson Trophy Race the Pesco 
Special was re-named Miss Champion with a large replica 
of the Champion trade mark beneath the cockpit. In 
fourth place after a slow take-off, Turner missed a pylon 
on the second lap and turned back to re-circle it, becoming 
last in the field of seven. By the ninth lap his vastly 
superior power had regained him the lead from Tony 
Levier in the Sehoenfeldt Rider Firecracker. His lead 
continually increased and he won the Thompson Trophy
Top left is the 1938 Special as it won the Thompson Trophy of that year. 
Roscoe Turner won the Trophy no less than three times. Below, at 
Oakland in 1938 the Meteor first showed its wheel spats. Pictures by 

A. Bachmann and W. Larkins
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Col. Turner «villi tlie final Special deeuratiun a> Mi» Champion. Famous 
for his many great flights, including second in the speed section of the ’34 
MeRobertson to Melbourne, he is now President of his own Aeronautical 

Corpn. at Indianapolis

for the third and last time at 282*5 m.p.h. After this race 
turner announced his retirement from air racing and 
he has subsequently operated a flying school at 
Indianapolis.
At least until recently the LTR 14 was hanging from the 
roof of the main hangar on this field. The Pesco Special 
(alias Meteor, alias Miss Champion) had a wing span 
of 25 ft. and an overall length of 23 ft. 4 in. Its empty 
weight was 3,3101b. and loaded weight 4,933 lb., giving 
a wing loading of 58-81 lb. persq. ft. The machine was 
at all times finished in metallic silver grey with racing 
and licence numbers in black.
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Reprints of this I /72nd scale plan and 
dyc-ljnc prints of the l/36th scale 
drawing are available as plan pack JF 
2745. Price 2/6d pljs 6d post from 
A.P.S.COLON* t ROSCOE TURNER'S PESCO SPECIAL IV)5
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“Once upon a button”—or Simple Single
A  novice’s guide to rudder-only radio control using  
hom e constructed inexpensive gear —  the I V  Y - A  M

So you want to start radio control modelling? Well 
you arc going to need some help, are you not? This 
series is to he a stage by stage instruction course on how 
to build, lit out and wire up a radio control model. 
Naturally, the radio equipment will be simple and 
inexpensive and for that reason we have chosen to use 
the fvy-A.M. Receiver as detailed in the September I%0 
edition of Radio Control Models &  Electronics 
and available in kit form from MacGregor Industries. 
This copy of R.C.M. will be specially handy for readers 
following our feature.

The model selected as the “Guinea Pig” in our experi
ments is the V'eron Viscount as this offers the right size 
at 54 inches span.

This, the first of the series will be given over to the 
preliminaries, dispersing and laying out the radio 
equipment in the fuselage to best advantage. To do this 
we will suppose that the model is ready for installation. 
Thus the basic airframe will be complete.

We feel at this point that a mention of the Viscount 
as a kit to be well justified. Truly it is a fine kit. Obviously 
much effort and thought has been given to selecting the 
balsa, not only for quality, but for weight (all block 
being of low density balsa). The high degree of prefabri
cation includes pre-shaped and hollowed fuselage spine 
blocks and engine cowl, ready cut fuselage sides, die cut 
ply parts and wing ribs and shaped leading and trailing 
edges (leading edge hollowed and notched). Also supplied 
are ready shaped and drilled I2g. dural u/c 2$ inch dia. 
sponge rubber wheels and special “ no-bend” high 
tension steel axle bolts. Construction wise the Viscount 
is simple to build, the afore mentioned prefabrication 
bringing building time down to a minimum. Altogether, 
a kit well worth one's finest efforts, and one which will 
add considerably to Verons reputation.
I ,a *  o u t

The first thing to decide is where the radio components 
will he situated. It is most important that these be 
arranged so as to obtain the correct C.G. position. To 
achieve a satisfactory balance it is most convenient to 
assemble the airframe, and move the various components

receiver, batteries, swi’chcs and cxcapement along 
the fuselage so that the model balances properly. Batteries 
must be in front of the receiver, since in the event of a 
crash, momentum might cause the batteries to break 
loose from their fasteners and crush the receiver if the 
positions were reversed. Our photographs show how to

Plastic tank from Wool- 
worths 6d. bottle, and Elmic 
Conquest bolted to bulkhead

Left hand column top to bottom: Layout of components across the wing 
to be movable for C.G. trim. Note the polythene fuel tank behind the 
firewall. The H.T. batteries, held in the hand, go underneath the tank 
and are accessible from the fuselage underside. Receiver will be mounted 
vertically. Second down shows the test for balance at predetermined 
uncovered C.G. position. In lower, the model is lifted with fingers under 

spar and components shifted for balance
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Other new s— S h ou ld er  W ing:*
Over in California the current U.S. Champion and 

long time top flyer in the Los Angeles Radio Kontrolers, 
Doug Spreng has been leading more events with his 
shoulder wing Stormer.

Doug's own opinion is that the shoulder wing con
figuration has the advantage of giving a smoother roll 
than the low wing type. In his own words, the idea 
that a fast model is smoother is Phooey. He also pooh- 
poohs the fancy theories on aileron design, choosing 
instead the ordinary surface hinge type.

Now another model has come on the Los Angeles 
scene, and Doug has said that it will fly even better 
than his Stormer. Designed by Bob Palmer, the famous 
control line stunt flyer, with Dick Larsen and known as 
the Gee-String it is with particular pleasure that we 
announce its introduction into A.P.S. with full details 
in the July edition of A eromodeller. Shoulder wing 
with the distinctive stamp of an aerobatic expert’s 
design thoughts emphasised in all its attractive lines, 
the Gee-String is going to be a very popular design.
.Hin-Y. C om part

Encased in a stout gold anodised “can" the Compact 
receiver is neatly laid out, featuring all transistorisation 
with four transistor stages and a Jaico relay. The size of 
the unit is 2 | in. by 1 11/16 in. by 1 in. living well up to its 
name, and weighs only If oz. out of its case and 2£ oz. 
all-up. Add to this the fact that the Compact is designed 
for very low voltage, in fact only 3 volts (two pen cells), 
then one realises the possibilities for really small models. 
Idle current (no signal) is 4-5 milliamps and current drain 
on signal, 25 milliamps on our testing.

Actually, receivers of this kind (3 volt operation) 
have been on sale in the U.S. for some time, but this is 
the first time we have had an opportunity of examining 
and testing such a unit with so low an input voltage.

Our initial impression of the Compact is one of 
extreme satisfaction, and for those interested, a more 
detailed and extensive test will be conducted in our 
July edition companion magazine R adio C on tro l  
Models a n d  E lectronics. Cost is 29.95 dollars and 
doubtless the Compact will be obtainable in this country 
through some of the import agencies who advertise as 
being able to obtain any American equipment.
Upper left: E. Clutton, designer of last month's Kwod, shows his diversity 
of modelling interest with Trog Hog, 42j x 10 in. wing, 4$ lb. O.S. 
Max 35 (Yes!) 90 degree elevator Galloping Ghost model with Rowell 
receiver and s/mmetrical 0 degree incidence wing — Wow! lower: 
K. Mabuchi’s (T.K.K. Motors) K A B 45 Orion, winner of first all-Japan 

R/C contest. Right: Views of the Min-X Compact receiver.

balance and position components by laying them out 
along the airframe. They are held in place temporarily 
with rubber bands and if necessary, placed above the 
wing instead of underneath just for obtaining balance.

On a model the size of Viscount one can safely estimate 
a i  in. to ϋ in. Centre of Gravity movement aft when 
covered so our aim is to get the bare model to balance 
that much forward of the final desired C.G. Thus, on 
Viscount, move the batteries, which in our case are as 
heavy as ever likely to be used (two B105, one D18 and 
a 4.5V flat battery—13 ounces) until the model balances 
comfortably on the rear of the main spars. We found that 
the D18 and 4.5V will go inside the main R/C compart
ment and the two B.105’s in the designed battery section.
In s ta lla t io n

Having decided where all components will fit, they 
must now be secured in the fuselage. The first item to 
fit is the rudder-operating escapement, mounted on either 
a fixed or sliding bulkhead depending on preference. 
The normal position of this is just about level with the 
trailing edge of the wing. Be sure to fit size 00 Newey 
snap fasteners to the escapement on short leads or 
direct on the wiring tags before mounting to the bulkhead. 
Next make holes in the fuselage side for the switches.

These must be on the left side of the fuselage for a 
right-handed launcher, or opposite for a left-handed 
person. They must not be in a position where they 
intcrcfcrc with internal equipment (batteries etc.) and 
preferably close to the battery compartment. They 
must also be clear from the meter socket, which in turn 
must be low enough on the fuselage to permit meter 
fitting with the wing on for tests with engine running 
and ready to fly. At these points it is a good idea to 
reinforce the fuselage inside with 1/16 in. ply (it is already 
on Viscount). Again switches and sockets should have 
long enough leads, ready for wiring up to a four pin 
plug in our case.

Battery packs arc held together by means of adhesive 
tape and retained in position inside the fuselage with 
rubber bands and screw hooks, all connections will 
be by Newey snap fasteners. The last thing to arrange 
at this stage is the receiver mount ready to take the 
receiver. Naturally for convenience it should be easily 
removable and for that reason we will secure ours to a 
sliding bulkhead, (& in. ply or 3/16 in. hard balsa), 
shock mounted with foam rubber, stuck to the bulkhead 
with Evostick. Together with the receiver, a four pin 
socket (for Ivy-A.M.) is mounted for battery link up. 
Next stage is to wire up and build the receiver, which 
we will deal with next month.



A 5 1 i inch, 

span contest 

winning A / l 

from bonny 

Scotland

by Colin  Campbell

I n  1950 when Λι ROMomi h r  introduced a series on 
design, 1 began (he evolution of originals in the three 
main F/F classes which evolved into my present “stable” 
of competition models. Of first designs, most successful 
were Λ/2 and lightweight gliders, both of which ended 
in the sea. On January 31st, 1954, we had our first local 
event using the 164—ft. line. The lightweight 1 entered 
flew right over the town on the third flight, winning the 
competition, but was never retrieved.

Date of the summer competition for which this glider 
had been built arrived to find me committed with other 
models, so in a last ditch effort to have a glider 1 con
verted an old Wakefield wing and tailplanc fitting it to 
a sheet fuselage to make a tolerable glider, and this 
“ bitsa” managed to scrape top place with thermal 
assistance. “ Bitsa” was promptly dubbed “Flying 
Enterprise" after the news headline story that year of 
the saga when Captain Carlsscn stayed aboard till his 
ship sunk under his feet in the Atlantic.

When A eromodllllr introduced the A/l formula to 
this country in 1955, “ Flying Enterprise” was modified 
with old Wakefield wings and tailplanc and flew until 
long overdue for replacement despite the fact that its 
R.A.F. 32 wing-section was hardly suited to a com
petition A/l.

The “lightweight” Sigurd Isaacson 53009 wing-section 
and the present A/l which lay incomplete until late 1959 
incorporated a section vaguely similar to Isaacson’s, but 
drawn with French curves to suit spar positions 1 had 
chosen. This new “ Flying Enterprise” — which has 
taken two local competition firsts to date and did a max 
on its first flight on New Year's morning — was given 
a Warren girder wing and tail structure because a trial 
of geodetic wings proved overweight and lost the section 
profile without riblets. The Warren girder was an attempt 
to compromise and with good quarter grain 1 /32-in. ribs 
it gives a strong springy wing of quite high aspect ratio. 
Tailplanc is still much of a rubber duration type with 
Warren layout. The fin also escaped from my rubber 
duration collection while the rudder hinge is more 
substantial than thread or tape affairs. Built up fins seem 
to do better than solid sheet. Laminated wing and tail 
tips were used for their neatness and strength.

Fuselage is a box. Lead noseblock saves having 
excessive length forward of the wing leading edge, while

turned up effect is for towlinc stability. I have this on 
my A/2 also and it seems to aid a dead straight tow. 
This was one reason why an underfill was omitted.

The old block and trigger auto-rudder was used, as 
I found that in my other gliders the two-hook and 
auto-rudder combined variants were inclined to work 
prematurely and be anything but “positive”. If properly 
done, the former type is far better 1 feel. By regulating 
size of block and trigger slot, tow trim of rudder can be 
adjusted easily.

The current design has two flying seasons behind it 
and is a trifle overweight at 5-5 oz. The one 1 am building 
just now looks as if it is going to need a spot of ballast 
as the airframe is slightly lighter.
C o iiw triie iio n

Make templates for wing and tailplane round tip 
laminations by placing greaseproof paper over and 
carbon paper under plan and tracing through to a piece 
of J-in. sheet below. Fret-saw and sand sheet templates 
to shape. To make a pair of tips cut out five 7/16-in. x 
1/32-in. strips for laminating. Use plenty of cement 
between four strips and use fifth to protect others from 
steel pins holding winding in place against the template. 
Leave to dry overnight as laminations take a long time 
to harden. When dry, cut the winding horizontally 
carefully using fret-saw off the bench in the hand to 
make two matched pairs of tip laminations for wings 
and tailplane.

Trace out wing and tailplane rib templates on to 
1/32-in. on 1 mm. ply also leading edge section templates. 
Make sure templates are cut out accurately to correct 
height and length. Note that slots arc wider than cross- 
section of spars because ribs arc set oblique to spars. 
Use strong and light quarter grain sheet for ribs. Save 
minutes by cutting out ribs two at a time, but don’t 
angle your razor blade to one side.

Always remembering to protect the plan with grease
proof paper, lay out the wing components. Sand leading 
edge to rough quarter circle section, but completely finish 
shaping and smoothing the trailing edge. Pin dowm trailing 
edge and mark off rib stations. Notch same to 1/16-in. 
deep and replace on plan with front side raised 1/16-in. 
olf plan by strip of 1 /8-in. x 1 /16-in. laid underneath 
with I/16-in. protruding right along for pinning.
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Set up leading edge over plan, keeping pins 
clear of joint positions then set up at least one 
pair of pins to each rib, preferably between 
line of spars right along. No spars should be 
laid down yet, but insert and cement all 

the oblique ribs making sure spar slots are in a straight 
line. Lay in top spar dry, look along length of spar and 
true up by enlarging some slots if required. Cement in 
top spar and sec the top of it is flush with the top of the 
ribs. Sand one end of lower spar to slight wedge shape 
and it is easy to slide it in underneath right along in the 
line of rib-slots. Do this to check for straightness. Cement 
either side of lower spar/rib-joints and work in cement 
by sliding spar from side to side. Cement on tips which 
are flat on plan at lower spar positions, rising to 1 /16-in. 
up at trailing edge support and curving back down to 
flat at rear of trailing edge. Cut top spar short at last 
rib and add another piece at a declining angle to join 
up with tip which is same height as spar width. Having 
left them to harden overnight, lift off all four wing panels 
and inspect minutely for “dry” joints and re-cement 
where required. Next sand leading edge to final shape 
using the negative template to check for correct profile. 
Don't damage ribs. Angle up and using pre-cementing, 
fix dihedral joints in usual manner. Original was 
assembled all in one operation although each of the 
three joints could be completed separately. When joints 
arc dry cut away 1/32-in. spaces in the ribs at dihedral 
joints for ply braces and insert same using plenty of 
cement. Add the three joint ribs, the two riblcts and the 
gussets. Remember to reinforce trailing edge top and 
bottom with celluloid at centre joints also top of leading 
edge to prevent the retaining bands breaking through in 
a rough landing. Check again for dry-joints and remove 
any projecting spots of cement. Wings arc ready to cover.

Tailplanc is built similar to above and add d/t hook 
well cemented in before covering.

Always balance amount of cement used on either side 
of rib joints to prevent twisting and never force a part 
into place.

Use a 50/50 dopc/thinncr mixture on all flying surfaces 
with at least three coats on wings. Original was finished 
with a mixture of equal parts thinners, dope and banana 
oil for waterproofing.

Fuselage is built from two basic 3/32-in. sheet sides 
laid down inverted during fitting of formers. Plot and 
cut holes in formers for auto wire before inserting. 
Check fuselage for straight and lay on 1/16-in. sheet 
under-deck working swiftly using sufficient cement to 
ensure it is properly stuck on and be careful not to 
crack it on curve at front end. Weigh down over com
pletely flat board when setting and when dry sand off 
surplus sheet of undcrdcck. Thread auto wire and knot 
temporarily at each end with a large loose hitch. Insert 
and secure all piano wire, tube and ply accessories 
including towhook, bound and cemented in. Don't 
forget the tube for auto wire at lead-out near fin. Make 
sure the 18 g. auto-trigger lever is a free fit in its tube 
hinge. Retain with a soldered washer. Get a lump of lead 
from the plumber. Saw and file to shape. Drill and bolt 
on to ply nose former with a rubber-based glue between 
lead and wood. Fit nose faring wire wing saddles and top 
fuselage deck also the 1/8-in. faring-cum-wing-mount.

Fin outline is not wound, but built up in traditional 
manner. Note I/32-in. farings on fin top. Hnsurc rudder 
hinge has end and side shake, parts anchored well in and 
generally free from mechanical fault. Double cement 
control horn for rudder. Attach fin to fuselage and check 
for vertical before finally cementing in.

Cover and dope wing, tail and fin. Mount wing and 
tail on fuselage to balance. File lead noseblock until the 
C.G. is in correct position. Cover and dope fuselage. 
Link up auto-rudder. Adjust for turn using pin bound 
with thread and cemented vertically in fuselage beside 
horn (or with balsa 1/8-in. block according to your 
custom). See trigger stop is a free fit for quick release. 
The original flew “off the board” with wide right turn 
and a touch of tail tilt, port tip down. Don’t forget that 
d/t snufler and light up every time because you have 
a real man-size A/l on your hands !

F U L L  S IZ E  C O P IE S  O F  T H IS  l/5th S C A L E  R E P R O D U C T IO N  A R E  A V A IL A B L E  A S  P L A N  G786. PR IC E  4/- P L U S  6d. P O ST  F R O M  P L A N S  SER V IC E



Trade Notes
New Zealand kits by Kingsway are attractively boxed as seen at left. 
Drawings show, top left, Little Sioux 19/11; top right. Twinkle 14/6; 
bottom left, Minifly 9/11 and Pee Wee Spcl. All prices are Local NZ figures

Twe \1oi>it T kadb Ke d i r a t i o n  (F.M.A.M.W.) is anxious to 
collate inform ition on negotiations which have taken place between 
clubs and authorities for use of public land, park areas, etc., for 
model flying. Anyone who feels he can assist is invited to send details 
to us for forwarding. This is a welcome but late move to help the 
aeromodellers, somewhat overshadowed by the Merco efforts to 
produce their cure to the basic problem of noise. We recently wit
nessed a lest with a Merco 35 in a Mercury Crusader fitted with a 
prototype silencer which completely reduced noise at a distance 
200 yards downwind. Tooling will delay production; but here at last 
is something done about the matter, and it only cuts r.p.m. by 200.

A batch of sample Kingsway kits have been sent to us for review 
from Auckland, New Zealand, bach is for a small model, control line 
and rubber-powered types, using fully prefabricated die-cut balsa 
sheet parts, plastic parts and ample instruction though the plans 
are somewhat rudimentary. However, that is not to say that anything 
is left to the iminitiation. Taking the novel Pee IVee Special as an 
example, wc find the 12-inch span all-sheet c liner well considered in 
every aspect and have no doubt whatsoever that the same design 
would be a "natural" best seller along with its popular powcrplant 
in the British shops Australian stockists have received Kingsway 
kits most favourably und no doubt have contributed to the demand 
for Kingsway to produce F.A.I. racers and 60-inch R C or 2-5 c.c. 
flapped stunter designs. Unfortunately for New Zealanders the market 
is too limited for such ventures.

When we mentioned the Japanese Murusun plastic kit for the Wen 
(Tony) lighter recently, we were inundated with requests of "Where 
can I get it?". Now we have made up another example which came by

way of Charles Cain. Hon. Sec., London Society of Air Britain, who 
got it for the Napier Co., producers of the engine in the remarkable 
t'ullsi/c aircraft. This is really a collector’s piece in the shape of the 
Mitsubishi Type 10 Triplanc torpedo bomber, and for those interested 
we can supply as part of our readers’ service, a listing of the Marusan 
range with prices. Enclose an S.A.L. for reply (the Tripccosts 7/6).

LePagcs arc introducing a new si/e in balsa cement tubes to add to 
their range of useful adhesives and retailing at 6d. each. It will be 
known as Super Balsa cement and is specially launched to meet the 
needs of those who prefer to buy in small quantities. Another change 
in cements is announced by Humber Oil in that the popular Britfix line 
is being restyled as Number 66 in a redesigned tube decoration. 
Prices remain the same at 6d.. I - and 18, the latter for two-ounce.

As readers will have noted in the shops. Airlix have spread their 
wings and a Rolling Stock range for Loco enthusiasts has been 
occupying the presses with 00 scale accessories, latest being a Mineral 
Wagon at 2. - and a 79-parl Diesel Loco Crane at 3 Lighting vehicles 
to the same scale (and matching the popular soldier figure scts)are 
imminent, and now wc learn of a completely new line, the Modern 
Cars series at 2 -. Starting with the Sunbeam Rapier, these arc all 
I '32nd scale with from 35 to 60 parts. All of which sounds as though 
the aircraft wing has been clipped; but this is not so, for the busy 
development department at Airlix has no less than six new types on 
the stocks for release in 1961, including a real surprise set lor the 
ardent collectors. Traders who want to be up with the latest from 
Airlix will be able to sec a Stockroom Exhibition at Queen's Hotel. 
Manchester, on May 23rd, 24th and 25th. coinciding with the KeilKraft 
North Western Trade show at the same hotel. K.K. also show at 
the Grand Hotel Birmingham, June I2-I5th.

Marusan kit for the Mitsubishi type 10 Triplane has a line box lid painting, 
full instructions in Japanese and takes from seven hours upwards to make. 
Quite a change from other plastics! Parts arc seen in picture below



Above, the three new Webras: 
.it left, the 0 and R Compact 
21 c.c. industrial unit complete 
on tank mount for £14. Photo not 
much less than half size. Will be 
a ‘natural' for marine enthusiasts

IX» glow but with lour screws holding the 
back cover, instead of two.

f rom Webra in Berlin, three new types 
including the Big Ben 5 with coupled exhaust 
and throttle for radio control work and 
featuring unusual double Ruling cast into the 
sides of the main shaft bearing. These shaft 
stiffeners arc a feature on all Webra products 
and are larger than ever on thenew Winner 11, 
a 2-46 diesel with intake throttle claiming 
0-26 h.h.p, at 13,000 r.p.m. This is a long 
stroke engine, bore is 14 m.m. and stroke 
16 m.m. whereas the Big Ben is wav over 
square with 19 m.m. bore and 17 m.m. 
stroke. Third new Webra is a glow variant 
of the Bully Λ 44 with throttle rear intake.

Duke Kox has another new product in the 
•07 Compact Stunt Motor, specially designed 
for smaller stunt models and in which the 
emphasis has been on easy operation and 
low cost. Price in U.S.A is $5.‘>5. Aimed at 
swinging a 7 x 3 at 12.000 r.p.m., the 07 is 
not much larger than some 049's though 
considerably more powerful. It ha·* the 
features of earlier Fox products with the 
plug element integral with the head, and a 
crankcase shape not unlike a sealed down 
early 35. Cylinder porting is generous, bore 
being -46. stroke -42 in. in a thick liner with 
but one transfer passage cut between 
exhausts and having about 95 per cent, 
overlap.

Because the increased demand for the 
Taplin Twin 7 c.c. diesel exceeded all 
expectations lo the extent of using up all 
stocks of parts sooner than expected, there 
will he a break in production of about six 
weeks before the new Murk 2 version appears 
with latest modifications. The 7 c.c. engine 
production run is completed and henceforth 
the *TT” will be 8 c.c. with bores up to 
•705-in. and roller hearings replacing the 
former phosphor bron/c shaft bearing. 
Prototypes have been operating most 
successfully over a period of months, and 
a particular feature of Colonel Taplin’s 
latest engine is that Mark I owner*, will be 
able to have conversions made to Mark 2 
standard with increased capacity and power.

Want a 21 c.c. engine with muffler, tank 
mount, magneto, throttle and starter for 
£14° The Ohlsson & Rice Compact is now 
imported for industrial use by Trojan Ltd. 
and sounds to us like a terrific bargain for 
those who desert flying models occasionally 
for boats. Only 5| in. high, it develops 
•75 b.h.p. at 6.300 r.p.m. and will be made in 
Britain under license.

It is out it aniazingwhat one little letter 
“w** will do if it fits in the wrong place in 
this feature. Last month we revealed the 
P.A.W. I9D and whereas our intended 
caption read "this is no bored out 249” the 
word no became now and of course a lot of 
people thought we had left out an "a” so 
that m their impression the caption read 
that the 191) was now a bored out 249. 
Also this has meant that the industrious 
Kifflaonders at Macclesfield have had dozens 
of enquiries for overboring the 249. In fact, 
beyond the prop nut. washer, driver, hack- 
plate, needle assy, and compression screw, 
there is nothing in common between the 
established 249 and the new 19D. Our elose 
up picture illustrated the thick liner in the 
enlarged crankcase body. Shaft, piston and 
tins arc altered and quite definitely, the 249 
cannot by made into a 19!

'( here is some indecision as to the eligibility 
of the diesel in F.A.I. speed events which 
will have to be thrashed out by the officials, 
hut in the meantime it is interesting to note 
that Kay Gibbs used an ETA 15 I) to place 
2nd at the British speed team trials (101.7 
m.p.h.) and Larry Palmer of Strathmoor 
M.A.C., Michigan set a new ΑΛ1.Λ. record 
with an Oliver Tiger at the March 26th 
U.S. speed trials Will the diesel match glow ?

Loads of new engines are out this month. 
The long awaited O.S. Max D-15 Racing 
Glow is off the production lines, one novel 
feature being the weighty drive washer cum 
mini-fiywhccl which pegs to the hack of the 
prop, a feature being also common to ihe 
49 K (' along w ith the rear needle. This leaves 
the barrel unobstructed, and the exhaust is 
controlled by a butterfly valve pivoted in 
the centre of a generous and what must be a 
close fitting stack. The 49 R C sand cast 
prototypes a re out on test, no doubt spurred on 
by the success of the K & B 45 in the Japanese 
Championships for Multi channel Another 
new engine from O.S. is to be I c.c., with 
release about August and from Saburo Lnya. 
the En>a .049 will »v similar to the simple

Left, the latest from 
japan is the OS 49 
R/C with full throttle 

control

Pressure tapping on 
the new Enya 35-11 
Matador is seen under 

shaft housing

Duke Fox's simple .07 
will be popular as an 
easy handling inex
pensive stunt motor

Cox Tee Dec IS breaks 16,000 
on an 8x4! Close-up reveals 
the bell section head contour 
and view below shows black 
plastic carburettor housing. 
British supplies expected 

soonjJ



>—- First of the Vertical take-off strike aircraft, 
this latest product of the Kingston factory is 
presented here to I/72nd scale in w orks 
issued drawings. Remarkable for its entirely 
new system of quadruple propulsive jets 
from the single Bristol-Siddeley Turbojet, 
the P.l 127 can rise like a helicopter, or take 
off in the more conventional manner on its 
bicycle undercarriage from a short runway.

HAWKER Ρ.Π27 
SINGLE SEAT V/S.T.O.L. 
Tactical Strike Aircraft
B R IST O L  S ID D E L E Y  aS.53 LIFT/THRUST 

T U R B O JE T

O V E R A L L

c— ‘

LEN G T H  . 41 FT. 2 IN
/  J  I

O V E R A L L H E IG H T ......... . IO FT 3 IN /

W IN G  S P A N 24 FT. 4 IN. .X

o 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14
FEET
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Club Vows
L on d on
F o r  t h k ir  E x h i b i t i o n  held at the Wigan Hall, East Sheen, 
RICHMOND AND D.M.A.C. member; assembled an impressive 
array of sixty models. Unfortunately attendance was poor, due to lack 
of advance publicity, but the Club still broke even. Their Easter F/F 
Comp., held at Chobham Common, was won by John Dumble flying 
u Dlxlelander with two maxes’ in four flights. Runner-up was Mike 
Spires’ Spaceman and third, Paul Price with another Dixielander. 
At Dagenham, John Perry come fifth in Stunt but the boy’s efforts 
in ’’B”  combat seemed to be quite worrying to F.A.S.T.E. members. 
The Club now meets at the Wigan Hall. East Sheen, on Fridays.

CHINGFORD M.F.C. had a very promising start to the season at 
Dagenham rally; one of their juniors eliminating Northwood’s Tribe 
and another reaching the semi-finals, only to be knocked (!) out by 
Gus Johnson. This club would like to know which is judged in Com
bat, the pilot or the model ? The club has found that with little modi
fication an Ebenezer will accommodate an A.M.I5—(duckl).

HAYES AND D.M.A.C. started the 1961 season with the A.G.M.. 
nearly 40 members turned up and they seemed satisfied, at least there 
were few changes of office. Both A 2 eliminators were well supported 
and in the S.M.A.E. Cup, Robin Sleight placed 2nd in London 
Area; their only Astral entry (F.A.I. Power) was plagued with timer 
troubles while getting down to 10 secs. The C/Liners who went to 
Dagenham, returned without prizes. Dave Batch was their best 
entry reaching into the 3rd round of both “A” and "B” Combat. 
John Brailsford, complete with broken leg encased in plaster, flew in 
Class “A” , but was just knocked out in round two. There is new 
activity in the speed circles. John Taylor having readied 94 m.p.h. 
with a Holland Hornet on 35ft. lines, and Dick McGladdery lJl.5 
with h:s ETA 29 Mk. 6.

FELTHAM D.M.A.C. were out in force at Dagenham. Their 
highest placed member being Allen Dell, who came 3rd in the Class 
“B” . The newly formed stunt team of Fred Guest, Bob Upton, Mike 
Birch and Frank Bradley, also did well but not well enough, so now 
they arc feverishly practising for the Gold Trophy.

NORTH WOOD M.A.C. held its usual F F meeting on Good 
Friday, which was extremely well attended. Brian Jones won scramble 
with 12 out of 30 mins. Dick Pratt the prevision, missing the mark by 
three secs., and Ron Green won the chuck glider with five consecutive 
flights of about 40 seconds. Performance was disappointing in com
bat at the Dagenham Rally, Bruce East being the only one to reach 
the semi-finals. Congratulations go from Northwood to Gus Johnson 
on his great effort in winning both classes, and also to the organisers 
for a well run contest. DAGENHAM M.A.C. held ifs 6th annual 
combat rally on April 9th. Competitors came from far afield and 
enjoyed themselves dispite the poor weather. Quality and quantity 
of the stunt event was first class, being run in the capable hands of 
Bill Morley. who kindly gave his services for the day. The .35 class 
combat seems to be gaining popularity (28 entries); the pace being 
fast, but not so destructive as one would imagine. In 3.5 c.c. combat, 
the F.A.S.T.F. club had two fly-aways! One landed on a roof 500 
yards away, the other tried to go into orbit, then dropped like a stone, 
but both these models were flown in the following round. Then 
Brailsford, of the Hayes club, turned up with his leg in plaster: but 
flew his model, being pig-a-backed by D. Batch, who felt rather 
saggy at the knees after five minutes. The club is sorry they had fo 
turn away so many entrants in this class, but 84 is more than most 
rallies can cope with. So please, enter earlier next year.

Results:—Stunt—1. R. Brown. Lee-Bees. Combat-Class 3.5 c.c., 
I. G. Johnson. F.A.S.T.E. Combat—Class 3.5c.c. ins., I. D. Pickerton 
F.A.S.T.E.

ST. ALBANS’ M.A.C. Latest piece of equipment is a portable 
litter box. Made by one of the members, it based on the lines of n 
womans’ shopping basket with wheels and towing handle and dimen
sions allow it to be stowed in the back of a car. The front face is 
suitably decorated with the club’s name and a model silhouette and 
it is felt that if this idea was generally adopted by clubs to take away 
fuel cans and streamers, etc., it would be a step towards retaining hard 
fought for flying grounds. (Would lx* invaluable at the NATS.!) The 
club F/F Gala will be held on August 13th at Chobham anil comps, 
will be held for the following classes, Rubber, Power, Glider. }A.
S C Radio Spot and Slope Soaring. The club room is open most 
nights of the week, club night Thursdays at 7.30. Any modeller or 
prospective modeller in the district can be sure of a warm welcome at 
96λ Victoria Street, St. Albans.

.\or(li U V s ipn i
A recent influx of new members into LIVERPOOL D.M.A.S, has 

helped to strengthen the club’s activities especially on the control 
line side. Several interesting new models have been seen recently, 
notably M. Broadbent’s Stuka stunt. The club has recently had 
complaints about interlopers using their flying field at Burscough 
and would like to point out that only current members have per
mission to fly on the airfield.

URMSTON AND D.M.A.C. ranks have swelled to 80 members. 
They have two radio-control enthusiasts, whilst the rest arc keen on 
control line combat and stunt. The local council are to give them a 
new flying field, also a hut has been offered, but this has been turned 
down because of the chances of theft.

This year the old style, Topscore is out in WALLASEY M.A.C. 
The new A/2’s being built feature increased aspect ratio and elliptical 
tips. Wings are mounted on pylons and fuselages are slimmer. John 
Hannay’s A 2 following this trend has a better performance thun the 
other type and it is by no means a calm weather model. Len Hutton's 
latest is the most extreme of them all so far, witli a stressed 84in. 
span wing, pylon incorporating a clockwork d/t timer, and triangular 
fuselage. The wing is so thin there is no room for a box—the dural 
tongue just slots into the wing ribs.

CHKSTFIR M.F.C. are organising the Clwyd Slope Soaring Contest 
on Moel Famau Nr. Mold on July 2nd, 1961. (Shame'. Clashes with 
Northern Heights—yet again! !) Entries 2s. for Seniors and In. for 
Juniors. Fuse type d ts will not be permitted and entrants must 
produce evidence of insurance. A bronze medal will be presented to 
the winner in A/2, Open Radio and Junior. With the exception of 
R^C four flights may be made and the best individual time counting, 
the best individual lime of the three uncontrolled classes will be 
eligible for the Gosling Trophy. For the R C Class pre-entry by 
June 20th is required and entries on the day will not be accepted. A 
valid R C license will be required. For further information contact 
C. R. Filtness. 26 Raymond Street. Chester.

South M iclla iifl
With one eye on the various tria s WATFORD WAYFARERS 

M.A.C. members are busily ironing out their models for this year’s 
contests. At the moment most interest is centred on A 2s, Open 
Rubber and F.A.I. Team Racers. 6.30 n.m., March 5th, found half 
a dozen members putting in some final trimming at Wheathampstcad. 
G. Kent’s Open Rubber model unfortunately found an unclimbable 
tree, but a visit to the local fire station proved mosl helpful. The fire 
tender, complete with six fully equipped firemen, duly arrived, but 
unfortunately as soon as the ladder was placed on the tree the model 
fell out. Geoff is now sweating on a £5 fee for calling them out. At
R.A.F. Hcnlow, the Pilcher and Gamage were flown off. After five 
first round max’s, hopes were high. Alas. Brian Dowling (last year’s 
Pilcher Winner) fluffed his third flight after two max’s. Geoff Kent, 
following his eventful start, made 2.41 followed by two max’s, to 
lose his venturesome model in the Gamage. Jack Purssell made a 
creditable 10.22 with his second string Rubber model. Top club 
Pilcher time was T. French’s 7.00 mins.

After a little count up WELLINGBOROUGH M.A.C. have only 
18 members, so few for two such good flying fields, with lovely soft 
decks too for combat! Just about every member turned up at North
ampton M.A.C.’s field for an inter-club comp., which they won. Any 
club interested in an inter-club comp.?

HATFIELD M.A.C. combat cup is being hotly contested for. the 
current holder is G. Wadds with his Silver Arrow powered Peacemaker 
This is a popular combat model, numbering 12 in this club. The R C 
element is flourishing. K. Waring’s Taplin Twin Junior 60 with rudder 
and engine control is proving very reliable. The latest scare was when 
Martin Seib’s 10-foot, 8-channel monster did a bunt down to ground 
level, all through Martin holding the control box the wrong way 
round and inadvertantly selecting down elevator for rudder, amongst 
the battery of switches. The model was not badly damaged, and 
naturally enough the control box is now being modified to a one-way 
only shape!

LaiKt A i i t f l i a
The F.A.S.T.E. Club combat crow has done well again by gaining 

first place in “A” , and 1st and 2nd places in “B” combat at the recent 
Dagenham Rally, and blunting a few Ra/orbladcs in the course of 
the proceedings. They were unable to get an entry for their fastest 
“A” combat model, flown by Hank Nixon, but whilst in practice it 
was clocked by some bystanders, who commented “ It’s doing 110!’’ 
At the speed trials, top time in the bad weather wns 147 m.p.h. by 
Cius Johnson's ETA 29 job.

Sun, wind, rain, hail and snow was the weather that greeted the 
DEBDENAIRES M.F.C. when they arrived at R.A.F. Debden for 
the area combat session. Standing around in that weather all day 
would make anyone lose heart, but as the saying goes, "He who 
laughs last, laughs longest.” for Doug. Galpin hail the last laugh, 
winning with his Enya 19 powered Junior FUtestreak using borrowed 
crew, borrowed accumulator, borrowed lines and a borrowed glow- 
plug. Hut he did build the model himself!

Easter was the date set for the first ANGLIA M.F.C. Club com
petition of the year. In F F T. Davies really went to town winning 
both glider and power competitions. R. Bennett must surely be the 
luckiest member in the club, for at the K.M.A.A.cup held at Debden, 
he scored two max’s, but lost two of his models in the process; however, 
both were returned as he left the ’drome.
Niontli l\axt«*rn

As a result of the two A/2 Eliminators, the top three placings in the 
South Eastern Area are held by BRIGHTON D.M.A.C. members 
as follows: I. J. West (total) 22.43; 2. F. Hoxall (total) 22.27; 3. D. 
Latter (total) 20.38. In the second Eliminator at West Mailing, F. 
Boxall’s total of 12.54 was the highest A 2 time ever achieved in an 
Area Eliminator. In the first Wakefield Eliminator Dennis Latter 
was the only person to fly with a total of 7.13 and in the first Power 
Eliminator the top two places in the Area were held by J. West 
11.47 and Ian Lucas—11.22.

At the recent South Eastern Area meeting held at West Mailing, 
SEVENOAKS M.A.C. ran F.A.I. team racing which was eventually 
won by C. Weller of Ashford. Their own Alan Pcnnel won the AA 
team race with a fifty lap A.M.15 model.
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The R.A.F.A. Shield Competition has been enlarged this year and 
seven clubs in the area turned up at West Mailing for the first round 
on April 9th. Despite good weather, times were not high. Top scorers 
were Glider—M. Smith (E. Grin.) 7 :49; Rubber—A. Paige (Tun. 
Wells) 6 : 24; Power—P. Cameron (Crawley) 6 : 52. Top Clubs were 
Tunbridge Wells, 60 pts.; Medway 20 pts.; Crawley 20 pts.

m id la n d
Several of the members of 126 Sqd. A.T.C. at Alvaston, Derby, 

formed a model aircraft club. The Squadron warrant officer has been 
evicted and his office is now the club-room, with the promise of 
more sptfee from the C.O. Anyone interested in joining, should write 
to the Secretary, Cadt. LangstafT, Stainton House, Broadway, Duf- 
field. As Squadron propetty is used, it is a rule that new members 
should also join the squadron if possible.

Club champion of SUTTON COLDFIELD R C M.A.C.. and this 
year's w inner of the George Hales Trophy is Stan Robinson. Ian Cooke 
is runner-up, and had he been just that little bit more consistent— 
who knows? Robinson received his cup and miniature from Mrs. C.
S. Rushbrookc, who, with Rushy, was a principal guest at the annual 
dinnerMd dance held recently. Appropriately, the venue for the year’s 
dinner was “La Reserve", a spicy little restaurant inside Sutton Park, 
not far from the grassy uplands where the club was born.

WALSALL M.A.C. member Cliff Petty. Club Treasurer, came 
first in the "White" Trophy, flying a Hustler powered by a tuned 
Holland Hornet. At the moment his engine collection contains 87 
different types (Λ/mmmmml) Despite four entries in combat at 
Wellesbourne on April 9th, none reached the third round. Frccflightcrs 
suffered a similar fate. (Ouch!)

GEE DEE M.A.C. have been asked to put on three displays of 
model flying this year at Brackcnhurst College for the Young Farmers’ 
Fete and Gala, June 3rd. for a local Boy Scout troop who are inter
ested in Acromodelling, June 10. and for the British Legion Fete and 
Gala Ratcliff-on-Trent August bank holiday Monday, combat is in 
the programme. They’ve also been enjoying talks by the City Fire 
Prevention Officer and the Royal Navy and Royal Marine Recruiting 
office, with films.

At Wellesbourne on March !9th KIDDERMINSTER D.M.A.C. 
placed third thanks to P. Tanscr. This has provided a source of much 
encouragement. On April 9th the club had its second Wellesbourne 
comp. This time, junior P. Jeffs using Rivers 2.5’s, joined Mowbray, 
now using ETA 15 D’s, and Tanser with Oliver Tigers. All were 
using Tanscr’s redesigned Black Ghost model which the club is calling 
ZEX. P. Tanscr eventually won this comp, a very commendable 
effort, to which he himself attributed much credit to the efficiency of 
his pit crew. I. Kirshaw and Η. I.amour.

S o u th e rn
The long awaited first flight of the EAST GRINSTEAD M.F.C. *s 

A.P.S. Leprechaun occurcd on March 19th. Unfortunately, just as all 
was ready a big black cloud came over and a panicky, desperate 
attempt was made, in which it got airborne, the radio stopped working 
and it crashed and everyone ran for shelter—all in a space of two or 
three minutes. But the prang of the year (so far) was by GeofT Kemp’s 
8-channel dc-Bolt Crusader. He tried to pull it out from inverted too 
low. and it went in, full speed, vertically. It took fifteen minutes to 
dig it out of the ground. The hole it made in the hard, dry clay was 
nine inches deep. The propeller, 1 1 x 6  Top Flite nylon was folded 
back like a Wakefield folder, but unbroken. And when it came to 
counting the damage, only the engine was broken out and slightly 
dumaged and the rudder and its servo had come out.

On Sunday. April 16th. WINCHESTER M.A.S. held a combat 
competition w ith eight entries. Winner of the JA Class was A. Wright, 
a very promising Junior member, the Winner of Class "A " was D. 
Price, the Comp. Secretary, who was flying a Dongus. Club member
ship has now increased to 17.

N o rth e rn
Interest in Acromodelling is increasing in YORK M.A.S., junior 

P. Kazcr coming second in the Northern Area when flying his Sans 
Egal in the Κ.Μ.Λ.Λ. cup. Juniors have been encouraged by combat 
and T/R competitions. The winner of the T/R I. Lingard, had to 
complete the final in the dark, although neither he nor the judges 
could see the model, landings being indicated by a shower of sparks. 
The prize was a 3.5 c.c. diesel.

A Rat Race (no connection with the aforementioned!) was held in 
April for the members, the only rule being that a tank no bigger than 
30 c.c. was used, thus giving an equal chance for all types of engines. 
There appears to be some confusion between the HUDDERSFIELD
D.M.A.C. and the H.M.F.C.I. There arc now two Model Aero Clubs 
in Huddersfield. The first mentioned, which has been established for 
over 20 years and. of course, affiliated to S.M.A.E., and the latter is 
a new club formed in the last year.

OLDHAM M.A.C. is still turning out good attendances at the 
flying field every Sunday, J. Mellor’s Junior 60 with radio, had quite 
an adventure. After climbing out of control into the blue (with 
owner trying to follow it on a motor cycle), it finally came down in 
water a couple of miles away.

Several new models have appeared recently in HALIFAX M.A.C. 
including a semi-scale Curtiss Kittyhawk /M0 ;V for combat, that 
really will go "square" powered by a Frog 249 B.B. Other models 
include a Fokker Triplane for C ’L powered by a Merco 35 and is 
scale, down to actually spraying castor oil out of the cowling! Mem
bers who were the guests of Huddersfield M.A.C. on a trip to Clifton 
recently, would like to express thanks for a very enjoyable outing.

BAILDON M.F.C. members hoping for better weather for tho 
second glider eliminators on April 9th, were sadly disillusioned, 
again they had strong winds and steady rain later in the day. which 
rcallv cut down flight times. Gerry Tideswcll topped their results for 
the S.M.A.E. Cup with II : 29. A junior, Mike Proctor, managed 
a creditable 9 :03 after recovering his model from a factory roof, 
and M. Gilbert, a new member, with his fourth ever model, made nice 
flights to total 6 : 41 in conditions which deterred even the experts.

Control line interest is on the increase in ROTHERHAM D.M.P.C., 
but the Club’s first success of the season was gained in Free Flight 
when Ken Taylor won area open power at Clifton on March 19th, 
Ken’s time was 7 min. 8 sec. with his Dixie/ander and tuned ED 2.46, 
not bad considering the gale force wind and assault-course field.

The various clubs in SHEFFIELD district arc holding a Whit, 
week Model Exhibition, at St. Mary’s Church, Bramhall Lane, 
Sheffield, opening at 2 p.m. Wednesday, May 24th and closing 9 p.m. 
Saturday. 27th.

WHARFEDALE M.A.C. extend a cordial invitation to all on 
June 4th at R.A.F, Ruflorth, Nr. York, for their C L Rally (Wcthcrby 
—York Road BI224). Events include }A, F.A.I. 6 B. Team Racing, 
Combat and Stunt, all run strictly to S.M.A.E. rules. Stunt will be 
judged by Australian International team member Brian Horrocks and
S. M.A.E. Technical Sec., Mr. B. A. (Sam) Messom. Pre-entry is 
requested and should be sent to L. Davy, “Sunnyside", Burley-in- 
Wharfcdale, Nr. Ilkley, Yorks (2s. 6d. per entry—double on the day). 
They hear that the Northern Gala this year will definitely have C,L 
Stunt and Speed events added to the already impressive array of T/R 
competitions—thanks to the S.M A.E. council and a very under
standing Northern Area Committee.

W e s t e r n
At the second Area Rally on April 9th, GIJEVUM M.A.C. managed 

to lake the first three places in Open Glider, Derek Harper beating 
Stan Perry in the fly-οπ with Charles Aitkcnhead in third place. The 
latter also took second place in Open Power. April 8th saw the first 
stage of the "One Model" contest. Nine brand new La Mouettes were 
lined up for judging. Five of these being Junior entries. On the whole, 
the models were to a very pood standard, the junior entries being 
particularly creditable. Top junior was Brian Perry, 2nd Dave Perry, 
3rd Dave Green, whilst ton senior was Elton Drew, 2nd Dennis 
Rattle and 3rd Stan Perry. D. Whitehead of Fletcher’s Model Dept, 
has generously donated a handsome trophy for the top junior.

Vlitllantl
PETERBOROUGH M.F.C. recently acted as host to members of 

the Leicester club for a spot of combat, from which Leicester emerged 
victorious. Afterwards. Peterborough settled the score by winning 
a friendly "time killing" match, thus ending a most enjoyable day’s 
flying. Most of the members are pretty busy right at the moment, 
owing to an approaching display, and then the Nationals.

ftoutli HVttiprn
The now active PLYMOUTH M.F.C. held its opening meeting on 

March 31st at Lee Moor, with all classes of models (including radio 
control and control line), in a scaled time contest. There were over 
a dozen entries of varying types, from a scale frcc-flight l.uton Minor 
to a small control liner flown by a youngster. About 40-50 spectators 
were also present, without doubt they had a very entertaining after
noon, as did all aeromodcllcrs.

Scotland
MONTROSE M.A.C. have succeeded in consolidating their 

sudden increase in numbers which took place when the local "bulge” 
started acromodelling this time last year. This means that if they 
count the juniors of the old "hard core", who have recently become 
seniors, they actually have half-a-dozen seniors building and flying 
F/F and so many juniors the same, three of whom are well past the 
beginner stage and building Λ I and A 2 gliders. Member G. R. 
Wheeler, who is a boy entrant in R.A.F. on Easter leave, broke all 
local glider records on April 7th, when two big springtime morning 
thermals kept his A.P.S. Topscore flying for 49 minutes, no D.T. 
because of calm weather a id model was over the sea twice und up 
among the clouds before it landed less than a mile from launching 
point—another free-llight "convert".

Ire la n d
A model living club has been formed in Newtownards under the 

name of TOWNARDS AND D.M.A.C. They held their first meeting 
on Friday, March 31st, with eight founder members in attendance. 
They have been fortunate in obtaining the use of a hall adjacent to 
Ards Airport (now disused) and it is hoped that official permission 
will be given to use the airfield. Main interest is in control line with 
combat, stunt and team racing to the fore.

Five members of BELFAST M.F.C. travelled to Newgrovc House 
near Dublin to fly in the North Dublin M.A.C.’s combat and stunt 
comps, on March 26th. Weather was very1 windy, with the result that 
stunt standard was poor, and the combat really weeded out the 
rough weather fliers. David Black of Belfast won both comps., 
using his Oliver powered Peacemaker. Wilson was second in stunt and
T. Stewart of Dublin second in combat.

Sec you at the Nats.!
T iif. C lubm a n .
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H o lid a y s  Please note we close June 26th to July 10th 
Skeleton staff for Mail O rde r only.

SPECIALLY IMPORTED BY B.M.W.
ALLISON PROP-JETENGINE MOTORISED PLASTIC KIT 65/-

★  Moulded in 4 colours
★  Authentic Movable compressor 

and combustion section
•fr Shaft operates 50 moving parts
B.M.W. SPECIALS
Always something new at B.M.W.

MONOGRAM'S latest
1930 Model "A” Ford Customizing HAWK

kit. 125 precision moulded parts, Mercedes Benz 1939 Grand Prix 
38 chrome plated ... 22/- Winner. 4 colours, f '  scale 17/6

Easiest of Easy Terms 
with 9 months to pay

available on all orders over £5 including Boot equipment. Radio 
Controls, Aircraft kits, Railway equipment, etc.

JUST EVERYTHING FOR THE MODEL MAKER 
RADIO CONTROL

Άr Giant 16* long
★  Spinner changes prop pitch
★  Complete reduction gear

assembly
MODEL ENGINES

.46 c.c. E.D.Baby . . .  57/5
. 8  c.c. E.D. Pep ... 43/3
1 c.c. E.D. Bcc ... 56/3
1.46 c.c. Hornet ... 57/5
1.49 c.c. Super Fury 79,6
2 c.c. Comp Special ... 66/1
2.46 c.c. E.D. Racor ... 82/7
3.46 E.D. Hunter ... 82/3
.5 c.c. Dart ... ... 64/7
.75 c.c. Bantam ... 34/10
.76 c.c. Super Merlin, . . .  53/-
.76 c.c. Merlin ... 44 7
1 c.c. Spitfire . . . . . .  53/-
1.49 c.c. Sabre ... 53/-
2.5 c.c. Rapier 77/9
4.98 c.c. Tornado 236 2
Cobra 049 ... 39/6
.5 c.c. A-S 55 Diesel ... 55/6
1 c.c. M.E. Heron Diesel 47/3
A.M. Glo-Molor . . .  39,6

without starter ... 34/3
A.M. 10 Diesel ... 56/8
A.M. 15 Diesel 57/10
A.M. 25 Diesel 66 5
A.M. 36 Diesel ... 69/6
And all other domestic and 
importod engines by reputable 
makers.
MONOGRAM
V.8 Engine ..............  35/-
New Plastic Kit
I.T.C. Motorised HARLEY
DAVIDSON 22/6
Motor cycle and sidecar

E.D. Transmitters modulated c/w: 
Black Knight/I Single ch.,£6 18s. 9d. 
Black Prince/I. £11 Is. 4d.
Black Prince/4 4-ch., £14 3s. 4d. 
Black Prince/6 6-ch.. £15 9s. lid. 
P.C.I single ch. carrier

£5 IBs. Od.

B.M.W. of

E.D. Receivers
Airtrol Hard valve l-ch. carrier, 
£7 4s. Od. Modulated C/W Re
ceivers: Black Arrow/I l-ch.,
£7 4s. Od. Black Arrow/4 4-ch., 
£14 12s. 2d. Black Arrow/6 
6-ch., £15 9s. lid. Boomerang 
l-ch. carrier, £6 5s. 6d.

WIMBLEDON

PYRO
Derringer and Pepperbox Pistols, 

two kits in one ... 14/11
NEW IMPORTS 
FALLER PLASTIC 
AIRCRAFT KITS
Due now, scale 1:100. Faller 
Aircraft kits are beautifully 
detailed and easy to assemble 
for perfect models.
ME 109 Mosserschmitt 5/2 
JU87 Junkers Stuka ... 6/10
Fil56 Fieseler Storch 6/10
D027 Dormer ... 5/2
Ju52 Aunty Ju ... 12/9
HEIII Hcinklc.............  8/5
CV440 Convair ... 12/9
ME262 Messerschmitt 6/10 
HEI62 Heinkle ... 5/2
Geiger P ip e r.............  5/2
Ju88 Junkers ... ... 10/—
Ju52T Junkers ... 12/9
Noratlas 2501.............  12/-
VI/V2 Rocket Age 

Pioneers ................ 12/9
B.M.W. FOR ALL MODEL 
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 
BY ALL MAKERS161 KINGSTON RD., WIMBLEDON, S.W.I9 Lib. 7707
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Pli M A IL  O R D E R  S E R V IC E

DIRECT TO YOU FOR ONLY 4/6 each POST FREE
in Press Button 6 ox. Aerosols

P l i  I N S T A N T  S P R A Y  D O P E
Four Brilliant Colours: Yellow, White, Blue, Red and 
also Clear.

USE Pli and A D D  DIST INCTION  TO YOUR CRAFT

Cash with order to

S T E V E N S O N  A E R O S O L  P R O D U C T S
75 Greystortes Close, Sheffield I I,  England.

All containers fully guaranteed

ALL TRANSISTOR POCKET LOUDSPEAKER RADIO
Don’t be put off by the ridiculously low 
price, it is made possible by the bulk buying of 
transistors, etc. *THE CAPRI' covers all medium- 
waves. including ‘Home’, 'Light', etc. Reliable 
and lightweight—size only 4$in. x 2|in. x l$in.!
Works for months off 8d. battery ! Can be 
assembled in an hour or two with our easy 
plan ! Complete set of parts, including minia
ture speaker. ONLY 27/6 plus 2/- p. and p.
(C.O.D. 21- extra). Parts can be bought 
separately. Demonstrations daily. Money back 
guarantee.

CONCORD ELECTRONICS (Dept A.M.I)
210 CHURCH ROAD. HOVE, SUSSEX

N I M C K  T R A V E L  -  O R  
—  In to  O R B I T *  w ith  a i l  - O R I O V

ORION. WORLD CHAMPION MULTI KIT. £11 . 10 .0 (tax paid) 
Wingspan: 68'. Length: 47*. Wing Area: 690 sq. ins.
Weight incl. equipment: 6ilb. Engine : .3S—.45. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. PRICE REDUCED TO MATCH ANY OFFER. 
FLASH ! Orions take 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th places in the 

South African Nationals. (Subject to confirmation) 
FLASH ! Orbit Relayless flown into 2nd place.
FLASH 1 O rbit Relay equipment in 3rd place.
FLASH ! G. Hamilton had engine trouble. (Hard Luck, Gordon) 
FLASH 1 Cliff Culverwell w.ns again. (Congratulations. Cliff) 

(Orion Plan 8,6)
ALL — ALL — ALL — makes of American Modelling Equipment 
sent DIRECT to YOU, after Prepayment to  me by Postal Order, 
Money Order. Currency. Bank Draft, etc., etc.. WHEREVER you live.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY :: TAX AND DUTY PAID 
BONNER DURAMlTE £S complete. Sales. Repairs, Spares
BONNER TRANSMITS: Relayless £11 .5 .0  Trim £11 Conversion

£7 . 17 .6
BONNER DURAMlTE with MANNING SERVISTOR 1213 £10. 19.6 
AMERICAN MULTI 8 RELAY RECEIVER KIT by World Engines £27.15.0 
Grish Tornado Nylon Props. In Stock: 11 x 4. 11 x 6 7/2

12x4. 12 xS. 12x6 10/9

K il. .lO II.V S O X  ( I ta  <lio C oidrol)
LARKHILL WILTSHIRE ENGLAND
Phone Before You Coll. Durrington Walls 366. Holiday (Busman's) ! !

May 27 - June 10

ar g e n tin e  · Portugal’* Y ^ oslaVta

More and more satisfied clients the world over receive their regular shipments 
of Equado—  such is the popularity of this fine balsawood used by modellers 

everywhere. Equador balsawood is supplied in metric and English sizes 
TRADE PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION TO SOLE MANUFACTURERS AND SHIPPERS

I?!™ A > AUSTRALIA MALTA

272-274 HIGH STREET · SUTTON · 
SURREY · VlGilant8291*2
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FOR THE BEST OF/TERMS
R.S. IS YO U R MAN

One Fifth Deposit—Balance in 6, 9 or 12 months. ANY order 
over £8 is available on H.P. Terms. Examples:

Merco 35 and Crusader 37/2 deposit, 29/6 
monthly for 6 months. Veco 19 R/C and 
Veron Viscount 48/- deposit, 25/6 monthly 
for 9 months. Mini-Rcptone complete R/C 
unit 67/- deposit. 26/- monthly for 12 
months. Black Prince/Arrow "6” unit 
130/- deposit, 47/6 monthly for 12 months.
Can I quote for your particular requirements?

INTERESTING ITEMS IN STOCK
Rossi Super Tigre ... 230/-
K & B Torp 35.............  110/-
Taifun Hurrikan ... 77/-
O.S. Max II 1 5 .............  80/-
O.S. Max II 29 .............  80 -
O.S. Max II 35 .............  90/-
P.A.W. 1.49 c.c. Contest 86/-

Latest Tiger III ...
New P.A.W. 3.2 c.c.

130 -

Diesel 104/6
Holland Hornet 2-speed 110/-
Silver Streak, tuned 175/—
Super Tigre Jubilee 118/-
Veco 35c. new 165
Silver Arrow 3.5 c.c. ... 125/8

Bonner Duramite the Obvious Servo for Multi 
Grish ' ‘Tornado*’ Nylon Speed Props. 6" x 9", 7' x 9' 
"Tornado" Nylon Props, 10" x 4"

.. .. 12" x 5" .............
"Topflitc” Nylon Props. 9' x 4', 9" x 6". 10" x 6" 
Siemens Relays, 90 ohm. 300 ohm, 5,000 ohm ...
New Graupncr "Ultraton" Receiver 
Graupner FWI90 Scale C/L, for 2.5-3.5 c.c.
Veco Thunderbird, international class C/L Stunt 
The New K.K. Super 60. complete R/C kit
Topflite Orion. R/C kit for multi flyers .............
The Fabulous Schuco Bergfalke R/C Glider

each

104/-
5/- 
8/11 

11/3 
8/11 

26/- 
239/- 
79/6 
89 -
97/6 

230/- 
138 6

R O L A N D  SCOTT LTD·
147, D E R B Y  ST R EET , B O L T O N ,  L A N C S
Branch Showrooms: 97 Railway Road, Leigh, Lancs.

IA
IA! REPT0NE £15/8/0 UJ

UNITONE £16/10/6 EE
MINI-REPT0NE £16/16/0 UJ

O
TRITONE £20 13/0 5 fie
SEXT0NE £31/17/3 fieIII o
0CT0NE £50 0/0

UJ
C/D UJ

A L L  A B O V E  ITEM ES FR O M  S T O C K  

S.A.E. FO R^L ISTS

•
o•
©

©
Q.

1 H O S I E R  S T R E E T , ci H-
St. Mary’s Butts, Reading C/3

Tel.: Read ing  51 55 8

C onditions o f Sale  . . *
This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions;— 
That it shall not, without the written consent of the publish
ers, be lent, resold, hired-out. or otherwise disposed of by 
way of Trade except at the full retail price of 2/- and that it 
shall not be lent, resold, hired-out, or otherwise disposed o< 
in mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way 
of Trade; or affixed to or as part of any publication or 
advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

A l l  a d v e rt is e m e n t e n q u ir ie s  to

38 C L A R E N D O N  RO AD, W ATFO RD , HERTS.

iJOY [ b e t t e r  quality GREATER quantity /  
and the FINEST value ever!

Enough for the job 
and only a bob!—

JOY
PLASTIC ENAMEL
Now available in the new 
economy size tin.
18 beautiful colours 
(includingblackand white) 
can be intermixed to 
provide a wide range of colours. Resistant to heat 
and most fuels. Gives glass hard I per
abrasion and wear resisting surface. I  /  "  tin

TURNBRIDGE LTD., LONDON, S.W.17

JOY-PLANE 
FLUORESCENT 

FINISH
Quick drying, not affected 
by boiling water, petrol 
and most diesel and glow 
fuels.
Can be used on Polystyrene, wood, metal, paper, 
card etc., Available in red or yellow in bottles.

i oz. 1/3 — 2 ozs. 4/-

Kindly mention AERO MO DELLER when replying to avdertisers
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S C O T T  - I I  It  O W N  E
★  ★  P ro m p t M a il O rde r Service  ★
ALL THE LATEST KITS 
FROG
Battle of Britain series 

24' C/L for 1-1.5 c.e. 
Spitfire. M.E.I09,
Hurricane ............. 18/9

Talisman 28' C/L profile 
stunt for 1-1.5 c.c. ... 17/6 

•MS" Mk. II 45' span F/F
for 1-1.5 c.c................... 32/6

Nimrod 30' F/F «port for
.049   17/6

TOP FLITE AMERICAN 
KITS

Super Combat Streak 42'
fo r .19- 25 ...........  46/11

Nobler SO'Stunt for. I9-.35 94/6 
Flite Streak 42' combat or 

stunt trainer for .15·.35 41/5 
COX all plastic, crash proof 

ready to fly models, 
control line complete 
with Cox glow motors.

Super Cub 17^' ... ... 98/9
PTI9 22' World War II

t r a in e r ................... 122/9
P-40 20' Flying Tiger. Cox 

Super Bee motor ... 127/11 
F-100 Super Sabre I I ' Pee

Wee motor ..............87/-
•‘Li’l Stinker" 10’ Biplane

with Pee Wee motor ... 106/2 \ 
PUBLICATIONS [all post free

Keilkraft Handbook ... 2/6
Rovell Plastic Catalogue ... 9
Airfix Magazine ... ... 1/3
Kits for Radio Control 
Keilkraft Super 60 . 63' 

span, this kit has been 
specially designed for 
R/C. Fully pre-fab com
plete with clunk tank and 
finished U/C 2.5 to 5 c.c. 97/6 

Mercury. Matador 47' ... 25/3 
Galahad 54' ... 36/-
Aeronca Sedan.

65' scale mod. 70/6 
Graupner Piper Tripacer 60 -  
Boat Kits suitable Radio/C. 
Aerokits Sea Rover 1-2 c.c. 52/6 
Sea Commander up to

3.5 c.c..............................70/-
R.A.F. Crash tender 1.5-

3.5 c.c.............................. 70/-
Motor Torpedo boat

2.5-5 c.c..........................116/8
Veron Caribbean Coaster

I c.c.................................95/9
Marlin Cruiser 1-5 c.c. ... 76/7

R/C EQUIPMENT
E.D. single ch. tone Tx £11/1/4 

Receiver £7/11/8

Radio Controlled Models 
for Amateurs ... 5/6

4 ch. tone Tx £14/3/4
Receiver £14/12/2 

6 ch. toneTx £15/9/11
Receiver £I6/I9'5

Our new illustrated catalogue will be sent free of charge upon receipt 
of 9d. postage. Cash with Order or C.O.D. We pay U.K. postage on 
all orders over £1 in value. Under £1 please add I/6S.A.E. with enquiries 
please. Cheques and postal orders should be crossed.

J. SC0TT-BR0W NE ( n ^ bto°tn )  LTD.
51 QUEEN STREET, NEWTON ABBOT, DEVON 'Phone: 1179

THE M O D E L  S H O P
( M A N C H E S T E R )

MODEL AIRCRAFT KITS, ENGINES, ACCESSORIES & R’CONTROL
MAIL ORDERS BY RETURN.

KITS
STERLING P.T. 19 R/C ... 73/9 
MERCURY COBRA ... 28/6
MERCURY CRUSADER... 69/6 
STERLING RUFFY ... 82/3
STERLING IMPERIAL ... 82/3
MERCURY GALAHAD ... 36/-
GUILLOWS EXPLORER

R/C ........................... 155/-
TOP FLITE ORION ... 230/- 
STERLING MAMBO R/C

TRAINER ............  73/9
JETCO SABRE STUNT ... 91/-
K/K SPECTRE 2.5. 3.5 c.c. 37/6 
VECO THUNDERBIRD ... £4/9/- 
R.M.A. VIKING R/C ... 132/6 
TOP FLITE NOBLER ... £4/9/- 
TOP FLITE JNR. NOBLER 62/9 
R.M.A. VAGABOND R/C 125/- 
JNR. FLITE STREAK £1/11/- 
COMBAT FLITE STREAK 46/11 
VERON VISCOUNT ... 112/6 
K/K SUPER "60" R/C ... 97/6
GRAUPNER ULTRA

STUNTER ............  39/-
GRAUPNER SATELIT R/C 105/- 
GRAUPNER F.W. 190 ... 63/-
GRAUPNER CESSNA 180 55/-

PLEASE ENCLOSE POSTAGE 
ENGINES

A.M. 10 MULTI-SPEED ... 69/8
A.M. 15 ........................ 57/ Ϊ0
A.M. 15 MULTI-SPEED ... 70/8
K/K COBRA GLOW ... 39/6
RIVERS 2.5 Mk. II ... 125/8 
E.D 2.46 RACER 82/7
E.D. BEE Series II.............  56/3
E.D. SUPER FURY ... 79/6
FROG VENOM .............  58/-
FROG VIPER .............  80 3
P.A.W. 1.49   86/-
P.A.W. 2.49 Mk. Ill Now 98/- 
P.A.W, I9D Combat Spec. 104/6 
COX SPORTSMAN ... 95/-
ETA 15 2.5 Diesel in Stock 119/6 
ETA 29 VI.C Glow 141/11
MERCO 29 and 35 R/C ... 152/6
FOX 15   65/-
O.S. 35Mk.lll ... £6/10 -
O.S. 35 R/C CUSTOM ... 158/4 
VECO 19 R/C ... 137/6

SUNDRIES
JAPSILK, Red, Yellow, Orange, 

Sq. Yd. 7/6
NYLON. Red. Yellow. White, 
Blue, 36 x 48
L/WEIGHT Monofil Piece 10/-

Radio Control Gear: E.D. Single-Channel 373/-: E.D. Four-Channel 
575/-; E.D. Six Channel 649/-: E.D. Eight Channel 728/-: R.E.P. Reptone 
£15/8/-: R.E.P. New Unitone £16/10/6; Quadratone £29/-/-: Sextone 
£11/16/3; Octone £50: R.E.P. P.C. Tx Kit 20/6 NEW! Mlni-Reptone 
£16/16/-; Veco Jet Assembly 9/-: Riling Escapements, L/Wr 2-pawl 
41/4; 4-pawl 44/3; compound rubber-drive 49/11; Bonner Duramito 
£5/4/-: K.S.B. Timers 31/6; DEAC Cells .225 Dk 1.2 3/11; DEAC Cells 
.225 Dk 1.2 V. with solder tags 4/4; Veco 3 in. Bellcrank 3/9: 2 in. 3/-.

13 B O O T L E  S T R E E T  · M A N C H E S T E R  2
Tel: BLACKFRIARS 3972

|| PAG EfS Bond-Fast P.V.A.

Now in general use throughout Great Britain 
“Bond-Fast” has particular advantages for air
frame construction. Due to its deep penetration 
into all types of wood it has the tremendous joint 
strength of 3,000 lbs. per sq. in., and is equally 
effective on balsa or hardwood, it is clean to use 
and dries without trace, saving several ounces of 
weight on a large model. It is slower drying than 
cellulose cements, which enables the more difficult 
building operations, such as sheet covering, to 
be carried out more easily. Its water-resistant 
properties also make it ideal for model boat 
building, and the plastic squeeze bottle makes it 
convenient and economical to use.

Why not buy a bottle from your local Model Shop ?

No. 21 2 oz. Plastic Bottle 2/3
No. 22 4 oz. Plastic Bottle 3/9
No. 23 8 oz. Plastic Bottle 6 /-
No. 121 12 oz. Refill Bottle 7 /- 
No. 122 20 oz. Refill Bottle 91-

Remember, there is no substitute for LePage's /

• BECKENHAM ·  KENT

Kindly mention AERO M ODELLER when replying to advertisers
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GAMAGES
Feature the Famous REVELL Authentic Kits

FAIREY 
ROTODYNE 

HELICOPTER
K IT

foutside our van area. Post and Pkg I ,'6 F O R  O N L Y

H-185 VERTICAL TAKE OFF! Revell’* realistic model of the passenger/transport 
plane Fairey Rotodyne Helicopter includes propellers and rotors that turn, 
wheels that rotate, movablo rear control surfaces. Doors arc hinged to open 
and dose and stair* fold up into plane. Windewsection on fuselage is removable 

to show interior detail.

GAWSGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1 HOL 8484

CONVAIR ATLAS
Famed ICBM and Space Vehicle!

K IT  n o  /n  
F O R  O N L Y  L i s /  0
If outside our van area 
Post and Pkg. 1/6
H-1822 Revell kit features Operational 
Missile Hoist. Transporter pivots from 
tractor, missile support arms elevate 90 deg. Nitrogen and Gasoline trailers 
and six figures included. Moulded in 3 colours. Wheels rotate. 8 in. missile.
GAMAGES 1961 EDITION M ODEL* TRAIN BOOK.—132-Pages Fully 
Illustrated. Packed with details and information about Aircraft, Trains, Boats, 

Cars, etc. Only I/- Post 6d.

9
S

P  Min. Μ /Coil Relay 110
and 47 ohms ... ............

Small Relay suitable for Transistors ...
Potting Compound pint tin) ..............

S.B. 305 Transistor, now  o n l y ...............................
H e n ry ’s Transistor Manual and Price List (post paid) 
Parts for all published circuits . . . ask us to quote you.

A ll parts for follow ing sets:
Printed C ircuit C .W . Transmitter, compl. made with 

3A 5  valve, for own box 
Add on Modulator
M on ito r ......................
Aerom odeller ............
4 Transistor D irect to Actuator
Supertone I.C  ............
Supertone 3.C ............

A ll above plus I/- postage.
R E P T O N E  Outfit, as available. A ll E.D. R.E.P., F.R., 

other equipment in stock.

OF EDGWARE ROAD, LIMITED

The Most Interesting Shop in London
17/6
5 /- 

19/6 
10/- 
3/6

31/- 
32/6 
63/- 
64/- 
89/6 
6 / 6 
69/6

and

All New m arket Transistors and miniature 

stock.

components in

0/500 m/a M e t e r s ............................... ............ 17/6

D I0 0 I Transform ers ...................... ... 7/6

F.R. Com pound Escapements ............ ............ 49/11

F.R. C lockw ork  Escapements— 2 pawl ... ............ 41/4
4 pawl ... .. 44/3

Complete range of Keilkraft; Mercury; Veron; Yeoman; 

Aerokits; Maycraft; Frog; H.M.M. plane and boat kits. 

A ll makes of engines, electric motors, shafts, screws and 

couplings. Model Ship fittings, etc.

B O O K S  A N D  M A G A Z IN E S  O N  R A D IO  C O N T R O L  

A L W A Y S  IN  S T O C K .

Tel.: P A D  8827-8-9

Please add postage for return when ordering or for reply

303 E D G W A R E  R O A D , L O N D O N , W .2
Open all day Saturdays 9 a.m.- p.m.

Kindly mention AEROM ODELLER when replying to advertisers
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RADIO AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
G. H O N  N E S T -R E D L IC H  LTD.,

44 S H E E N  L A N E ,  M O R T L A K E ,  S.W .I4
-----------------  Telephone: PROSPECT 937S -------------------

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF RADIO CONTROL EQUIPMENT
From  com ponents to complete kits of parts 
there is R.E.P. equipment to satisfy novice 
or champion, for aircraft or boats designed 
and produced by practical experts.

“ R E P T O N E "
SINGLE CHANNEL

Unit construction with Plug-in 
Batteries and Motorised Com
pound Actuator, complete,

£ 15/8/0
“ UNIT ONE” single channel 
tone. Hand-held Transmitter 

£9/3/0
2J oz. Receiver £7/7/4 
••TRITONE" 3-channel reeds.
Hand-held Transmitter £9/6/6 

5 oz. Receiver £11/6,6 
"OUADRATONE” 4-cliannel 
crystal controlled Transmitter.

7 oz. Receiver £29/0/0·
"SEXTONE” 6-channcl reeds.
Crystal controlled Transmitter 
with “Joystick", 8-oz. Receiver

£31/17/3
“ OCTONE" 8-channel reeds.
Simultaneous operation. Crystal 
controlled Transmitter and 
matched 10-oz. Receiver £50

N OTE.—Uni tone and T ritone 
Transm itters are availab|e 
crystal controlled at extra 
cost of £2.7 0 and £2/14/0

MINIREPTONE
Full transistorised, relayless, 
special compound escapement 
with provision for an extra 
control. Receiver/Battery box 
unit. 2J x IJ x I} All up flying 
weight of Receiver, Batteries 
and Escapement only 5± oz. 
Three UI2 pcncells provide 
total battery requirements. No 
soldering, plug-in batteries and 
escapement cable. Low con
sumption hand held transmitter 
with fully telescopic aerial. 
Complete £16/16.0. Receiver 
Separate £9/9/6
RELAYLESS TONE 
RELIABILITY

ACTUATORS, REED UNITS. RELAYS —
R/C COMPONENTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 
+  Extended Paym ents available on equipment from £15 
■fa You can order R.E.P. equipment from your local model 
shop ^  S.A.E. for Price Lists and Information. Trade 
enquiries invited.

Consistent easy starting is one of the 

characteristics of the

M.E. “ HERON” 1 c.c. DIESEL
The motor with the cast-in Meehanite Bearing

Only

47/3 Inc. P.T.

Marine Version 
64/11 Inc. P.T.

D ISTR IBU T IO N :—

Hom e: E. K E IL  & C O .  LTD.

Export: M O D E L  E X P O R T S  LTD.

M A N U FA C T U R E D  BY:—

MAR0WN ENGINEERING LTD
Glen Vine - Isle of Man

ANOTHER “308" SERVICE!
When ordering an engine by post, a 
tachometer reading for a specified prop, will 
be included if requested. This will be especially 
appreciated by modellers when purchasing 
competition motors.

H E N R Y  J .  N I C H O L L S  L T D .  

3 0 8  Hollow ay Road. London, N .7 .

We prefer you to call at "308 " if you
possibly can If you cannot, our postal service 
is at your disposal. Orders over £5 post and 
packing free. Add 2s. for orders which are 
under £5 or I/- for small orders. S.A.E. with 
all enquiries please.

(2 minutes walk from Holloway Road Underground Station, 3 minutes from the Nag’s Head)

WE SUPPLY MATERIALS FOR THE MODELLER 
WANTING TO MAKE HIS OWN FUEL GENUINE AMERICAN PROCESSED JAPANESE SILK

Methanol 12,6 per gal Nitromethane 24/6 per 500 gms. White, Yellow, Orange. Red, Purple and Black sq. yd 7,6
Castrol M 8,6 per quart Amyl Nitrate 13/4 per 4 fl. oz. Chequered, Red/Black or Black/White ........................ sq. yd. 9/6
Ether 3/3 per jj pt. Amyl Nitrate 6,-8 per 2 fl. oz.

RECOMMENDED ENGINES
Super Tigre G.5I R/C ... 9/1/5
Super Tigrc G.20D ... 5/18/1
Super Tigre G.20 Glow 5/18/1
Dooling 29 ... ... 9/12/6
Eta 15 (from stock!) ... 5/19/11
Record (Hungarian BB) 6/10,6
Record (Hungarian PB) 5/—/—
Rivers Silver Streak

2.5 c.c.............................  6/5/8
Rivers Silver Arrow 3.S c.c. 6/5/8
Holland Hornet ... 2/18,'-
Thc new A.M. 10 and 15 Diesels
with nylon tanks, steel liners and 
modified cylinder heads—giving 
longer life and better performance.
A.M. 10 .............  2/16/8
A.M. 15 .............  2/17/10

We carry stocks of over 90 different 
engines!

SELECTED KITS
Topflite Orion ... 10/15/6
Berkeley Astro Hog ... 7/19/6
Berkeley Buster R/C . 6/7/6
Berkeley Impulse R/C ... 1/19-6
De Bolt Pursuit R/C ... 7/19/6
De Bolt Cruiser R/C ... 7/3/6
De Bolt Cosmic Wind ... 5/19/6
De Bolt Super Cub ... 5/15/-
De Bolt Champion 5/15/-
De Bolt Kitten (.049) ... 2/0/9
Topflite Jnr. Nobler ... 2/9/11
Berkeley Skyray.............  2/7/6
Berkeley Sinbad ... 1/2/6
PROFILE C/L KITS
Berkeley Interceptor 15 19/6
Berkeley Interceptor 35 1/7/6
Topflite Flitestrcak ... 2/1/5
Topflite Jnr. FliteStreak I/11/3
Topflite Baby FliteStreak 1/1/4
Mercury Cobra ... 1/8/6
Mercury Viper ... ... 17/6

RADIO CONTROL
R.E.P. 4 and 6 Channel complete 
are always in stock. E.D. I, 4 and 
6 Channel complete also available.

Orbit 8 Channel Complete 100/-/-
Bonner Duramites 5/4/-
Jaico Gem Relays (7.500 

ohm s)........................ 2/2/-
R.E.P. HT Converter ... 8/10/-
Remtrol Olsen Servo 3/10/-
R.E.P. 8 Reed Units 3/-/-
D.E.A.C. (225 DK) Cells 3/11
E.D. Bleep Relay 1/4/-
E.D. Bleep Relay

(Adjustable) ............. 1/8/-
Mighty Midget (Geared) 13/4
F.R. Compound 

Escapement ... 2/9/11
Aristo-Matic Compound 

Motorised Servo 1/15/-

Topflitc wood, power and nylon
props—ALL sizes in stock.
Grish Plastic Speed Props.
6 x 10 ........................  5/6
7 x 10 ........................  4/-

We regret that all inflammable 
items—c.g. Fuels and Fuel 
components cannot be sent 
by post.

I Overseas modellers especially ( 
i welcome. We ship any goods | 
l (except fuels), Tax Free to . 
I anywhere in the world. Please | 
. specify whether to be sent by · 
' Air or Surface Mail and allow * 
1 for postage charges. I

SPECIAL—f7w left
VECO 21* metal Spinners 9/6
VECO Small Elevator horn 3/-
VECO Large Elevator horn 3/6
(Cadmium plated Steel)

Kindly mention AERO M ODELLER when replying to advertisers
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----- C L A S S IF IE D  A D V E R T IS E M E N T S ------

PRESS DATE for issue July 1961, May 19, 1961 
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Private Minimum 18 words 6s. and 4d. per word for
each subsequent word.

Trade Minimum 18 words 12s. and 8d. per word for
each subsequent word.

Box numbers are permissible, to count as 6 words when costing 
the advertisement.
COPY and Box No. replies should be sent to the Classified 
Advertisement Department, The " A e r o m o d t l l i r " ,
38 Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts.

FOR SALE
AIlen-Mcrcury 15. Bench run 1$ hours only. Perfect condition. 45/-. 

P. J. Trenchard, 70 Hamilton Road, Oxford.
Veco 19, just run in, £5; Λ.Μ.35, good runner, 30/-. C. Wood, 15 Hillrise, 

Cuffley, Herts.
Aircraft o f  the Fighting Powers, volumes II to VI; book of Miles Aircraft', 

book of Westland Aircraft·, good condition, £5 the lot, or offers. 19 Wcstvicw 
Road, Batheaston, Bath.

Reworked Wisniewski 2-5 c.c. racing engine. £10; reworked Dooling 5 c.c., 
£10. Bud Joyner, 370 Stonewall, Memphis 12, Tennessee, U.S.A.

Heron, A.M.15, 35/- each; Frog 2-49, 40/-; excellent condition. Outlaw, 
partly built, 20/-, o.n.o. Green, 33 Bungalow Road, London, S.E.25.

Numerous A eromodflilr mags, for sale or exchange. "Wright”  Mk. II 
Receiver, Rclaytor, Multi-Relaytor. Offers; S.A.E. please. 539654 Sgt. 
Lineker (R.A.F.), 59 Duckpool Crescent, Braunton, N. Devon.

Very powerful Rivers Silver Arrow 3·5 c.c. Multispccd. not yet run in, 
£5/5/-. Quiet Taplin Twin wanted. 94 Cardinals Walk. Leicester.

E.D. 246 less exhausts; A.M.15; "Mam’sclle” with Frog 80. Offers. 
41 Waun-y-Groes Road. Cardiff.

Cox Pec Wee, 30/-; P.B. Elfin 2-49, 32/6; E.D. Bee, 32/6; all bench run only. 
Or swap all three for any good 6 c.c. engine. Also new A.M.15, 35/-. W. Long, 
35 Henry Street. Crewe, Cheshire.

Mills -75, in good condition, 37 6; Merlin ·76 Q.S in excellent condition, 
35/-; A fromodellers 1958-1961. Many other accessories. Large, Tanymarian, 
Llanbcdr, Merioneth.

ETA 29 Mk. 6, £4, or exchange for good P.A.W. 1 *49; Enya I5D, £3. 
Smith, 70 Wellcroft Road, Huyton, Liverpool.

New kits: Berkeley Piper Cub, 70-in., 60/-; Dcbolt Livcwirc Cosmic Wind, 
50/-; Berkeley Colonial Skimmer, 30/-; Mercury Skyjecp. including Merlin 
Diesel, 30'-; Mercury Tiger Moth, including Merlin Diesel, 30/-; Airframes: 
Wildfire. 38-in. R,C Biplane, nylon covered, installation for Reptonc with 
Frog 1*49, 60'-; Berkeley Navion, 68-in. low wing scale, silkspan covered, 
with Miles Special 5 c.c., 100/-. McMillan, Sea Defence Works, Canning 
Road, Fclpham. Bognor Regis.

Good A.M.10, 40/-; Fox 15, still under guarantee, accessories, 50/-. R. 
Huffcjr, 6 Queens Road, Dovcrcourt, Essex.

Keilkraft Commander. 36-in., fitted E.D. Hunter 3-5 c.c. Never been used; 
ideal for radio control, £10. 264 Prince Regent Lane, Custom House,
London, E.16.

All good engines: A.M.35. 35/-; PAW 149, 40/-; Elfin 2-49 Radial. 25/-; 
two Ellin 2·49 P.B.. 25/- each; Frog 149, 20/-; Dart -5, 20/-; D.C. Test Stand, 
7/6; 14 assorted tanks, 5/-; 38 assorted props., 10/-. Rowntree, 36 Pinner 
Park Avenue, Harrow.

Oliver Cub Mark I, immaculate, less spray, £6; Eifflaender 1*5, as new, 
hardly used. £3; E.D. Fury, tuned, bench run only, £2/10/-. Carter, 76 
Salutation Road. Darlington.

Ready-to-fly: Dragmaster with tuned Oliver, refined wing with Amco 
3-5 BB; ETA 29 Vic, Mills ·75, both boxed, not run-in; U-Reely, new, 60-ft. 
stranded; A/M Annuals and mags. (A/M, M/A. F/R), new condition; 
accessories, plans. Best offers? Camera, W.H.Y.? Green, 77 Moorland 
Gardens. Aadiewell, Midlothian.

Merco 29, new, unused. £4; Veco 29, used once, £4 o.n.o.; two Racers, 
25/- each; Nylon covered "Uproar” , fitted Merco 35, R/C, air wheels and a,) 
controls, £12 o.n.o. Moore, 6 Southsidc, Middlebeck Drive, Mapperleyl 
Nottingham.

Aeromodf.i I-F.rs , July 1952 - Sept. 1955. complete; three Annuals 1952 - 54, 
45/- lot. Covel, 74 Elmcroft Road, Birmingham 26. STE 4186.

Unused Enya 15D, still in box with instructions, £5 o.n.o. Blair, 75 Newtyle 
Road, Ralston, Paisley, Scotland.

F RE E  L I S T  I N C L U D I N G

M A N Y  B A R G A I N S
IN OUR ANNUAL SPRING SALE OF MODEL KITS AND 

ACCESSORIES, etc.
Send now with stamped envelope included to:

M O D E L  S U P P L Y  S T O R E S  
71-73 EAST STREET, BRIDPORT. DORSET

g l t f l  EIFFLAENDER REBORING SERVICE
W H  FIELD BANK, CHESTER ROAD, MACCLESFIELD
36-HOUR SERVICE: REBORES, BEES 14/-, other· 18/-, under 
.56 c.c. 20/- cash with order, tested, returned post free in U.K 
and 100 per cent, satisfaction guaranteed.
■ JC IA #  SERVICE: by return of post. E X C H A N G E  

RECONDITIONED CYLINDER UNITS ONLY» 
DIESELS: 12/6 GLOS: from 15/- cash and old cylinder unit with 
order, C.O.D. 2/- extra. ENQUIRIES, SPARES, by return, no 
obligation: please send a stamped addressed envelope.________

Good Pedro with Racer (Stacks removed), 65/-; separate, 20/-, 45/-; 
A.M.10, 30/-; Merlin, 25/-; Glider winch, 7/6. Short, 87 The Green, Ewell, 
Surrey.

New A.M.10. unused, 45 - o.n.o.; Mercury Matador F/F kit. unopened, 
17/6. Seward, Peck Mills, Ansty, Dorchester.

O.S. Max 11 35. Multispccd, not run in, £5 with accumulator. M. Stopper, 
67 Duke Street. Boston, Lines.

E.D. Bee, 35/-, excellent condition: D.C. Spitfire, 32/6, ideal for beginner. 
Michna, 40 The Avenue, London. W.I3.

Ex-keen power man selling equipment. All good stuff, realistic prices. 
S.A.E. for lists. Box No. 649.

Transitrol Receiver, 40 -; Boomerang Transmitter. 30/-; Deluxe Airtrap, 
3^-in. wheels, 10/-; F.R. Lightweight, 12/-. Millen, Rose Cottages, Borden, 
Sittingbournc, Kent.

Two Wcbra Piccolos. 40 - each; E.D. Baby, 30/-; Albon Dart, 10/-; Frog 
2·49, 30.-. All o.n.o. R. Cox, 20 Wellington Square, Oxford.
TRADE

G liding  Coursfs. C ornish  G liding  C lub , Pir r a n po r t h , between 
April 10th and October 6th. Apply Tuson, Holmans Croft, Rose, near 
Truro, Cornwall. Phone: Perranporth 3361.

Portsmoth and Southsea’s biggest hobby shop is "Robin Thwaites” . 
Now at 28 Arundel Street (Commercial Road end).

P irelli Special.—Made expressly for W'akefield acromodelling. Genuine 
top quality J-in. strip in 17-oz. hank direct from Italy. Remit cheque or 
I.M.O. value 24/-, Edgardo Sadorin. Via Assietta 25/11, Milano 10/3, Italy.

Secondhand diesel and glow engines for sale and exchange. Used engines, 
which must be in good condition, required. Most new makes supplied, 
together with all your acromodelling needs. Hobby Supplies, 4 Station 
Parade, Burlington Lane, London, W.4. CHlswick 9930.

Tatonc Clockwork Timers D-T (0-6 mins.) and Fuel Shut Off (0-20 secs.). 
Weight |-oz. and iA Shut Off. 30 - each post free from Dave Posner, 61b 
Canfield Gardens. London. N.W.6.

Ex-Government Stop Watches. 45'-. Illustrated leaflet on request. Charles 
Frank, 67-73 Saltmarkct, Glasgow, CM.

Rossi modified G.20 Jubilee, £8. Vulcan Jet, £12; Rossi speed pan, £1 
(with spinner), all speed accessories. Send letter and I.M.O. Rossi, via Pace 13, 
Brescia. Italy.

Oliver Tigers 2-46 c.c. from stock. £6/11 6. John Bagnall, Model Craftsman 
Supplies, South Walls, Stafford (Phone 420). Established 1936.

Factory modified Holland 049 Hornets, £6 18 - each; spare Glo-hcads, 8/-. 
All other spares available. Cash with order please. R. Beckett, 33 Mintcrnc 
Avenue, Southall, Middlesex.
WANTED

Rupert Moore's Typhoon plan. £1 or price for good copy. R. F. Carlyle, 
"The Bush Inn” , Dorking, Surrey.
SITUATIONS VACANT

Required at once—Assistant in charge for comprehensive models department 
in new store. Must be experienced in all aspects with a flair for display— 
remuneration consistent with ability—Apply Box No. 650. With details of 
previous experience.

M astkrmodels Lt d . have a number of vacancies for skilled and semi
skilled model makers, capable of producing scale aircraft, display and show 
models. Apply in writing giving all detaiLs of experience, of either professional 
or private hobby work, include photos if possible. Abo include details of 
present and past occupation. M astermodlls Lt o ., Grcenhill Crescent, 
Harrow, Middlesex.
BOOKS

Model-Avia, the model magazine that covers the world of model flying. 
Edited in French. Send for free specimen and subscription detaib: Model-Avia, 
31 rue du Printemps, Bruxelles 5, Belgium.

American Magazines. Year's subscription Model Airplane News, 39/-. 
Full catalogue free. Willen Ltd. (Dept. 1), 9 Drapers Gardens, London, E.C.2.

Catalogue No. 14 Government surplus and model radio control, over 500 
illustrated items. 2'- (refunded on purchase), P/P 6d. Arthur Sallis, Radio 
Control Ltd., 93(a) North Road, Brighton.

Sailplane and Gliding. Published every month. Send stamped addressed 
envelope for descriptive leaflet; or 3 4 for current copy; or £1 for a year’s 
subscription to British Gliding Association, Dept. “A” , 19 Park Lane, 
London, W.l.
EXCHANGE

E.C.C. Transmitter, 95IB receiver, escapement test meter. Exchange marine 
or aircraft diesels, W.H.Y. Firman, 20E Peabody Estate, Old Pyc Street, 
London, S.W.I.

REBORE S
^  W. F. BIRTLES, Model Engineers, 23 Palatine Road, Northenden,

Manchester 22 (formerly Auto Vaporisers)
REBORES: E.D. Bees and Elfins 14/-; others 14/9: under .56 c.c. ji/6. 
Cash with order, C.O.D. 2/- extra. Repairs done to all engines. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. LARGE STOCKS OF SPARES IN STOCK. 
Delivery Spares by return of post; REBORES 24 hours. ENQUIRIES 
stamped addressed envelope please.

Every model, technical reference 
or historical book on aviation, 
plus plans, photographs.
1'-stamp (or catalogue.
Aviation  Literature
2a KldgeAvenue 
WInchmore Hill. I.ondon. N21 
Bookshop open Saturday only

Kindly mention AERO MODELLER when replying to advertisers
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B ia iifJT O Tel: MF 3918

CENTRAL A IR C RA FT 
CO ., PTY.

5 PRINCES WALK. 
MELBOURNE. C.l

Australia's Main Distributor for:
·'Aeromodeller", "Model Maker" and 

their Plans Service.

M i l
BARNET HOBBIES

10 Church Hill Road, East Barnet, 
HERTS

For all your supplies, including KeilKraft, 
Ripmax, diesel and glow engines, kits 
and accessories, model railway equipment. 

ON 107 and 34 BUS ROUTES

Tel: 6222 

o m  P r o p r ie t o r

ΐ  SPORTS
R ROAD
EY

— Veron — 
Yeoman

Personal attention fr

D O N  VALLE1
24 DONCASTE 

BARNSL
KeilKraft — Mercury 

Scalextric —

Te/: NOR 5569

j M EC C A
R o a d  

im  6

rains, etc. Engines 
ses pass the door.

mafiiiSMiKIS»
THE M O D E I

204 W itton 
Birmingh

Model Aircraft, Boats. 1 
tested. 5 and 5A bi

Tel: EAS 0872

RRYS
IK ROAD,
ND
its, engines, radio 
g. Advice without 
postal service.

laiaausicisfJSi
THE PE]

769 ALUM ROI 
WARD E

Agents for all leading 1 
control, model car racin 

obligation by return

F F E ’S
)£LS

RANGE
JRN

KITS
& ACCESSORIES

RAW CLI
FOR MOL 

38 WHALLEY 
BLACKBI

MODEL BOAT KITS 
AIRCRAFT 
ENGINES

ESSEE>
ROLAND SCOTT

The Model Specialist 
147 DERBY STREET

The obvious shop for all Model Aircraft 
Requirements.

BOURNEMOUTH > 1
WESTBOURNE 

M O D EL SUPPLIES
Grand Cinema Buildings, 

Poole Road, Bournemouth West
IS THE SHOP WITH THE STOCK 
Why not visit us when in Bournemouth?

Tel: 26186

SHOP
Lane,
oof)
J Accessories 
Racing Cars 

irmula “ 152". 
A.E. for Lists.

THE M ODEL
182 Manningham

(Opp. Belle Vue Sch 
All makes Kits, Engines am 
Radio Control sets, Model 
Call and see the fabulous Fa 
Mail Order. S.

Tel: 3592

DELS
AFTS
IET
SSEX
II Accessories 
ilextric"

Mail Orders

H ■ I ΐ ■ ■ ! jj:

PLANET M O 
& HANDICR

108 THE HORh 
CHICHESTER, SU

Aircraft and Boat Kits. A 
"Tri-ang", "Trix”, "Sea 

Personal Service

TA|. ΛΜ1/Of. D i l

Sc SONS
CRAFTS

STREET

Ihop

B. CUTTRISS t

MODELS AND HANOI 

49-51 CLEVELAND

Call and see our !

WPiVfefelVA Central 5630

flA
:o.
igineers
C l
:e for engine 
rebuilds 
md enthusiast

CALEDON 
M OD EL C

Model and Precision Ei 
478 Argyle St.,

Our works at your servic 
repairs, rebores and t 

Everything for beginner a

Modellers can be assured
o f personal service coupled 
with expert knowledge o f 
aeromodelling requirements
at any o f the following
shops.

IH E M M W M  Te,;Hor 5958
W EALDSTONE 
M O D EL SHOP

39 THE BRIDGE. 
WEALDSTONE. MIDDLESEX

FULL RANGE OF AIRCRAFT KITS. FLYING. 
SOLID AND PLASTIC. BOATS. CARS. 
BALSA, DIESELS, etc.Mail Orders by return

Tel: 62507

RADAR CO. LTD.
2 OBSERVATORY ROAD. 

TSIMSHATSUI, KOWLOON
The most complete stock of aeromodellint 
and hobby supplies In the Far East. Agents 
for German Graupner, Italian Super Tiger 
and Sole Agents for O.S. engines and 

radio control equipment.

Tel: Bexley Heath 4058

G R O O M B RID G E
(Sidcup) Ltd.

499. Blackfen Road. 
SIDCUP. KENT

KEILKRAFT. YEOMAN. LINDBERG 
stocked. Agents for all leading kits, 
engines and accessories. Open six days 
per week until 6 p.m.

K IDDERM INSTER
M ODEL M ART

2 C0MBERT0N ROAD (opp. Railway Station)
We are Aeromodelling enthusiasts, and 
wish to help you with your requirements 

MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
Headquarters: Kidderminster District F.C

THE M OD EL SHOP
58 MERRION STREET 
(N r. Tower Cinema)

Model Aircroft — boots — cars — railways, 
all makes engines. Every accessory. RJC 

equipment, same day postal service.

Β3ΗΒ»
LEIG H  M ODEL 

CENTRE
97 RAILWAY RD.. LEIGH, LANCS
Anything supplied. Show us the cash, 

and we will do the rest.
Agents for “Graupner*' R/C equipment. 
H/C Conversions and engine repairs. 

Callers welcomed

h i  m m
THE M OD EL MAKERS 

M ECCA
13 CLASKETGATE

(Next Door to Theatre Royal)
Large stocks of all Plastic and Flying Kits. 
Engines & Accessories. Scalextric Roadways. 
Tri-ang and Lone Star electric railways

Kindly mention AERO MO D ELLER when replying to advertisers
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ANGEL
166 M ILE E N D  R O A D  

L O N D O N , E.l
YOUR Modelling needs are here. The 
enthusiasts' shop run by enthusiasts!! 
Full range of Kits and Accessories. 

Open all day Saturday.

M OD EL SUPPLY 
STORES

17 BRA2ENN0SE STREET, MANCHESTER 2
Manchester's Main "Mecca" for every 
make of KIT. ENGINE & ACCESSORIES. 
BALSA. RADIO CONTROL EQUIPMENT, etc.

Π Β ΪίΤ ϊϊβ ϊί·  ™· ΜΙί 2877
H. A. BLUNT 
& SONS LTD.

M ill H ill C ircui, London, N .W .7
Complete range of model aircraft, 
engines and accessories, boats, cars 

and railways.

THE M O D EL SHOP
13 B O O T L E  S TR E E T, 

M A N C H E S TE R  2
THE UP-TO-DATE SHOP WITH THE 

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK 
MAIL ORDERS BY RETURN

ire iB ia ie]* · N O T T I N G H A M
BURLEIGH’S

30) E D G W A R E R O A D , W .2

THE MODEL MAKERS' PARADISE 

BURLEIGH of Edgeware Road, Ltd.

GEE DEE LIM IT E D
40 G O O S E  G A T E . 

N O T T IN G H A M

Everything for the aeromodeller at 
Nottingham's leading model shop

IM BlaTelBI Ttl- N0Rth nn 1 [ « a w a u  Tt,:n907 1
HENRY J. NICHOLLS

LTD .

308 H O L L O W A Y  R O A D .  N .7 
We stock only the best 
for AERO M O DELLERS

HOWES M OD EL SHOP
9 and 10 B R O A D  S TR EET. 

O X F O R D

LARGEST STOCK IN THE MIDLANDS 
MAIL ORDERS BY RETURN

IM B lele]*»  r' ,: UB 7707
B.M .W . M ODELS

161 Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, S.W .I9
For All Your Modelling Needs 

K ITS  —  E N G IN E S  —  SPARES, etc.
Why not try us?

All enquiries welcome. S.A.E. for LISTS 
MAIL ORDERS BY RETURN 

(all orders under 10/— please Include p/p)

LE -C O R E BROS.
For A L L  your model requirement·
Aircraft — Boats — Cars — Railways 

264 The Banks, High Street 
R O C H ES TE R , Kent

and
373 High Street. 

C H A T H A M , Kent.

reJJT ileT JI Ttl- MT 63,9 w sw aaiM SU  T*'·22804 1
E. F. RUSS

97.101 B A TTE R S E A  RISE 
S .W .II

Cars, Planes, Boats and Trains
A COMPLETE STOCK FOR MODELLERS. 
GIVE US A VISIT OR ORDER BY POST.

R E D G A T E S
M O O R H E A D ,
SH EFFIELD

The North's Largest Model Dept, 
Whatever the Model— W E  S T O C K  IT

ire ra is re ii»  «■·H0P a s iM d ia · ·»
M O D EL A IRCRA FT 

SUPPLIES LTD.
29 Old Ken Road, London, S.E.I

The oldest established aircraft shop In 
London. Service with satisfaction.

SHEFFIELD ELEC TR IC A L 
& M O D EL EN G IN EERS
240 S H A L E S M O O R , S H E FFIE LD  3

The "00" Railway Specialists 
Also full stock of Boats —- Aircraft — Cars 

Full size Canoes and Accessories

I M J i s i e j j»  u,: VAN 7042 M iBicfcVieklA  Te' 22,38 1
J. G. S. CLARKE

46 B R O O K W O O D  R O A D . 
S O U T H  FI ELDS, S.W.I8

Leading makes. Boat Kits. Aircraft Kits, 
Engines and Accessories. Triang stockists 

Mail Order.

BALBIR & CO .
I l l  North Bridge Road, 

Singapore 6

Leading stockists of Model Aircraft 
requirements in Singapore and Malaya.

r a j g f g F E B
GEE DEE LTD.

29 H IG H  S TR EET  
SKEGNESS

All you need in models and toys. 
There's a Model Railway exhibition too.

r a n m ii» : Shirley 5854

>DELS
EY, SOLIHULL
rains, Engines 
ol
1 advice and 
hursday 6.30 
isers of Kits
ue.

HOW BEL MC
NEWBOROUGH ROAD, SHIRL 
Agents for all leading Kits, T 

and Radio Contn 
We have a "FREE" mode 
instruction class every Tl 
to 8 o’clock to all purch;

over IS/- in val·

| Tel: 32542SOUTH AFRICA
BAMBI

Hobby and Toy Specialists 
212 Sunnyside Galleries 

H/V/Cor Esselen & Trove Str. 
P R ETO R IA

The leading Model Shop In Tronsvaal. 
Specialist In Graupner Products. Mail 

Order to South Africa.

Tel: 420

•NALL
SUPPLIES

* O A D )
> since 1936 is 
d Service with

JOHN W. BAG
M O D E L  C R A FTS M E N  S 

S O U T H  W A L L S  (1
The 100 per cent. Model Shop 
well worth a visit. Sales on< 

Satisfaction.

n im v j iu  <ivenage l / 1J

rsH O P
E,
T O W N
srvicetomeet 
ed.we have it, 
>ries, engines.

HERTS ΗΟΒΒΊ
4 PARK PLAC  

S TE V E N A G E  N E W
New shop, new stock, keen si 
your demands. If it’s advertisi 
Full range of all kits, accessc

Tel: 23382

tG E R
OFFICE,
tO A D
Kits — Spares 
— Plastic Kits 
■s

LVA1I& 1I ·
S. H. G RAII
C A L D M O R E  P O S T  ■ 

108 C A L D M O R E  F
Aircraft — Boats — Engines — 
Accessories — Model Railways 

Model Racing Cat

Tel: 23522

fc LTD.
iTR EET
itation)
6.
:raft. Fishing

H. G. CRAME1
I72A and B H IG H  S 
(N e a r High Street S

Four shops in oni 
Mode1 Railway. Model Airt 

Tackle. Toys.

W OLVERHAMPTON • 1
Tel: 26709

M ODELS & HOBBIES
19 ST. J O H N  S TR EET, 
W O L V E R H A M P T O N

EXPERTS COME TO US; VISIT US 
AS WELL. WE HAVE ALL THE BEST 

IN MODELLING

Kindly mention AERO M O DELLER when replying to advertisers
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Str ingent in its high qual i ty standards  
progress ive in its development

popular
model
planes
destined to satisfy you

DONALD DUCK
ind.-No. 1293 
A trainer with a splendid 
performance, suitable for 
nigh level launching, contest- 
class 1, wingspan 43". 
Quickie kit.

ATLAS by l.
ind.-No. 4604 
A masterly high efficiency 
model with rocket-like 
take-off. World championship 
competitor 1958, Cranfield. 
International contest class 1. 
.09 cu. in. Taifun-HURRIKAN, 
free flight.
Wingspan 51". Quickie kit.

PIPER PA 22 TRI-PACER
ind.-No. 4607 
Sport free-flight and radio 
controlled (1 -3 channel) scale 

model for Taifun- 
HURRIKAN .09 cu. in. 

Vflengines.Span_43,7/32 
Quickie kit

CUGAR
ind.-No. 4807 
Control line acrobatics 
model for engines of .35 cu. in. 
capacity. A  champion model 
of extreme manoeuvrability.

Easily built, very 
robust. Span. 46". 
Construction kit.

Learn more about my 
complete model 
building program from 
the GRAUPNER 15 FS 
catalogue, printed in 
four languages (engl., 
fr., sp.. It.) available 
from my V 
agents.

Special prospectus 

free of charge

Great Britain:
Agents:
A. A. Hales
26 Station Close 
Potters Bor, Middlessex

Australia: Eden Distributors Pty. Ltd. 
226 Pitt Street 
Sydney, N. S. W.

British Petambar Dindayal
Guiana: 104 Regent Street 

Georgetown
New Burton Brailsford Agencies
Zealand: 261 Will»* Street 

Wellington, C. 2
South Phil de Bruyn
Africo: 4 Pritchard Centre 

85 Pritchard Street 
P. O. Box 469 
Johannesburg

c 6

JOHANNES GRAUPNER · KIRCHHEIM-TECK · GERMANY
All i t e ms  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  t h r o u g h  r e co gn i ze d  d e a l e r s  only

SUPER GL0WPLUG ENGINES
ETA '*29” MR,. 6 4.7 c.c. £7/1/11 
Super Tigre 2.5 c.c. £6/19/6
MERCO 29 and 35 £5/19/6
O.S. 29 R.C. 4.7 c.c. £8/3/4 
O.S. 29 4.7 c.c. £6/t0/8
FUJI "099" 1.6 c.c. £2/4/9
FUJI “ 19·' 3.25 e.e. £6/13/5
McCOY "35*’ 5.7 c.c. £5/16/6

FOX 09 1.6 c.c. £2/5/6
FOX *Ί5Μ 2.47 c.c. £3/5/0
FOX "29” X  4.8 c.c. £8/18/5
AM .049 .8 c.c. £1/14/3
Glowchief 29 and 25 £6/8/9
SPACE HOPPER .8 c.c. £3/14/6 
COX Peewee 0.3 c.c. £2/2/6
MICRON Sup. Sport 5 c.c .£12/3/0

Write for U5T o f over 100 types of ENGINES 
Send SA.E. for LISTS of over 350 PLASTIC KITS

JONES BROS. OF C H ISW IC K
56 T U R N H A M  G R E EN  TER R ACE, C H IS W IC K , W.4 
Phone: C H I 0858 (I min. from Turnham Green Station) Ett. 1911

Buy your Glow Motors post free from

MODEL AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES LTD.
Cox Pee Wee .3 c.c. 42/6 each
Fox .09 1.5 c.c. 45/6 each
Cobra .8 c.c. 39/6 each
McCoy Red Head .19 3.25 c.c. 80/- each
Merco .29 or .35 5 or 6 c.c. £5/19/6 each
Merco .35 R.C. 6 c.c. £7/12/6 each

G R A U P N E R  & S T E R L IN G  K ITS IN  S T O C K

29, OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.1.
Tel. H O P  3482

Bud Morgan
T H E  M O D E L  A IR C R A F T  S P E C IA L IS T
Send Scamped Addressed Envelope for Free Leaflets on K.K., Veron, 
Mercury, etc., and my S/H Engines List. K.K. Handbook I96I 2/6 inc. P/P.
I PAY C A S H  FOR G O O D  S E C O N D -H A N D  E N G IN E S  
Second Hand Engines in Stock
E.D. Bee 32/6; E.D. Hunter 42/6; Super Merlin 29/6; Frog8029/6; Α.Μ.Ι0 
35/—; A.M.35 42/6; and many others.
SPECIAL OFFER. PLASTIC HYDROPLANE complete with MILLS 
.75 c.c. DIESEL ENGINE AND PROPELLER. Was 84/- now only 57/6 

L IM IT E D  OFFER

22 A N D  22A  C A S T L E  A R C A D E .  C A R D I F F
Tel.: Cardiff 29065

P.A.W. 1-49
T H E  M O T O R  T H A T  E V E R Y O N E  IS T A L K IN G  A B O U T :  

G IG  E IFFLA EN D E R ’S
C O M P A C T  
R O B U S T  
P O W E R FU L  
E C O N O M IC A L

PRODUCING .176 B.H.P. at 17.000 R.P.M.
This is the Hand-Built "SPECIAL” Engine which leaves other engines 

standing, yet costs only 86/· post free.
*  T O P  D IE S E L  IN  T H E  1959 & I960

G O L D  T R O P H Y  *
but also the best beginner's ongine co-day, exceptionally easy starting, 

and virtually indestructible.
Manufacturers & Distributors:

Progress Aero  W orks, Chester Road, Macclesfield, Ches.
Distributors:

E. Keil & Co. Ltd., KeilKraft W orks, W ick  Lane, W ickford, 
Essex.

Normal Trade Discounts: Enquiries invited.

Kindly mention AERO MODELLER when replying to advertisers



IF IT S AERO-
MODELLING, 

W E  S U P P L Y  

I T  I
R A D IO  C O N T R O L  

E.D. TR A N S M ITTE R S
(Modulated C/W)

Black Knight/I single ch.£5/17/6-1 21/3 
Black Prince/I ... £10/0/0 + 21/4 
Black Prince/4 4 ch. £12 0/0 { 43/4
Black Prince/6 6 ch. £13/2/6 { 47/5
P.C.I single ch. carrier £5/0/0 + 18/— 
E.D. RECEIVERS 
Airtrol Hard Valve I ch.

carrier ............. £6/2/0 i 22/-
Modulatcd C/W Receivers 
Black Arrow/1 I ch. £6/8/6 f 23/2 
Black Arrow/4 4 ch. £12/7/6 + 44/8 
Black Arrow/6 6 ch. £14/7/6+51/11 

(3 |'x 2 * 'x  l i ’—8 oz.)
Boomerang/1 ch.carrier) £5/7/6+ 18/— 
Factory-Fresh Batteries for all equip

ment as specified. 
ACCESSORIES
E.D. Octave 8-tuned relay £3/0/0
Bleep Relay .............  £1/4/0
E.D. Multi-channel motorised Servo 

Unit — in our opinion the best 
ever at the price £3/0/0 — 10/10 

E.D. Mk. II Compact Est. £1/0/0+ 3/8 
E.D. Mk. Ill Standard Est. £1.0/0+ 3/8 
E.D. Mk. I Clockwk. Est. £2/8,0 + 8/8 
Siemens Relays.......................  27/-

We can service commer
cially-made R/C equipment. 
W rite for quotation with 
article. If you have a query 
we shall be pleased to 
advise without obligation.

FRED RISING E Q U IP M E N T
2 Pawl Control ... 35/- + 6/4
4 Pawl Control ... 37/6 { 6/9
Compound Esc. ... 42/4 + 7/7
Rubber Esc................... 2I/-+3/I0
VALVES
XFY34. XFY35 ... each 15/-
XFGI .......................  15/-+ 2/6
CABLE
14-strand single cable, covered.

per yard 4£d.
Multi-way. 7 pairs 14-strand 

sheathed, per yard............. 2/6

R/C BRUKA TANKS
Designed specially for R/C 
flights. Telescopic feed for any 
position with non-return fuel 
feed to prevent surge.
200 c.c. — 20/4: 250 c.c. —
23/6; 300 c.c. — 27/-

REP
Unitone Tx .............  £9/3/0
Unitone Rx ............. £7/7/6
Octone Tx and Rx ... £50/0/0
Sextone Tx and Rx ... £31/17/3

f  No P/T on overseas orders.
§  Orders over 40/- from abroad 

acknowledged by air mail.
§  Full official rates allowed on 

foreign currency.
φ Goods sent C .O .D . where 

operative.
•  Goods insured in transit.

φ  Parcels sent by air at cost to 
order.
Orders despatched by return. 
SPECIAL A T T E N T IO N  T O  
R EQ U IR EM EN TS  O F H.M . 
SERVICES. W R ITE  FOR  
D ETA ILS.

•  Home Buyers —  Orders over 
30/- post free. Under, please 
add 1/6 for p/p.

A M U S T  FOR R/C FLY IN G  
16 oz. S Q U EE Z E  TU B E  

For radio flyers, etc., 100% 
efficient. Complete with 
9" Feed Tu b e.............  2/11

RE C H A R G EA B LE DEAC CELLS
Γ diam., x tV deep. Deliver approx. 
I.5v. Easy to recharge, each 3/11

M O T O R S
Italian Super Tigre 2$ c.c

Type V G lo .............
Type V Diesel.............
G L O -M O TO R S  
D.C. Bantam 0.75 
D.C. Tornado Twin 
Merco 29 
Merco 35

I00/-+ 18/1 
100/-+18/1

30/-+ 4/10 
£9 19/0 i 33/1 

101/4+18/3 
101/4 + 18/3 

Merco Multispced for R/C 130/6 + 21/9 
Fox 15 2.5 c.c.... ... 70/6
Frog Venom ... ... 50/- f-8/—
Frog 0.49 R G ............. 42/6 + 7/-
Eta Mk. VI C ... £5/19/6 + 22/5
DIESELS
ETA 150—2.5 c.c. I0I/-+I8/II 
The finest ever at its price.
OS M A X  III Multispeed

for R/C ............. 133/- 22 4
OLIVER TIGER, tuned 165/- f 20/- 
Α.Μ.Ι0 R/C Version 59/9 + 9/ί I
A.M.I5 R/C Version 60/-+ 10/-
Silver Streak Tuned ... 134/—{-21/- 
Taplin Twin
A.M. I c.c
A.M. 1.5 c.c...............
A.M. 2.5 c.c...............
A.M. 3.5. c.c..............
D.C. Super Merlin 
D.C. Dart Mk. II
D. C. Spitfire ...
E. D. •Baby·'0.46 
E.D. "Bee"
E.D. "Hornet" 1.46 
E.D. Super Fury 1.49 
Eta I5D
E.D. Hunter ...
E.D. Mk. IV ...
Heron I c.c................
Frog Viper 1.5 BB
Frog 80 .....................
Frog 2.49 BB modified 
Frog 3.49 BB modified 
Frog 3.49 PB ...
Frog 2.49 BB ...
Frog 1.49 Vib ...
Frog 150 B 
P.A.W.

71- 
8/4 
81- 
Β/Α

£7/7 0 + 25/- 
48/-+ 8/9 
49/- {8/11 
56/3 10/2 

58/10+10/8 
46/-+ 71- 
S6/-+ 8/7 
46/- +
46/- +
44 6 .
46/- + 

67/4+12/10 
100/11 + 19/1 
66/-+11/11 
65/-+11/9 
4I/-+ 6/3 
72/-+13/- 
39 6+ 6/6 
73/4+12/2 
73'4+12/2 
598+ 10/- 
79/-+13/6 
45/9+ 7/2 
46'-+ 7/2 

72/10+ 13/2
P LA ST IC S

F u ll ranges by 
AIRFIX ■ AURORA· ·  EAGLE 
FROG’ - HAWK * LINDBERG 
REVEL, etc.

Lists on request

FALLER
MERIT

K IT S
•  GRAUPNER
K adett......................
Tourist......................
Kapitan.....................
A t l a s .....................
Cessna 180 
DO. 27
F.W...........................
M.E. I09H 
Mew Gull
Mustang.............
Ultra Stunter ...
C u g a r .....................
Champion
S a te lit.....................
Piper Tri Pacer
Amigo.....................
Klemm.....................
•  MERCURY
Galahad ............
C o b ra ......................
Viper ......................
Agressor
Crusader ...........
G re b e ......................
Junior Monitor
Lightning ............
Marauder
Marquis ............
M.E. 109 
Monocoupe 40 
Monarch
Picador ............
Skyjeep......................
Spitfire ............
Swan Glider ...........
Thunderbird
Tiger Moth ...........
Toreador
Viper C/L ...........
•  KEILKRAFT
Snipe ......................
Demon ............
Firebird
Firefly......................
Gazelle
Talon ......................
Spectre ......................
Halo .....................
Caprice......................
Firefly Stunt ............
Gaucho.....................
Marquis 
Tiger Moth
B andit.....................
Cesna 170
Pacer C/L ............
Jnr. 6 0 ......................
Southerner 60 ...
φ  YEOMAN
Dixielander 
Koll Glider

£2/2/6 
£2/12/- 
£2/5/8 
£2/1/9 

£2/15/- 
£2 12/9 
£3/3/- 
£2/5/- 

£2/13/6 
£2/1/9 

£1/19/- 
£2/18/9 
£2/9/6 
£5 5/- 
£3 Ν
α ι II- 
£2/2/6

31/—l· 5/- 
24/-+ 4/6 
I5/-+ 2/6 
24/-+ 4/- 
58/9+ 9/9 
13/6 f- 2/6 
19/6- 3/2 
49/6- 81- 
14/9+ 2/5 
27/9+ 4/9 
24/6 - 4/- 
28/6 + 4/9 
30/-+4/10 
16/6- 2/9 
28/6 + 4/9 
31/3+ 5/3 
10/6+ 1/9 
22/-+ 3/7 
28/6+ 4/9 
22/6- 3/8 
Ι5/--Γ 2/6

17/6+ 2/3 
24/9+ 4/3
21/—{- 3/6 
13/6+ 2/3
16 6 3 4
21/3+ 3/7 
28/9-4/10 
17/6 r 2/9 
13/6- 2/3 
12/6 r  2/3 
18/3+ 2/9 
28/3- 4/3 
18/3- 2/9 
18/4 + 3/1 
18/4 r  3/1 
15/- + 2/6 
45/-+ 7/6 
40/-- 6/8

23/6+ 41- 
17/-+2/11

K IT S
•  FROG
Tutor ............. ... 19/4+ 3/2
Nimrod ... I5/-+ 2/6
S.E. 5 a ............. 27/10+ 4/8
Condor ... 25/-+ 4/2
Frog 45 ............. ... 25/-+ 4/2
Gladiator Combat ... 24/6 + 4/3
Tempest ... 4I/-+  7/2
Tutor 20/6+ 3/5
Talisman ... I5/-+ 2/6
•  VERON
Viscount 96/6 { 16/-
Velox ............. ... 34/-+ 5/6
Phoenix ... 30/-+ 5/-
Bombat............ ... 20/-{ 3/6
Colt ............. 23/6+ 4/-
Deltaceptor "Imp" 31/3+ 5/3
Cardinal 15/6+ 2/7
Deacon 28/9+4/10
Fairy Delta 41/3 + 6/10
FockeWulfa 22/-+ 3/8
Lavochkin . 26/-+ 4/4
Philibuster 23/6+3/11
Sea Fury 23/6+3/11
Sentinel II/3+I/I0
Vortex............ . 19/6+ 3/3
Sabre F.86E ... 26/-+ 4/4

S U N D R IE S
LARGE RUBBER BANDS 
Largest possible size, for 

holding wings, R/C etc..
per box .......................  2/6

WHITE COVERING SILK, 
top grade per sq. yd. ... 6/6

FOAM RUBBER. }r per sq.ft. 2/6
Ϊ* per sq. ft. 4/6

ARALDITE per tin .............  6/-
BRITFIX .............6d. and 1/8
EVOSTIK .......................  1/9
CASCAMITE .......................  2/6
PLASTIC CEMENT 6d.
PVE 2/3; 3/9; 4/9; 5/9; 8/9 
RYELARD MARINE VARNISH, 

tu b e ............................. 1/10
ALSO IN STOCK 

TOP-FLITE PROPS 
SOLARBO (Finest grades, all sizes) 
RIPMAX MARINE FITTINGS 
MAYCRAFT KITS 
YEOMAN TRANSFERS 
NATO PILOTS 2/6 and 3/1

, MULLET “ EXCLUSIVE”We undertake to answer your queries 
about R/C, materials, etc., promptly 
by return absolutely free and without 
obligation whether you order or not 
This exclusive service is available to 
all modellers. (But remember we
connot give free plans or complete 
building instructions — that's "Aero- 
modeller's” department—and they do 
that excellently.,

A L L  L I N E S 1 N
STOCK AT TIME
OF G O I N G TO

P R E S S

ARTHUR MULLET! LTD., 16 MEETING HOUSE LANE BRIGHTON, S
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This easy-to-build, ea 

is su itab le for 049 gl 
0.5 c.c. diesels. K it  a  
parts, and w ingspan

THE GREATEST NAME IN MODEL KITS
» ”  *  ·  T  *

SEE THEM 
AT YOUR 
LOCAL 
MOD

C on tro l Line  
Stun t M ode l for 
049 g lo w m o to rs  
and under I c.c. 
diesels. D ie-cut 
parts for quick  
building.
20 in. w ingspan. 15/9

COBRA
049

0.8 c.c. 
GLOWMOTOR

19/9

y-to-fly m odel 
w m o to rs  and 

ta ins die-cut 
40 inches.


